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Scheduled April 8

Sunday like a

lion or
lamb also marks Red Cross month
but because of recent drives for
Polio and NetherlandsFlood Relief, local Red Cross leaden have
decided to wait until later in the
month before launching the cam-

paign. v
But Campaign Director Wendell
A. Miles has been busily at work
in preliminary arrangements and
has made several appointments.
Other appointmentswill be made
General canvassingof business
and professionalplaces as well as
some industrialfirms is scheduled
for the week of March 16. A kickoff meeting is scheduledFriday,
March 20, to launch a one-night
house-to-house Red Croft roll
call March 21. This system of Red
Cross roll call has been used in
many parts of the country over a

Cross

(Spedel)

Bedrid

—

1

Increased First

lime Snce 1938

by the Board of Public Works,

Tulip Parades

an

solicitors.

Mrs. Joseph Borgman, Jr., wiil
serve as residentialchairman this
year and is appointingvarious
zone captains who in turn are lining up many dther solicitors.
Persons who have contributed
to charities through the Single
Solicitation Plan, a payroll deduction program for local industries which has beep in operation
for the last two or three years,
have already contributed to Red
Cross. Their pins and membership
cards have been prepared and in
many oases have already been dis-

Here’s the 500 pounds of fish caught by a grobp
of five Holland men recently at Boynton Beach,
Fla., where all were vacationing.It was the largest
catch at the Floridaspa so far this year and they
did It all from 8 a.m. until noon on Thursday,

Feb. 10. The fish are Californiaand red snappers.
Local men In the group are John Volkera, Harry

average increases
of approximately7 per cent effective March 10.
call for overall

Enter Float

Red

Rates

Three persons received minor inSpring Juries as the result of a crash 'at
Lake, died at Municipal hospital 9 s.ra. today. A car driven by Mn.
Wednesday morning. She was 62 Justin Dyke,' 25 West 35th St., went
years old and had been in iR out of control on Central Ave. near
health for 13 yean. She was bom 3Jrd St. crashing into a large tree.
in Muskegon, July 1, 1890 and
Mn. Dyke was given out-patient
spent most of her Mfe in Spring treatmentat Holland hospital for
Lake township.
New Boost Averages
cut forehead and numerous
She was married to Austin Ort- teiUses. Her 4tt-yeaix>lddaughter,
About 7 Per Cent;
quist on Feb. 28, 1925.
Carol, suffered the losa of two
Surviving besides the husband teeth, and her one-year-old son reEffective March 10
are a daughter, Mrs. Margaret
ceived facial cuts. The chUdren
Nienhouse of Spring Lake townAn increase in electricalrates
were passengers in the ear. Damship; two sons, Robert of Spring
age to the car has not yet been for HoUand was approved by City
Lake Township and Corp. Charles
Council at Its regular meeting
Ortquist of Camp Pickett, Vi.; estimated by Deputy Andrew Ven- Wednesday night.
der Vliet who investigated.
three grandchildren;three bro-.
Hie rates, previously approved
then and four sisten.
Mrs. Julia Ortquist,route

Merchants

March

instructionalmeeting for all

Far Antoaobilc Crash

ly, explaining that the final plans serviceswill be held in the chapel
include suggested changes for in- Saturday at 2 p.m. with the Rev.
creasing the over-all length an- Nelson Vander Zee, pastor of the
other six feet. An extra addition Hope Christian Reformed Church
of 30 feet at the rear for extra of Norton Township, officiating.
stage and kitchen facilitieswill be Burial will be in Norton Township
Cemetery.
considered in alternate bids. This
addition will be considered only
if bids allow such construction at
the $500,000 limit.
Bids will be opened at a special Retail
meeting of Council April 8 at 7:30
p.m. The bids will be advertisedas
soon as final blueprintsare receivWill
ed. The two architects consulted
with local leaders Wednesday afternoon at which time a few more
changes were made in the plans In
In other business, Council held
a hearing for re-zoning three
Retail merchants wlH have a
areas in the city. With no objec- float In Tulip Time parades for
tions registered, Council took final the first time this year, it was deaction and re-zoned the north and cided at a monthly meeting Monsouth sides of 13th St. between day.
College and Columbia Aves. from
Tulip Time Manager Larry
class A to class B, and re-zoned Wade also asked merchants to
the south side of Ninth St., be- take part in the Wednesday aftertween Central and College Aves noon street scrubbing and have
from class B to class C commer- their clerks participate.He also

later.

20 kickoff will be in the form of

SEppery Roads Blaand

0( Spring Lakt Diet

City Council Wednesday night
approved final plans for the Municipal RecreationBuilding as presented by Louis C. Kings cott &
Associates of Kalamazoo, and set
April 8 as the date for receiving
bids on construction.
The body was taken to Van
Architects Raymond Stapert
and Alfred Bulthuis spoke brief- Zantwick Funeral Home where

The month of March which will

period -of several years. The

Opened

At Special Meeting

InstructionMeet Set
roll In

Auditorium

Bids Will Be

21 ;

Mrs. Julia Ortquist

GRAND HAVEN

Fmal Plans for
City

House Calk

Approves

cial.

Principal reason for the

in-

crease is the cost of operations
in which the cost of coal has

increased 94 per cent and
labor costs 130 per cent since
1942, the BPW pointed out. The
communication also pointed out
that rates last were revised in
Eleven young men from Holland
1938 with a few minor revisions
and three from Zeeland are ini in 1942. Council's action also caneluded M the group of 38 who wiD
celled three old electricrate
leave Grand Haven Airoory Monschedules which never had been
day, March 9, for Detroit to be inused.
ducted into the armed forces. Hie
George Rendleman, superintendmen will gather at the Arniory at
ent of the Board of Public Works,
J pjn. Also included are eight
explained that in practicallyevery
from Grand Haven, two from instance the new rates will still
Spring Lake, three from West
be under the rates of Consumer
OHve, four from Hudson vi lie, two
Power in this area.
from Cooperevitte and five from
In other business, Council apother places.
proved the city manager's recomThe roster follows:
mendation that the Michigan
Holland (11)- Paul R. Bhiekamp, 169 Reed Ave.; Roger H. State Highway Department remove approximately60,000 cubic
Borr, 268 Wert 19th St.; John J.
yards of dirt from the area adjaTueslnk, route 1; Robert H. Mart,
cent to the new US-31 by-pass
route 3; Harian G. Nienhuia, 605
highway in exchange for stockButternutDr.; Melvin B. Konjer,
piling approximately12,000 cubic
route 4; Kenneth J. Walters, route
6; Donald W. Oosting, 115 East yards of muck from the pond area
located on the south portion of
19th St; Stuart Wasting, route 5;
the area.. Th> muck will be stockDale Redmfhk,route 4; Ronald W.
Van Staten, 652 Wartiington Ave. piled on city-ownedproperty and
Zeeland (3)— Robert J. Schreur, will be used by the Park and
routs 2; Gilbert J. DeJonge, 221 Cemetery Department in the city
South Maple; Harvey Ten Harm- parks, cemeteries and tulip lanes.
Council briefly discussed bond
•ei, 200 North State St.
-

urged greater interestin sidewalk
inquiry of Councilwoman scrubbing, especially for those
Koop, Charles Wabeke, Ed Leek and Simon
Bernice Bishop about smoke nuis- merchants on Eighths St. between
Dykstra. Koop la hidden behind ona of the strings
ance in the southeast part of the Central and College Aves. Stores
of fish.
city emanating from Baker Furni- will be open on Wednesday afterture, Inc., City Manager H. C. Mc- noon during Tulip Time, but clerks
tributed.
Clintock said he has visited the will be allowed to take part in the
Reckless Driving Count
Campaign Director Miles will
premises and had been shown the scrubbingceremonies, K was decontact local industries not asboilers.He said a new electronic cided.
retirement schedules for the $500,Hospital
Results in $43 Fine
West OHve (S)-Howiid
sociated with SSP. Holland Memeye had been installedwhich sigDon Williams, representing the
000 bond Issues for the Municipal
orial post No. 188, American Lenals certain densities of smoke, American Legion Post 188, ask- Bakker, Albert Demberger, Dana RecreationBuilding with considCharles Bank, 18, route 4, paid
W.
Wine,
all of routs 1.
gion, will provide solicitorsfor
but since complaints still arise the ed merchants to co-operate during
fine and costs of $43.90 after
eration on 10-year, 15-year and
business and professional canvas- Relief
For
company is considering further the Red Cross drive by displaying Grand Havsn (8)— Ghariss
pleading guilty to a reckless drivZkrtnicki, route 2; Christopher 20-year periods. Action was deses.
flags in front of their stores.
improvements.
ing charge before Municipal Court
Masrelink, 482 Sheldon Terrace; ferred for two weeks.
During the week of March 16,
A oetition opposingplacement Store hours were discussed for Thomas
Something new has been added
Judge Cornelius vander Meulen
Presentedfor first reading was
E. BUney, 1239 Waverly;
flags will be out, a Red Cross ban- Hit
of a Tieer and liquor store and/or Decoration Day and Fourth of
Wednesday.
in Holland.
David
E. Whipple, route 2; Fred an ordinance amending the use
ner will be strong across the
takeout store in the building lo- July with the decision that stores
Others paying fines Wednesday
L. Borohers, 100 Franklin; How- district map regulating the locaFor the first time in history,
street and bumper signs wiQ be
cated at the northwest corner of will continue to remain closed on
Holland flood relief contribu- and today were Lester C, Goode,
tion of trades and industriesand
in evidence.
Holland Hospital is sponsoring a 17th St. and Columbia Ave. was Wednesday afternoon and remain ard L. Teasley, 709 Franklin;
21, Hamilton, speeding,stop street,
the location of buildings designed
tions
now
total
$16,921.07,
TreasThomas
R.
MacKay,
1220
Columclass
for
expectant
fathers.
At
Meanwhile, Zeeland afty is all
filed inasmuch as no request for open Friday night*.
$18; John McBride, 18, of 407 Colfor special uses, also regulating
bus;
Paul
P.
Jachira,
430
Grant
least, that’s the plan after a parset to go ahead almost immediate- urer Don 'n^omas said Friday.
C. C. Wood, chairman of the
approval has been received.
lege Ave., speeding, $15; Alfred
and limiting the height and bulk
St
ly with its Red Cross roll call unThe incompletefigures include Langejans, 34, route 1, speeding, ticularly successful pilot doss
tourist
and
resort
committee,
pre
Council approvedan application
Spring Lake (2)— Norman L. of buildings hereafter erected or
here Tuesday night.
der the direction of Mrs. N. J. $2,925.57collectedby block mothfrom Mr. and Mrs. Joe Huff to rented plans for a Travel Host
$10; Julius Schipper, 46, Zeeland,
Teeter
routs 2, Riley C. Avery, altered, and regulating the area of
Fourteen men gathered In the operate Park View Restaurantat school for. all retail employes, ser
Danhof, city chairman. Her assistyards, courts and other open
ers Saturday and Monday nights failureto yield right of way, $12.
routs 2.
hospital for an educational film
ants indude Mrs. Robert Kalmink,
252 River Ave. An application vice station operators, attendants
• Paying $1 parking tickets were
spaces surroundingbuildings and'
Hudson
ville
(4)
Natan
D.
in
a
house
to
house
canvass.
Some
and a confab with Dr. Carl S.
Mrs. Alfred Ter Haar, Mrs. Gerrit
Bruce Van Hesteren,271 West Cook, and the meeting became so from Bronkema and Derks to con- and other personnel who come in- Hansen, 4828 Bauer Rd.; Dale O.
bHshtag -boundaries of dire
Johnson, Mrs. Peter Steal, Jr., 20 canisters still remain to be
to
contact
with
the
traveling
pubstruct sidewalks also was approv15th St.; Donald J. Veldman, 268
trict*.
Scott,
routs
3;
John
Brouwar,
interesting it lasted a good two ed.
Mrs. Louis Vanden Bosch, Andrew counted.
lic in the course of regular duties.
Maple Ave.; Norman Cobb, 79 W.
Clerk Clarence Grevengoed preJr., routs 2; Albert G. Schepers,
hours. Dr. Cook kept the gatherWitteveen, Mrs. Jake Vander
The city clerk presented a let- The school will be in the form of route 1.
Of the total, $8,957.58has been 12th St.; Jean Himes, 393 Pine ing on an informal basis with no
sented s letter from Philip A.
Hulst, Mrs. Ed Dykstra, Gladys
a
panel
discussion
and
will
be
ter from the American Legion
Ave.; Elton Cobb, route 3; MaurCooperevflle (2) — George E. Hart, legal adviser to Governor
particular speeches or outlines.
Blaaukamp,June Gee its, Jean turned over to the local comBand transmitting the financial held for two mornings, half of the Taylor, Anthony J. HehL
ice Brower, route 4; Delmer VisWilliamsstating that the proposVande Wege, Esther Vander mittee. The remainder of the ser, Holland;Jerome Victor, 243 The meeting was an outgrowth report of the band for the year group attending one day and the
Others (5)-Edward C. Glide, ed amendments to the charter had
of the mothercraft series in which
Weide, Mr. and Mrs. A1 Luurtsma, funds were sent directly to specother
half
the
next
with
a
mini
West Ninth St.; Vernon Klomp- expectant mothers have been ending Dec. 31.
235 Crescent, N. E., Grand Ra- l>een approved by the governor.
Martin Vennema and N. J. Danhof. ific groups in the NetherThe city health inspector’sre- mum loss of personal time. It is pids; Fred J. Zirtuner, Jr., Conk- The communicationwfcs filed.
arens, 178 West 11th St., and gathering in the hospitalfor a six
Zeeland plans a kickoff Monday, lands by the various collecting
expected
the
school
will
be
held
Harvey Wolters, route 6, who paid weeks’ series under direction of pore for February listed 16 cases
Clerk Grevengoed,also presentlin; Ben T. Vegter, Grandville;
March 2, and solid tation will fol- groups.
of contagiousdisease. These in- early in April in the Tulip Room Justin H. Berens, Jenison; Carl ed a letter from the Federal
Nurse Kathryn Groenevelt. These
low immediately.
Thursday night’s All-Sacred
of
the
Warm
Friend
Tavern.
cluded two cases of measles, 12 of
schdol district thanking Council
periodic series were previously
concert in Hope chapel, sponsored
President Percy Taylor appoint- V. Noe, Washington,D.
chicken pox, one of mumps and
for favorabledecision on sewer
sponsored
by
the
Ottawa
County
by the Cosmopolitan fraternity,
ed a committee to meet with
one German measles. The building
connections,and from HoUand InHealth Department but are now
School
Supt.
Walter
W.
Scott
and
resultedin net donations of $216.- Fennville
inspector’s report for February
ter-ClubCouncil expressing apsponsored by the hospital.
Strikes
13 fro m etahpp
listed 29 building permits, one Chamber Secretary William H.
preciationfor co-operation in proIf
interest
continues,
the
hospiVande Water to plan a sales
13 from the approximately500
heating permit and one sign permoting the recent March-of-Dimes
tal will sponsor a one-meeting
course for retail personnel. Appersons attending.
mit. The fire inspector’sreport for
campaign.
gathering
for
the
fathers
for
each
pointed
were
Andrew
DuMez,
Pubilicitydirector Neal StekeHolland
February listed 300 inspections
Mayor Harry Harrington preseries for the mothers. While the
chairman, William J. Brouwer and
tee said the committee wished to
at
and 23 warnings issued.
sided at the meeting which lasted
Holland residents faced some express thanks to the block mothFENVILLE (Special) — Patsy class is primarily planned for
Lew Hartzeil.The committee will
one hour and seven minutes.All
more of that rare winter weather ers who have done a “wonderful Gordon, 17-year-old daughter of first-timefathers, it is not limited
report its findings at the April
Three new houses valued at Councilmenwere present with the
again today, and it makes them job for the Holland Relief drive." Mrs. Alex Gordon, route 3, Fenn- to those. Such classes are a part of RegistrationDeadline
meeting. Present plans cak for
ZEELAND (Special) - City working with the Adult Education $42,800 were among the 29 build- exception of Raymond Holwerda.
appreciate the mild winter so far
ville, has been named valedictor- the regular programs in many
ing permits totaling $60,213 issued
this season.
ian of the Fennville High School hospitals,but it is the first time Clerk John Holieman said today Program of the public schools.
Holland Hospital has arranged that registrationdeadline for the Supt. Scott attended the meeting during February, according to the
senior class.
"If winter decides it must give a Funeral Rites Saturday
records of Building Inspec^pr JosApril 6 electionis 8 p.m. Monday as a guest of President Taylor.
knockout punch in March before it
Sharing honors as co-salutator- such a meeting.
For Mrs. Earl McCormick
Coat
March 9.
bows out, we still can’t kick too
ians are Donald Hillman, 18, son
The next meeting will be held eph Shashaguay and City Clerk
Clarence Grevengoed.
This applies tp persons who April 6.
much,” one man said. Another Funeral services for Mrs. Earl of Mr. and Mrs. Hilbert Hillman Huibandi Vi. Wives
A breakdown of the total show
have not previouslyregisteredand
added, ‘The days are getting E. McCormick, of 317 West 15th of route 2, Fennville,and Mary Ann
HOPKINS,
- Two who meet the. six-month residence
the following permits:
Finally Settled
longer and we’re getting more St., will be held Saturday at 2 p.m. Krammin, 17, daughter of Mr. and
husbands will pit their political requirements. Michigan law pro- Engel-Visscher Vows
One garage, $2,200; 11 residentsunshine. This ice just can’t last at* Dykstra Funeral Chapel with Mrs. John Krammin, route 2, Fennpitches against their own wives vides permanent registration for
ALLEGAN (Special) -Both of
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Visscher, 160 ial remodelings, $4,500; two intoo long.”
the Rev. John O. Hagans officiat- ville.
come electionday March 9.
persons living in cities of less than West 23rd St., announce the mar- dustrial remodeling, $5,400; four Carl Arenhovel’s topcoats attendIn typical Michigan fashion, the ing. Burial will be at Pilgrim Home
All three honor students have
Royal Pease, the village clerk, 5,000 population.Unlike residents riage of their daughter, Judith commercial remodelings,$1,350; ed the state RepubUcan convenweather couldn’tmake up its mind Cemetery.
been active in school affairs. Miss
is opposed by his wife, Wilma, for of larger cities, this registration
Ann. to Theodore A. Engel, son one to pour foundaton for a mov- tion in Detroit last week-end.
what to do today. There were a
Mrs. McCormick died Wednes- Gordon has been on the annual his office. Don Campbell, a trustee
Details of the coat case finalis not lost by failure to vote in of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Engel of ed house, $660.
few snow flurries, at times some day afternoon at her home follow- staff, worked on the school paper,
ly settled in place Tuesday, but
of the village, is opposed by a an election within two consecutive Saugatuck on Feb. 20 at Angola,
Others
were
one
to
enlarge
real snow, and then the sun would ing a lingeringillness. She was 48 is a member of the Girls Chorus
ticket including his wife.
years.
Ind.
garage, $100; two residentialgen- it was a period of considerable
shine. Predictions called for more years old. She was bom Oct. 11, and served as class secretary durconfusion for Arenhovel, Plainwell
eral repairs $700; one commercial
snow and cloudy tonight with a 1904, in Manlius township, Allegan ing her sophomore year. She has
GOP delegateand Thomas Gifaddition,
$2,000
and
three
rerooflow of 20 and a high Friday of 30. county, and had lived in Holland not made definite plans for the
ford, Saugatuck supervisor.
ing jobs, $423.
Temperature at 11 a.m. today for 30 y&rs- She was the daughter future.
It aU started at last Thursday
During the past week six perwas 25.
Hillman, who attended South
of Mrs. 'Leroy B. Cartwrightof
night’s Lincoln Day dinner held
mits valued at $1,323 were writSnowfall up to 5 p.m. WednesSaugatuck and the late Mr. Cart- Haven High School the first semin Allegan. When the affair was
ten. They were:
day was two inches with one inch
wright. Mrs. McCormick was a ester of his freshmanyear, was in
over, Arenhovel went to the cloak
Luden
Raven,
109
West
12th
on the ground, compared with a member of First Methodist Church the senior play this year and has
room for his coat, but couldn’t
St., remodel bathrom, $200; Essenbeen a member of the Boys
total of 3.1 inches for the entire
of Holland.
find it. Like most everyone in
merg
Building
and
Lumber
Co.,
Chorus.
He
plans
to
enter
Univermonth of February. City trucks Surviving are the husband; a
similar
straits, he waited until
contractor.
were out early today, but it was daughter,Mrs. Elmer Andringa; sity of Michigan in the fall.
Harry Glatz, 77 West Ninth St., everyone else had their coat, then
Miss Krammin’s activitiesin
largely a matter of sanding interthree sons, Donald, Lester and
replasterupstairs, $500; Gerrit took the one that was left.
elude girls basketball,Photo Club,
sections and hills rather than
Lawrence, all of Holland; six librarian for three years, annual
The one that remained was a
Israels,contractor.
plowing snow.
grandchildren;her mother, and
staff, paper staff, president of the
Mrs. Peter Zerip, 303 West poor fit, and he didn’t care for the
four brothers, ‘Raymond and Evercolor. Arenhovel and Gifford saw
Square Dance Club, senior play
13th St., reroof house, $85; Rieraett Cartwright of Holland, Delbert
Slippery Roads Cause
and Student Council, representative.
ersma and Dirkre, contractors. each other several times in DeCartwright of Saugatuck and Rail*
She will attend ^.MichiganState
ClarenceKammeraad.397 Cen- troit, but neither tumbled to the

Netherlands Flood

On

Has Class

Donations

W

X

New Fathers

$16,000 Here

-

$2.

_

C

Names

Winter

BdUiiig Permits

Honor Students

Again

Valued

$60,213

Wrong

Deal

Mich.

Crashes East

of

City

Cartwright of Douglas.
College in the fall to begin her
The body reposes at Dykstra Funnursing education.,
accidents on slippery roads east of eral Chapel, where friends may
Holland Tuesday night.
call Friday from 2 to 4 and 7 to 9
The first occurredat 7:55 p.m. p.m.
Final Tax Collections
on M-21 a mile east of the city at
Total 05.44 Per Cent
the 120th Ave. intersectioninvolving cars driven by Lester E. Bun- Council Chambers Look
Holland city's winter tax colker, 29, route 1, West Olive, and
Like Real Conservatory
lections totaled $190,677.67or
Kenneth L. Berendt, 31, Holland.
95.44 per cent of the 1952 tax levy
The crash occurred when Bunker
Council Chambers In City Hall of $199,777.69,City Treasurer Alwas in the process of making a looked more like a conservatory den J. Stoner reported to City
left turn and Berendt was unable than a place to transact city busiCouncil Wednesdaynight.
to stop on the icy pavement,hook- ness Wednesday night.
Of the total $147,873.11was coling the rear of the Bunker car.
Park Superintendent Dick Smal- lected on real estate taxes or 94.94
Both cars were damaged to the ex- lenburg arranged a beautifulfloral
per cent of the levy of $155,753.58,
tent of $200. Sheriff’s officers gave display in the area below the
and $42,804.56 was collected on
Berendt a summons for failureto mayor’s platform. It consisted of
personal property taxes or 97.23
stop in an assured distance ahead. potted azaleas,amaryllis liliesand
per cent of the levy of $44,024.11.
The other accident occurred at a lot of vari-coloredtulips. All
Delinquent city and school tax9;55 p.m. on M-21 and Reed Ave. were grown in the city greenhouses
es amounting to $6,624.15collecta quarter mile east of the city in- at 20th and State Sts.
ed during the period have boosted
volving cars driven by Harold HolAfter the meeting, councilmen the 1952 summer tax collections
trust of 290 Burch St. and Mrs. were invitedto help themselves to
to $749,882.14,or 99.35 per cent
Joan Stryker of 216 Colonial St., tulips. One pot even landed in The
of the total levy of $754,768.46.
Zeeland. Holtrust whose car slid Sentinel office.
As of March 2, all tax roRs
across the road after he had gone
The city greenhouses are always have reverted to the county treasoff -on the right was given a ticket a fascinating place to visit and
urer in Grand Haven and all subfor failure to have his car under Smallenburgis always urging vissequent work or payments are

Four cars were damaged

control

.

in

tral Ave., reroof part of house,
$130; Riemersma and Dirkre, con-

two

its.

made through that

office.

tractors.

F. Roye, 44 East 26th

St., re-

roof house, $208; Riemersma and
Dirkre, contractors.
Willis Van Vuren, 275 West
24th St., finisn upstairs, $200;
self, contractor.

Minor Miihap Blamed
Tt

Icy

truth until afterward.
In fact it wasn't untU Tuesday
that Gifford’s wife noticed what
must be obvious by this time. He
had Arenhovel’* topcoat.
Mrs. Gifford, who called to teU
Arenhovel said that it confirmed
her wifely suspicionsthat husband
Tom never paid any attention to
his clothes. .. anyone who could
wear somebody else'* coat for five
days and not notice it”

Road Condition!
Record Crowd$

Icy road conditions contributed
to a minor two-oar aoddent Wed-

Police report that a car driven
by David Meyer, 20, route 3, skidded into the rear of a car driven
by Oliver Yonker, 30, of 612 West
20th St Yonker's car had stopped
and was waiting to crow the in-

This Is the interior of the new Maple Avenue
Christian Reformed. Church, which obeervod
Community Night Wednesday after the church wae
formally dedicated Tuesday night Wednesday's
program featured a recital on the new Moilsr

Visit

Home Show Wednesday
The HoUand Home Show at the
RoUarena set a new single day
attendance record Wednesday when

1,400 persons visitedthe exhibits.
Show Manager Ray Metzger said
the size of the crowds in the first
two days, despite bad weather,
bore out early reports this year's
tersection.
show was bigger and
T
Damage to Meyer's 1950 model Many of the 48 exhibitors said
car was ertknated by police at me visitors were
$150 and at $50 to Yonker’s 1953

better.

organ by Henry Beard, concert organist,music by
the church choir, greetings from neighboring
churches and formsr pastors. The church Is located
at 18th St and Made Ave. The old church was
torn down and the >arsonaga moved to make
room for the new structure.
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Defeat

at

Armory

First for

Is

Warden Gets

Hope

MARCH

S, 1951

42

VOLLEYS

As North Central

I

Over Two Years

In

College at Naperville, Hi, Saturday night, Hope CoUege’s basketball team was trying to bounce
back into the win column Monday
against traditionalfoe Calvin at

against traditionalfoe Hope College at the Armory Monday night
trouncing the Dutch 91-81.

It

was the

last scheduled

game

of the season for both schools and

of 13 wins against eight defeats.
The Dutch now must concentrate
on the MIAA title playoff game
against Kalamazoo College next
Monday night at Plainwell High
School gym.
Monday’s game was the first
Hope has been beaten on the Armory floor in more than two years.
And for Calvin it was sweet revenge for that 70-66 defeat suffered at the hands of Hope earlier

near the top of the national small
college individual scoring charts.
The big fella dumped In a total
of 18 field goals and added six
free throws for an amazing 42
points. He hit 48 per cent of his
shots, specializingin a favorite
Jump shot from the corner that is
almost impossible to block.
Warden’s effort Saturday night
in North Central’s last game of
the season wasn’t his best of the
season, however. He has scored 52
and 48 in previous games. Hope
held him to 23 points at the Armory earlierthis season, which was
one of his lows for the season.
But look at statistics of Saturday’s games and they show only

ium

Heavyweightboxing champion Rocky Marciano trlea on a pair of
Inscribedwooden shoes presented to him Saturday at his training
camp just before he started his workout. Little Tommy Working,
514, son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Working, 280 West 12th St, helps
the champ while Larry Wade, Tulip Time, Inc., manager,looks on
from the other side of Rocky's punching
(Sentinelphoto)

seemed to find the range from
almost any angle. All together
Calvin made 40 out of 97 shots
from the floor for a high 41.2 per-

cent
It was about even in the foul
shooting department with Hope
making 13 out of 24 and Calvin

scoring column.
North Central, Paced by War
den’s 15 points, went out front 2718 at the end of the first quart
er. Bob Hendrickson, Hope center,
almost matched Warden by get
ting 14 points in that canto.
Warden slowed down somewhat
in the second quarter and scored
nine points as Hope crept to within three points of tying the score
in
with about three minutes to go.
However, a North Central splurge
put the home team out front 5138 at halftime and that was just
trainer Goldman, and Manager A1 about the differenceat the end of
Weill, Rocky shadow boxes the game.
Hendricksondid an effectiveJob
around the ring for several minutes, then punches three different of matching Warden in that first
bags and tops it off with some half. The Dutch center had 20
fast rope jumping.
points to 24 for his opponent.
Rocky’s pride and joy, a 165North Central picked up somepunching bag, is due in Holland what in tne third quarter and
today and will be set up at the scored 20 points to 16 for Hope
campsite.
and that made it 71-54 when the

Rocky Marciano Looks Sharp
Sparring Session at Holland
After his regular road work Mon-

First

Camp

11 out of 19.
day morning,heavyweightboxing
Paced by Timmer’s nine points champion Rocky Marciano took it
and seven by Postmus, the
easy for the rest of Monday.
Knights broke away to a 27-15
'The Rock” went through two
first quarter advantage as Hope
passes frequently went fluey and days of tough conditioning workCalvin smothered about every- outs at the Holland Furnace Co.
thing on the boards, especially picnic grounds Saturday and SunHope’s. And many Hope shots fell day. A total of 800 fans attended
During the sparring session*,
short of the mark during that Saturday’s session in the big pavilion that has been converted Rocky constantly stalks his opfirst stanza.
During the quarter, Hope made into a boxer’s gymnasium, and a ponent and uses both a head and
six out of 22 field goals to 11 out standing-room-only crowd of 1,000 body attack. His terrific wallops
attendedSunday’s workout.
bring a lot of "oohs and ahs”
of 26 for the visiting Knights.

Rocky looked plenty sharp in
Paced by a torrid fast break,
featuring Ron Bos and Jerry Jac- his sparring sessions both Saturobson, Hope scored 11 straight day and Sunday. Saturday' he
points at the start of the second started with two rounds against
quarter to pull within three points 173-pound Toxie Hall, who will
of tying the count With six min- fight on the televisedMotor City
utes gone in the quarter, guard Bouts this Thursday against EmDwight Riemersma tied it up at erald Davidson. After Hall, form37-all with a one-hander from er Golden Glover Phil Sanderson,
a 175-pounder from Chicago, stepnear the foul circle.
The teams swapped basket for ped Into the ring for two rounds
basket until halftime when the against Rocky.
The champ really showed his
score read Calvin 46, Hope 45. In
the period, Hope outscoredthe stuff as he belted his foess with
both hands and boxed and weaved
Knights 30-19.
There wasn’t must for Hope his way around in the drills.
During training, all boxers wear
fans to crow about during the
third quarter as time and again protective headgears and use 16
the Knights posted a lone man ounce gloves.
Sunday the champ went four
under the basket and fed him for
easy lay-up shots. Meanwhile, rounds against ithe same two
Hope was making Just 13 points sparring mates and in the second
in the period to 24 for the Knights. round he let go a terrificpunch
That made the score 70-58. Pres- that sat Sanderson down against
ton "Butts” Kool, who played a the ropes.
whale of a defensive game under Although Sanderson was up althe boards, came into his own in most immediately, trainer Charlie
the scoring column during that Goldman called a halt because the
time was just about up.
third canto with nine points.
The fourth quarter saw the As one member of the Marciano
locals try vainly to get back in the party commented,“He’s right right
game, but each time a spark now, and ought to be fighting towould show, either Postmus or day against Jersey Joe.”
Both sparring mates agreed afTimmer seemed to come through
with a long-tomto dampen the terward in the dressing room that
Rocky has a sharp punch and his
local hopes.
Hope barely outscored the left jab is just as hard as his right.
Knights—23-21— during that last They commentedthat “he keeps
you busy all the time.”

quarter.

And

both

Only man to go out on fouls Hall and Sanderson should know
was center Paul Newhof of Calvin, because they have sparred with
then in the last quarter. Although such notables as light-heavyweight
the foul shooting and number of champ Archie Moore and Ezzard
fouls don’t indicate it, the game Charles, to mention only a few of
was rough at times and play un- the big-timers.
After the brisk sparringsesder the boards was especiallyvicious during the last two quarters. sions under the close scrutiny of
Calvin’s scoring

between four out

was

from the

audience.

Wesley Ramey, camp manager,
arranged a three-round bout between light heavyweight Tony Lomanoco and Golden Gloves heavyweight George Hoffman, both
from Grand Rapids, after Marciano's workout Saturday.
And before the champion came
out Sunday, it was welterweight
Jerry Roberts against, middleweight Stanley Vine, both from
the Kalamazoo CAA, under direction of Coach George R. Walker.

while Bob Hendricksoncame

in

second with 18.

Throughout the game Coach
John Visser experimentedwith
different combinations and when
the chips were down they just
didn’t seem to click. Calvin, on

defense

men during

that

last

quarter.

Second-Round Tourney

The

"B"

Basketball League
Wrestling
double elimination basketball
tournament moves into secondMidget wrestlers helped lure an round play at Junior High School
estimated 1,400 fans to the Hol- gym Thursday with four games
land Armory for a four-match scheduled, accordingto league
show that was highlightedby a six
manager Harold Streeter.
man tag match.

night and the Kalamazoo playoff
game a week from tonight
Box score:
Hope (86)

FG FT PF TP
Jacobson,f
Brannock,
f

............

5

0

............

Piersma, f ................0
Visser, f ................4
Hendrickson, c _______ 9
Adams, g ............ 5

Bos, g ....................0
Bolema, g ................1

0
7

5

1

3

1

6
9

4
3
2
0
5
3

14
27
13

3

0
0
2

3

10
7

0
2

the other hand, used just six men.
Riemersma,g .... 5
12
Schedule calls for the 6 to 7 p.m.
with Gordon Kamps coming in to
And the crowd got pretty rabid
replace Newhof at center.
at times as the villain pulled his game between the All-Americans Totals ................29 28 28 86
Box score:
bag of “dirty" tricks.
North Central (99)
and Seven-Up. Each won firstCalvin (91)
In the opening match, it didn’t round games last week.
Arneson, f ............ 0 0
5
0
FG FT PF TP take The Grornger1Van Fleet From 7 to 8 p.m. it will be the Larson, f ..........
1
3
3
5
Kool, f ................
9
1
0 19 long to win against Marcel Oui- Knights against Chris-Craft.Both Hahn, f ....... . ..... . 1
2
1
3
Timmer, f ....... ... 11
2
3 24 ment. Van Fleet subdued his foe lost opening round games last Wehrli, t ................2
3
5
7
Newhof, c --------- 3
1
5
submission hold that week.
7 with
Warden, c __________ 18
6 2 42
Hamstra, g
....... 7
4
1 18 strained Ouiment’sback.
7
1
From
8
to 9 p.m. it will be Shaefer, c ... ..... .. 2 3
Postmus, g .... ....... 8
Ninety-eight pound Tom Thumb
2 3 18
6
2 12
Baker Furnitureagainst Snafus, Ulrich, g ------ ------- 3
Kamps, c ________ 2 1
4
5 showed off his big muscles against and from 9 to 10
2
1
4
Kopper DuPlessis, g ------ 1
Tuffy McCrae, who weighs just 93
2
3 14
Kettle against the Yellow Dogs. Stachnlk, g ............ 6
Totals ................40 11 16 91 pounds. The second match was
2
5
Other teams will play the fol- Harshbarger,g .... 2 1
Hope (81)
won by Thumb, despite McCrae’s lowing Thursday.
Jacobson, f .......... . 8
4
2 20 crowd-pleasing"windmill" windTotals ------- 36 27 26 99
Piersma, f ....... ... 0
0
1
0 up, with a Back reverse Boston.
Hendrickson,c .... 6
And in the third bout, the vil- Annual Formal Party
6
0 18
Bridal Shower Givon
Adams, g ...........«... 2
0 0
4 lain— Golden Pirate— and favorite
Staged
by
Hopeives
Bolema, g -------- 2
—Bert
Ruby—
went
at
each
other
0 4
4
For Mrs. John Dolgot
3 3 0 9 for 30 minutes and the bout was
The
Hopeives,
organization
of
Brannock ----- -------- 2
0 1
4 finally called "no decision,” beMrs. John Dedger* the former
Riemersma ....... ... 3 1- 2 7 cause of the time limit. The ad- wives of Hope college students, Marjorie De Bree, was guest of
Visser ...........
- ........... 7
1
3 15 vantage changed time and again entertained their husbands at a honor at a miscellaneous shower
during the bout, much to the glee
formal party Friday evening in Friday evening. The affair waa
Totals
33 15 13 81 of the shouting patrons.
by Mias Betty De Feyter at
In the feature tag match, the Centennial room, Warm given
the bride’s parent** home.
Thumb, Ouiment and the Golden Friend Tavern.
Mumcipci Court Fina
The party • followed the annual Games were played and prizes
Pirate— all villains — met Ruby,
Paying fines in Municipal Court McCrae and Van Fleet It was a All-College Sing in Hope Mem- awarded to Mis. Glenn Geerts,
Friday were Kenneth Sloothaak, free for all bout and at times all orial Chapel, In which the Hbpe- Mias Barbara Allen, Miss Carol
KievR and the bride. A two course
23, of 485 Homestead Ave., speed- six wrestlers were In the ring. ives sang several selections.
hmch was served by the hostess.
ing, HO; John Zylstra, 22, of 152 And it saw midgets against big
Mrs. Peter Roon, Mrs. Walter
Attending were the Mesdames
East Ninth St., speeding, $15; Gor- men for fleeting moments until De Vries and Mrs. John De Jong
don Kraal, route 2, Zeeland, red the midget could scoot out of were in charge of refreshments Fred AmokMnk, Henry Weyenberg, George De Feyter, John De
fightTIT;Richard Lechler. 32, range.
and Mrs. Juiius Brandt and Mrs. Bree, Glenn Geerts, Harvey Aalroute 1, speeding, $15; Decker
Feature was Ruby's two air- Jack Boerigter arranged for 'en- enink, Don Brink and Misses ArChevrolet, Holland, parking, $1; plane swing holds, and McCrae’s tertainment.
lene De Feyter, Barbara < Alien,
William H. Matheny. South Bend, leaps on the Wg men from the top
Several numbers were sung by Joyce Kievit, Carol Jouana and
violatingtruck route signs, $2.
of the cornerpost
a local barbershop quartet.
Carol Kievit

—
.

a

...

pm

Bos
..

says truck drivers aren't

Merle De Feyter, Sentinel employe, will certainly testifytruck
drivers are great guys. When ths
wind was at its gustiestthe other
day, Merle’s hat blew off at the
postjrffice right into the p^th of a

The driver, a nice out-of-town
guy, put on his brakes and allowed Merle to recover the hat
This driver’sattitude was a bit
different from another out-oftown truck driver who appeared
in MunicipalCourt earlier in tha
week to pay a $2 fine for not taking the tiuck route over Seventh
St.
_____

Workmen wars putting ths finishingtouehes on
the ring at the Holland Furnace plcnlo grounda
when thle ehot wae made Thureday. At S p.m. Saturday afternoon,heavyweight champ Rocky Marciano atepped Into the ring and Boxed four rounde

agalnat eparrlng partnars.Tha pavilioneonvartad
gymnaalum waa open to the public Saturday and
Sunday. After • layoff Monday, the champ boxaa,
again Tuaaday, Wadnaaday and Thursday.
(Sentinelphoto)
.

................

South Blendon

............

......................................

(From Friday's Sentinel)

Grandstanding...

Miss Phyllis Boldt of the Hudsonville Baptist Church provided
special music at the Sunday eve-

When workmen atarted putting Dinner—Soup, roast beef, steak
the ring up in the pavilion at Holor lamb chops, vegetable, salads
land Furnace Company picnic
with
lots of lettuce and tea or
grounds, Rocky Marciano surveyed the scene and wanted a three- milk. Rocky really prefers steaks
foot apron on each side of the ring. and his usual portion is from a
He feared the cement floor, ever pound to a pound and a half.
since an opponenttumbled out of
the ring against him at one time.
Ben Bentley, publicity man for
InternationalBoxing club, arrived
A1 Reinauer, Rocky’s chef from in Hotjand Friday noon and ImmeGrossingers, N.Y., also cooked for diately set about the task of
Joey

Maxim

before Joey’s fight arranging for a press room in the
against Sugar Ray Robinson last Warm Friend Tavern. He’ll have
summer. You remember that in about six to eight desks equipped
that bout, Sugar Ray couldn’tcome with typewriters,etc.,/ and a teleout for the 13th round. He wilted type sender. There will also be a
and blamed the heat.
lot of telephones around.
A1 feels that his role at the Two pay stations have been Inchamp’s camp is most important. stalled at the pavilionon the picnic
He cited that Maxim fight as an grounds for the benefit of reporters.
example of how "you have to give
Rocky spent Friday afternoon
them food that will keep them furniture shopping with his wife.
strong and at the same time keep They have a new home in Brocktheir weight right.”
ton, Mass. Accordingto revised
He credits a lot of Joey’s success plans, Mrs. Marciano will leave
in that fight to the proper diet.
Holland Monday and return to the
A1 did all the cooking for Rocky home in Brockton.
before and right up to his fight
with Jersey Joe Walcott last Sept.
Marciano’s party Friday night
Included the champ and his wife;
Here’s a sample of his diet:
manager A1 Weill; Ray Pike, furBreakfast
Dish of prunes, niture dealer from Brockton and
orange juice, cereal,two soft boil- long-time friend of Rocky; Rocky’s
ed eggs, two lamb chops, a stack father, Peter; trainer Charlie Goldof toast and
man and his aide A1 Colombo;
Lunch usually consistsof maybe Chick Wergeles, Weill’s aide, and
a light soup or just an apple or sparring partners Toxie Hall and

—

Hope gave the leaders a scare
toward the end of the game, but
North Central used free throws
to go one ahead by the final 13- pear.

WHTC

1,400 Fans ffatch Games Slated Thursday

Show

ployed a full-court press effectively that rattled the North Central
players trying to get down the
fioor. Dwight Riemersma with 10
points in the fourth quarter, and
John Adams with eight, were offensive standouts as well as good

Co

balanced

Timmer

whistle sounded. Hope bounced
back strong in the fourth quart
er and scored 32 points to 28 for
the home team. The Dutch em-

point difference.
Hope’s fast-break pattern was
Ramey plans to present several disrupted time and again on the
noted amateurs from Michigan at big floor at Naperville and many
subsequent Mariano workouts.
times the locals lost the ball on
Marciano is training for his re- bad passes before even getting a
match against Jersey Joe Wal- shot at the basket
cott at Chicago stadium on April
And fouls, especially 00 guard
10. Rocky will work out daily at Bob Bolema and Bob Visser hamp3 p.m., except Mondays and Fri- ered the locals. Molema’s fine dedays. The public is invited.
fensiveplay was hard to get along
Contraryto signs posted at tbe without after Coach John Vispavilion, the bout on April 10 wfll ser took him out with three perbe televisedand blacked out only sonals early in the second quartin' the Chicago and Milwaukee er. Jerry Jacobson went out on
areas. Gate receipts and sale of fouls before the game was over
televisionrights to the big fight and Visser was used sparingly beare expectedto produce a mil- cause of four fouls a good part of
Uon-dollar gate.
the last half.
Besides the ring at the Furnace
Hope took Just 75 shots from
grounds, there is a raised the floor and made good on 37 per
platform where the champ skips cent, a good figure for the Dutch.
rope and punches the bags. And a During the second half the locals
special press and radio booth has made better than 50 per cent, but
been rigged up directly over one six out of 27 in the second quartside of the ring. Spectatorsare er helped pull the final figure
seated on the bleachers and down. It was six out of 18 the
benches.
first quarter, seven out of 14 the
Ben Bentley, International Box- third quarter and nine out of 16
ing public relationsman, was an- In the fourth quarter.
nouncer at Saturday’s workout All nine men making the trip
and Bob Greenhoe from station played, but no one more than a
provided introductions half, except Hendrickson.Coach
over the loudspeaker at Sunday’s Visser wanted to save his men for
workout.
the important Calvin game to-

of five sUrters.

led the parade with 24,
followed by Hamstra and Postmus
with 18 each and Kool with 19.
For Hope, Jacobson tallied20

two other players on the home
team hit double figure* in the

bag.

tome uncanny long shots and

centage. Hope, on the other hand,
made 33 out of 97 for a 34 per

Who

courteous 7

the Holland Armory.
Saturday night the Dutch ran
into an almost "one-man” ball
club at Naperville.He was North
Central’s brilliant,6’4” sophomore
center Bill Warden, who is ranked

leaves Hope with a season record

this season at the Civic Auditorin Grand Rapids.
It also gives Calvin three out
of five victoriesin the last 10
days.
Calvin clearly outplayed Hope—
especially in the third quarter — in
the rough and tumble contest.
In the end it was the amazing
long shots of Calvin forward Garris Timmer and guards Roger
Hamstra and Roger Postmus that
told the story. Timmer had 11
field goals and 2 free throws for 24
points and Hamstra and Postmus
each contributed 18 points to the
winning cause.
• Both Postmus and Timmer sank

AMBUSH

After absorbing a 99-86 defeat
at the hands of North Central

Calvin College evened the score
for the 1952-53 basketball season

by

ROM

Dumps Dutchmen

tea.

v

ning service.

Cornelius Meeuwsen, Harold
Vruggink, Gordon Wabeke and
Renzo Vrugginkattended the Temple Time dinner Tuesday evening
at Trinity Reformed Church in
Holland.

Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Timmer of Jenison were Sunday evening visitorsat the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Justin Wabeke.
Mr. and Mrs. Manley Stegeman
visited Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Bytwork Sunday evening at Bauer.
Mrs. Lyda Gerrits. is in Zeeland
where she is helping her sister in
the care of her aged sick mother,
Mrs. D. Wyngarden.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Poskey
and children of Wyoming Park
spent Sunday afternoonand had
supper with Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Vruggink and children.

“Just stay on the truck route
next time," Juge vander Meulen
said.
"I’ll skip this town altogether,”
the driver threw over his shoulder
as he left the court room.

Have you any sons, husbancte or
relatives serving in the armed
forces these days?
The Sentinel would like to run
more picturesof local men serving
in the armed forces. We prefer
photographs in uniforms but almost anything will do. Just bring
in the pictures and jot down some
information as to name, rank,
when entered, places of training,
plus any interesting bits. There's
no charge, of course.

Mayor

Harry Harrington

re-

ceived word Friday that two local
men are being separated from the
service at Fort Custer after service in Korea. They are Sgt. Ken-

neth L. Behrendt, route 4, and
Harvey Jacobs, 147 West 15th St

Holland, Mich, comes in for
plenty of action because of its
name. But toe Chamber of Commerce got a letter the other day
from a little school girl in Dearborn, Mich., that rocked us. She
asked for some information about
Holland, Mich., because her class
was studyingthis city in school,
The Women’s World Day of and then added, ‘1 am very sorry
Prayer was held in the local that you had that terrific flood.”
church last Friday afternoon.Miss
Sadie Custer, missionary home on
Rocky Marciano, world heavy
furlough from the China Inland weight champion, has arrived in
Mission, was the speaker.The Holland for his training for his
churches represented were: First April 10 return match with Jersey
Christian Reformed Baptist, Re- Joe Walcott in Chicago. It’s the
formed, Congregationaland Im- first time Holland has entertained
manuel Christian Reformed all of a champion of Rocky’s stature,
Hudsonville; Bauer ChristianRe- and it’s pretty exciting, particuformed and Canada Hill Church of larly for the youngstersand of
Christ.

course plenty oldsters too.

Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit D. Vrug-

You can imagine what a

thrill

gink visitedMr. and Mrs. Martin it was for a group of Holland high
Vande Guchte Sunday evening. students who help put out the
Phil Sanderson, both from Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Poskey Holland High Herald to interview
and children of Wyoming Park, the champ Thursday morning. Tha
Mrs. George Vruggink, Mr. and group waited patiently in the lobMrs. Herman Brink, Mrs. Rich- by of toe hotel but when he came
ard Vruggink,the Rev. and Mrs. in Rocky was wearing an old
(From Friday's Sentinel)
Fred Ligtenberg and Mr. and Mrs. sweatshirt with hood, baggy pants
Pullman Rebekah Lodge met
Wednesday evening at the IOOF
Herman D. Vruggink called on and a day-old beard.
hall. Mrs. Mary Ann Carlson is Hits Final
Mrs. John Poskey recently.
With a quick "Hi Kids,” ha
noble grand.
Junior H. Vruggink is confin- dashed to his room for a shower
James McCracken, Pullman Basketball play in the City Re- ed to his home with rheumatic and shave and then came down to
fever.
postmaster, reports $200 was colpose for pictures and answer all
lected in the community for the creationgrade school program
Mr. and Mrs. C. Meeuwsen the questions,with particularemheld at Holland Christianhigh visited Mr. and Mrs. Ray Lamer phasis on Ups for high school
polio fund.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Blanch- school gym each Saturday morn- at North Blendon Sunday even- athletes.
ard of Pullman are vacationing at ing is moving into the final ing.
The kids decided Rocky was a
Frostproof, Fla. They visitedMr. stages, according to Supervisor
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Brink, great guy as well as champ.
and Mrs. Ray Overhiser of East John Ham.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Brink, Miss
We caught up with Rocky’s reIn the eighth grade league, the Hilda Stegeman and Mr. and Mrs. cords in the new 1953 World AlCasco, who also are vacationing
Spartans moved into sole leader- Manley Stegeman and Mary Ann manac. It’s a most Interesting
there.
Mrs. Roy Lyman, vacationing in ship following a 15-11 win over were entertainedlast Saturday book with oodles and oodles of inFrostproof, Fla., entertained at a the Blackjacks Saturday. They evening at the home of Mr. and formationon every subject imachicken dinner there recently. now have a 4-1 record. The two Mrs. Jacob Vruggink at Jenison. ginable.It’s used an awful lot in
Guests included 16 Michigan clubs were tied previous to Satur- The occasion marked the birth- The Sentinel office,and is confriends, from East Casco and day’s game. Herm Tuls led the day of Mary Ann.
sulted second only to the dictionPullman. The group celebrated the winners with 11 markers.In the
Mrs. Roy La Huis and Ruth ary.
birthday anniversaryof Mr. Ly- other contest, the Eagles edged were in Lansing last Saturday
man, which occurred Feb. 16. The the Lakers, 11-10 with Gord Mouw where they spent the day visiting
Laff for the day:
with relatives.
An accountantin Duluth sw aiLymans are residentsof East Cas- getting seven for the Eagles.
co.
Both pacesetters in the seventh
led his glass eye and rushed to a
Word has been received here grade loop, the Shooting Stars and
stomach specialist. The latter
Local Serviceman Hurt
that William Burch, a patient at the Lakers came through with
peered down the unfortunate felAllegan Health Center, is much wins Saturday. The Lakers, led by In Crash in Missouri
low’s throat and exclaimed, ‘I’ve
Jeff Altena with eight tallies,
improved.
looked into a lot of stomachs in
stopped the Rockets, 15-7. MeanWord has bem received by Mr. my day, but I must say this is
while the co-leader,the Shooting and Mrs. Jack Vander Bie, of 55 the first one that ever looked back
Birthday Circus Party
Stars, whipped the Warriors,17- East 40th St., that their son, Pvt. at me.”
8. Jim Kool had eight for the Harvey Vander Bie, 20, was injurHonors Barbara Conrad
Stars. Both leaders now have 3-2 ed in a two-car crash Sunday at
Two local girls also are "In” the
Marsh City, Mo., about 60 miles new almanac.Under the sporting
Mrs. Charles Conrad, West 12th records.
The Wolverinescontinued their south of Fort Leonard Wood, Mo events division on page 857 apSt., gave a circus party Saturday
in honor of her daughter, Barbara, undefeated record in the sixth where the local servicemanis sta- pear records on water skiing. The
1952 champions include Margureiwho celebrated her 10th birthday grade divisionby edging the Spar- tioned.
tans, 11-10. Jim Hulst had seven
The local man, who has been in te Williams, national women’s
anniversary.
Decorations, games and refresh- for the Wolves while Arlyn Lant- the service three months, was champion, and Laurie Ann Hohl,
ments were in keeping with the ing also had seven for the losers. knocked unconscious in the head- national junior girls’ champion.
circus theme. Peggy Bosman, Pat- In the other sixth grade contest, on crash but he and his compan- Both learned to water ski on Lake
ty Rehbein and Joy Lynn Working the Globetrotters walloped the ion, a Detroiter by the name of Macatawa. They won their titles
won prizes.
Little Maroons,17-2. Paul Rlllema Volk, 24, were released from the in Minoqqua, Wis., last August.
Others present were Helen tallied nine for the winners. The hospital the next day. The four
Renick, Gayle Schwartz, Sharon Wolverines now have a 5-0 record. occupantsin the other car were
reported in critical condition.
Brower, Beth Niles, Christine
The Vander Bies ware informed
Reidsma, Janet Conrad and TomCraters on the moon range up
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
that the crash occurred when the
my Working.
to 140 miles acrodss.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Van Lente,
other car swerved across the centerline after having gone off the Charles and Judy, were * Sunday
right side of the highway. Both evening supper guests of Mr. and
cars were demolished. Harvey had Mrs. Francis Wilber.
Waukazoo Cub Scouts meet every
been driving a ’51 model, a car he
had just taken to Missouritwo Monday afternoon. Den mothers
1
weeks ago. Harvey’s companion are Mrs. Cecil Van Slooten and
Mrs. Howard Helder. Den Fathers
also was unconscious for a time.
Jay Vander Bie of Holland, an are Bud Cook and Howard Helder.
The Waukazoo boys basketball
older brother of Harvey, plans
to go to Missouri later this week. team registered its seventh conseHarvey Is completing his basic cutive
league play with a
training and expects to be assign- 59-17 victory over the Federal
ed the latter part of the week.
boys. The Waukazoa team is undefeated so far this season; with only
three games remaining to be playPatient Released
'
ed.
Hospital; Son Remains
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Aaron Overstreet Wednesday night

Pullman

Saturday League

Stages

Waukazoo

iV

i

win

From

k.j

Paul Dechene, 57, Chicago resi- were Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Van
dent who was injured when his car Wleren and daughter.
went out of control Feb. 19 on US' Mr. and Mrs.. Heinie Boss and
31 near the Starlite theater, was girls are planning to spend the
discharged from Holland Hospital week-end In Grand Rapids with

Preston ‘'Butts" kool, former Holland Christian High star and now
a Calvin College Stir, It on the floor and hae hie hands on tho ball
ae Ron Boa, Hope guard, reaches over to try and gat a hold of It.
Bob Hendrickson(20) Hope center certainly looks as though ho
hopes Boa gets It Calvin defeated tha Dutch 9141.
(Sentinel pkolo)

Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Van Dam.
His son, Paul, Jr., 29, who re- Mrs. Francis Wilber had as dint
ceived critical back injuries, is still ner guests Wednesday Mr. and
a patient at the hospitaland Is ex- Mrs. Hein Dannenberg and Mrs.
pected to remain hospitalizedfor John Beltman and Myra.
a long tone. He has shown mark- The first and second grades are
ed improvement during toe last having a skating party today tram
two weeks.
4 to 6 at the Community Hall. The
The two men were injured when first and second graders may intheir ’53 car rolled over several vite a third or fourth grader as a
t^s. State police said the car guest. Transportation is beiiw furwas a completeloss.
nished to the hall
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Hollgnd Couple

Court Imposes

in Louisiana

Dorians,

Nine Condkions
In

h

Cue Open;
Six

GRAND HAVEN

Weeks

for a

iTrounce Zeeland
Holland’seighth grade
I

basketballseason

t

year by the WSCS„ the tables
were cleverly decorated with settings representingthe country and

sang "Who Sails With Drake”
with John Scholten as Director.

Holland found the range in the
second quarter and coupled with a
good defense went out front 20-10
let halftime.
Beyer of Zeeland took scoring
honors for the game with 11
points. Les Overway and Harold
De Vries had eight tallies each for
[the winners.
The Dutch eighth graders now
sport a season record of five wins
(and four setbacks.
In the preliminary between the
I seventh grade team* from the two
schools,Zeeland defeated Holland

was served by

Keys."
A

L

jfiMi

/

violin trio composed of the
The winning Cosmos were direct- Misses Sally Houtman, Caroi
ed by Stuart Noordyk in singing Dulyea and Mary De Waard ac-

122-11.

"Oklahoma.”

companied by Miss Billie HoutJudges were Margaret Van man played “Masterhilt Overture"
Vyvcn, of the Holland public by Alford and "Ching Chang" by
schools music department;Marvin De Lamster.
Baas of Holland Christian schools After a toast to the mothers

Fennville
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Kingsbury
I of Avon Lake, Ohio, visited some
friends here last week while coming to visit nis mother, Mrs. Lucy

and Doris James, of Grand Rapids. b\ Miss Phyllis Smith, Mrs. Carl

Guy Vander Jagt opened the Harringtonresponded with a
evening program and introduced toast to the Daughters.
the co-chairmen, Anne Finlaw and
A mixed chorus of mothers and

ers.
suit

trouncing

[whistle.

son.

The

by

Thursday afternoon at Junior
High gym.
The two teams battled on even
[terms for the first quarter and
the score stood at 8-8 at the

its products.

Dinner

racked up its fifth victory of the
the Zeeland eighth graders 31-18

the
“Fathers." Invocation was given
by Mrs. A. E. Hildebrand. Serving
as toas (mistress was Mrs. Neal
Houtman who cleverly introduced
the various numbers. Mias Clara
McClellan led group singing.Miss
Billie Houtman told a story called
^
“George Washington Rabbit." De
Runner-up in the men’s division votions by Mrs. Olin Walker were
was Emersonian Fraternity,which based on, "Black and White

iod starting July 24, 1952.
Judge Smith’s opinion keeps the
case open, but imposes a list of
nine conditions on Prawdzik’s operations to alleviate excessive
noises and odors and reduce the
amount of feathers.
six-week case yielded
stacks of testimony— much of it
objecting to ' Prawdzik’smethods
in raising ducks on his property
on Spring Lake. It was brought
out that Prawdzik kept an average of 35,000 ducks on his farm
ranging from day-old ducklings
to the 10-week size at which time
they are marketed.Besides that,
Prawdzik kept, about 3,000 breed-

opinion read: "This

Eighdi Graders

Sing

Dorians, under d i r* q.t i o n of
Arlene Ritsem’a, won first in the
women’s division with their presentation of "Clouds.” Close behind in the judging were Delta
Phi and SibyllineSororities, which
tied for second place. Delta Phi
sang "I Hear a Rhapsody," with
Jane Vander Velde as director, and
Sibylline sang “Where E’er You
Walk’’ directed by Connie Fergu-

Circuit Judge Raymond L. Smith
Friday filed an opinion on the
duck nuisance case of Ray H. and
Claudia Barker versus John A.
Prawdzik which was heard in
Grand Haven over a six-week per-

The

was the theme

“Africa"

Chapel.

-

(Special)

Rietman-Huizenga Vows Spoken

mother-daughterbanquet Thursday evening in the social rooms
College
of First Methodist Ghurcji when
Dorian Sorority and Cosmopoli- 160 mothers and daughtersgathtan Fraternity sahg to top honors ered for the annual occasion.
Friday night in the annual Hope
Using the theme “Africa” the
All-College Sing in Memorial country studied during the entire

Judge Smith’s Opinion
Case Takes

Theme

WSS

At Annual Event

Take Trophies

Duck Nuisance

Keeps Duck

Africa Is

Cosmos

I,

Nicholas Pool. They later present- daughters sang "Little David
shall remain open for the taking
Kingsbury in the South Haven
ed the Sing trophies to leaders of Play On Your Harp" and "Ole
| Gty Hospital.
of further evidence and for furthe winning societies.
Ark’s a-Moverin." Included In the
ther relief to the parties as equi-.
Bethel Chapter, OES will enterDuring the judging, the Hope- chorus were Mrs. John Hagans
tries may dictate. In the event
tain the chapters of Saugatuck,
ives, who are wives of college stu- and Margaret, Mrs. Eldred Sinconditions shall fall to relieve the
I Douglas and
Loyalty of Kalamadents, sang several entertaining cock and Emily Ann, Mrs. A. E.
nuisances found by court to exist,
zoo
at
their
regular meeting,
numbers and Wayne Olsen of Hildebrand and Sally, Mrs. Carl
then plaintiff may upon such
March 3. The associate conducArcadian fraternity led group Ha-ringtonand Garnet, Mrs.
showing have a decree requiring
I tresses of the four chapters
will
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Charles Kammeraad
singing.
Arthur Keane and Phyllis and
be honored.
defendant to cease operations of
Wedding vows were spoken by quarter sleeves.Her fingertip veil
kay, Mrs. Oltn Walker and Ferna
his duck farm.”
Miss Luella Jean Smeenge and was held in place by a crown trim
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hearn(Princa photo)
and Mrs. Clarence Yntema and
In other words, the judge ruled Herman Charles Kammeraad at med with seed pearls. She carried
shaw of Kalamazoo announce the
ltf ,
Mr. ond Mr*. P«ttr Rietmon
Linda and Karen.
that the Prawdzik farm was a the First Baptist Church of Lake a bouquet of w^hite split carnations
Wedding vows were spoken by colonialbouquet*. Caroi De Vries 2!11*®*? oI th€ir daughter,
Mrs. George Osborne, wife of
private nuisance but would allow Charles, La., on Saturday, Feb. and roses. Her single strand of
Miss Shirley Huizenga and Peter
a retired Methodist minister from
it to operate provided the owner 14. The bride is the daughter of pearls was a gift from the groom
Comstock. Midi., was the main Rietman in a double ring ceredid what was required to reduce Mr. and Mrs. Marinus Smeenge
Mrs. Gorman wore a ballerina
speaker and used experiences mony in North Street Christian a net veil and carried a basket of I W v im Buih ot FemivUle. An
excessive noises and odors.
of 294 West 21st St. 'fife groom, gown of yellow net over taffeta
rose petals.Jerry Huizenga, bro- “Jly ,umrner wedding is plandrawn from the life of her sister,
"We cannot guarantee people who is stationed at Lake Charles and carried a bouquet of blue
HAVEN -Plans are Miss Lulu Tubbs, who has been Reformed Oiurcb of Zeeland on
anywhere that there will be no Air Force Base, is the son of Mr. split carnations.
Friday, Feb. 6. Candelebra, ferns « i
the rinw "mi- Dm U.
Western
forming here for a day-long commissionary in Africa for 35
noise and % no odors, but we can and Mrs. Andrew Kammeraad of
After a reception at "Sammy's munity-widecleanup of Grand years. She used slides and inter- and bouquets of white gladioli
Jacob Rietman attended his bro- ~*™*1** allege and Mr. Bush
460
West
18th
St.
impose certainconditionsto alleviformed an attractive setting for ther as best man. Ushers were I J?*®*!?
Lounge,"the newlyweds left on a Haven state park, slated April 20,
Pi**** pubate some of the noise and odors,"
The double ring rites were per- wedding trip to Texas. For going the conservation department notes. esting articles to illustrateher the rites, performed by the late John Haverman, brother-in-lawof Uc *choJ“:_1*
talk.
the judge said.
formed by the Rev. Paul Roberts away, the bride wore a blue
Rev. Martin Huizenga, an uncle the groom, and Aivin Huizenga,
Plans are to make the project
-r0”11 Souderi returned
Among the conditionswere before a setting of white Easter sheath dress with red accessories similar to "Operation Facelift," The meeting was closed with of the bride.
brother of the
home Tuesday from the South
prayer
and
the
singing
of
"Blest
some restrictionson working lilies, gladioliand larkspurwith and a white topper with white the citizen-sponsoredcleanup LudParents of the bridal couple
At the reception for 100 guests
Hospitalwhere she
hours. There had been several lighted candelabra. Mrs. Roy Boo- rose corsage. They now are- living ington carried out in its state Be the Tie That Binds."
are Mr. and Mrs. GerrR E. Hui- held in the church basement,
undergone surgery,
complaints that activity itarted zer was organist and Miss Joyce at Lot 18, Sky Lane Terrace Trail- park last year.
zenga of Zeeland and Mr. and and Mrs. James Schipperswere L?enneth Doorukoat,Jr., Bruce
very early in Hie morning.Other Tisdale, soloist, sang "I Love er Camp, Lake Charles Air Force
Mrs. John Rietman of North master and mistress of ceremon- .
Thomas Jeffry, all
Business and civic leaders ol
conditions govern some house- You Truly” and "The Desert Base, Lake Charles, La.
Blendon.
ies. Mr. and Mrs. Louis Brower
visited from Saturday
Grand
Haven
met
here with state Little
Song.’
keeping methods.
John Bruggink, the groom’s served at the punch bowl and ,}ntU Monday with Mr. and Mrs.
Both the bride and groom are park officials recently to organize
One »of the complaintsdealt Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Gorman graduates of Holland High School
cousin, was solist. He »ang "O Mrs. John Haveman and
Smeed.
plans for the project.
with lake pollution, but Judge attended the couple as matron The gropm enlisted in. the Air
Promise Me" and “The lord’s Jacob Rietman arrangedthe gifts.
the close of the last homa
Last fall, a storm planked down
Smith said he could find no evi- of honor and best man. Jack Force in 1950 and served two
Prayer."Miss Eleanor Hoogland Serving were the Misses Allene hwketball game Tuesday evening
First of
tons of debris on the Grand Havdence that pollution was an issue. Kammeraad was usher.
was
organist.
years in England.
en park beach; this will be reGrand Haven’s Little Bucs Given in marriage by her and Eveiyn Huizenga, Donna and with Hopkins,the Black Hawks,
For her wedding the bride chose
He said, however, that feathers in
Mr. and Mrs. Marinus Smeenge moved during the cleanup. Sand
notched
their first .win of the father, the bride wore a gown of Eunice Huizenga, Lilhan Bos, K***ras, cheer leaders, and Coach
gown of Chantil- Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Kammerthe lake was a nuisance, and one a ballerina-length
Marjorie Guicheiaar, Lila Mich- Sam Morehead, numbering about
that has driftedfrom the oval will season Friday night at Grand
of the conditionsrequires the use ly lace, styled with fitted basque aad, Jack and Kirk Kammeraad,
Chantilly lace, with high neckline merhuizen and Eleanor Kloster-P0* th« «ntire group was enterbe moved back where it belongs Haven at the expense of the Holof a smaller mesh.
bodice and full skirt topped with have returned after attending the
and a full skirt with net over- man. A short program was pre- Gained by Mr. and Mrs. Lynn
by a fleet of city and conserva- land Christianseconds as they
If the conditions are not met, a fitted jacket featuring three- wedding.
skirt, ending in a kmg train. She
Chappell and Mr. and Mrs. Hughes
tion department trucks. A table stopped the locals, 48-40. The
the court can yet issue an injuncwore a fingertipveil and carried For their southern wedding trip, Hutchinsonin the Chappell home,
painting project w-ill keep a crew game closes the season for the
tion enjoining Prawdzik from opa white Bible with white cama the bride wore a pink dress and They were treated to hot rolls and
of brush-wielders busy.
Little Maroons who ended with a lions. Her pearl necklace and earerating the farm.
blue coat with black accessories
Boy and Girl Scout groups are 12-5 record foi the season.
1
Although the Barkers were listrings w-ere a gift of the groom.
and a white carnationcorsage. Mrs. William Bush entertained
expected
to
form
the
backbone
of
After
knotting
the
count,
mided as plaintiffs in the case, they
Attending the bride were her
the cleanup crew.
way in the first period, the Dutch sisters. Mrs. John Gruppen, ma- The newlyweds are now at home Saturday afternoon In her home
more or iess represented many
at the Rietman farm, route 2, for th* 10th birthday of her
During rest periods, conserva- just couldn’t overtake the Bucs
residents on Spring Lake. The
tron of honor and Mrs. Howard
daughter, Sally. Games and prizes
tion movies will be shown in the even though they came close on
Barkers hve at StrawberryPoint
Gruppen, bridesmaid, and the
Pre-nuptial showers far the were awarded to the 10 guests
shelter portion of the bathliou.se. several occasions.The Hollanders
Christian High School gymnaswhich is across the lake from the
groom’s sister,Miss Alma Riet- bride were given by Mrs. Harry I present, concluding with refresh*
A wiener roast will dampen appe- trailed 15-8 at the end of the
Prawdzik farm.
ium, decorated in keeping with
man, bridesmaid. They wore iden- De Vries and Mrs. Cy Huizenga, ments with a decorated birthday
tites of the workers. In the even- first quarter, but spurted to a 23tical taffeta gowns of green, yel- Mrs. John Rietman, Mrs. Fred c*ke.
Washington’sBirthday, was the
ing a display of fireworks is plan- 21 deficitat the intermission.
low and ordiid, respectively,with Breuker and Mrs. Gerrit E. Hui- Mrs. Grace Marfia and son,
Blue
Banquet
scene of the 17th annual Washned.
The Bucs got off to a good start matching headbands,ahd carried
ington banquet Thursday evening.
| Bernard, were called to Mead*
The park project is slated as the in the third period and soon held
Held at Local School
About 400 attended the event
ville. Pa., Monday by the death of
kickoft to a week-long cleanup a seven point bulge. Coach John
sponsoredby the Eunice Aid Soher
brother, Joseph Frisinia, 59, a
campaign
for
the
city.
Ham’s crew narrowed the margin
Cub Scout Pack 3001 had a
Junior ChoristersHave
ciety of Christian Schools.
frequentvisitor here. They reThe Tulip City Rod ami Gun to two points but were still belarge turnout at its annual Blue
Arrangements for the banquet ZEELAND (Special) — An all- Gub in Holland will help Man- hind. 3*1-30 going into the final
turned home Thursday, visiting
Party at Third Church
and Gold banquet held at Van
were made by the Mesdames John school speech contest with compe- ager Clare Broad clean, paint, etc.,
other relativesin Cleveland, O,
stanza. Grand Haven pulled away
Raalte School Monday evening.
De Vries, L. Altena. J. Bierema tition in declamation,oratory,hum- at Holland State Park this spring. steadily in the final period, anil
The Junior Choristers of Third
Party decorations made by the
and G. Brinks. Decorations were orous readings and extemporewill
the outcome was never in doubt.
boys consisted of paper caps, InReformed
Church enjoyed a party of oihte^risitS0™ parent^
in charge of Mrs. C. Voss, Mrs. be held in Zeeland high school
Bill Vryhof and Jun Buursma
dian teepees, paper and metal
Several Persons Fined
following
rehearsal Thursday. Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Daviscm!
G. Gunther, Mrs. M. Plockmeyer March 12.
Waukaz.oo boys team bad troutied for high scoring honors for
place cards, candy and marshmalCompetitionin declamation will
and Mrs. P. Marcussc, and the
Choir
mothers,
Mrs. Alfred Brink- Sunday. rM. Sliwoski left Wedble
getting
started
Friday
afterthe Dutch with 11 points apiece.
low candle sticks with lightedcann Zeeland Court Action
program committee included the come mostly from the ninth and
the Februarydraftee*
John Heyboer followed with six. noon but came back strong to man, Mrs. Clarence De
dles, all in the traditionalblue
Mesdames
E.
Vermaat, R. Ny- tenth grades, but all divisionsare
ZEELAND
(Special) — Paying Ziel and Miller each had 12 for swamp Lakeview 34-19 and take
Mrs. Walter Kimberley and
, __
and gold Scout colors.
open to entrants from the high fines recently in Justice Isaac Grand Haven.
kamp, H Palmbos and M. Baas.
undisputed possession of the SuGroup singing was led by LawAndries Steketee, served supper and Mm. Wayie Hafrii^aSl
The opening ^rayer was given school.
Van Dyke’s court were Jack Bullburban league crown.
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Dues Win

Season

sented.

Annual
Washing tonDay Banquet

400 Attend

7th

Zeeland.

zenga.

All-School Speech

android

Contest Planned

I

WaukazooWins

Suburban Crown

^

Mrs.

Fouw, ^

rense Bowerman accompanied by
by the Rev. M. Vander Werp. DeLeonard Rummler. A saxophone
votions were conducted by the
duet was played by John Crozier
and Roger Mulder accompanied Rev. F. Handlogten after which
Mrs. C. De Graaf introduced the
by Mrs. James Crozier. These boys
toastmaster. John De Vries.
won first division in Grand Rapids
The program included group
competition and are preparing to
singing led by Mrs. Albert ha Brat
enter state competitionat Ann
with Miss Sue JacobusseaccomArbor.
panying. A trumpet duet was playHugh Rowell, districtcommised by Vincent Vander Werp and
sioner, presentedthe soft ball
Gary Vander Ark. Duets, "Americhampionship placque to Ronald
Maat, captain of the soft ball can Prayer" and "Seek Ye the
team. This Cub Scout team won Lord," were sung by Mrs. Ruth
Nonhof and her daughter, Shirley,
all their games during the 1952
accompaniedby another daughter,
season.
Bernard Van Langevelde, Cubmaster, presented Wolf badges to
James Crozier, Jack Dozeman,
Billy Klungle, Dale Overway,Billy
Ten Have and Leon Van Dyke.
Bear badges went to Dennis Belles, Ron Bowerman, Stuart Overway, Lee Overbeek and Kelly
Baker. Arrows went to Etennis
Bolles, Ron Bowerman, Stuart
Overway, Lee Overbeek, Kelly
Baker, Jim De Vries, Billy Beekman, Dan Wightman, Tom Steffens and Tom Van Langevelde.
Two new boys. Ronald Bolles
and Delwyn Mulder, were introduced.

Patricia.

Followinga clarinet duet, "Dianne," by Miss Lois De Groot and
Miss Myra Frens accompaniedby
Miss Yvonne Tubergan, pictures
of the Holy Land were shown by
Miss Dena Korfker of Grand Rap-

Hall.

The win gives the undefeated after an hour of games in the Fel- mitted to Allegan Health Center
Monday for tests and treatment*
Indians nine wins and assures lowship
them of the championship. Other
Guests were the Rev. and Mrs. 0^a kidney disorder.
teams in the league are Montello

Speecheshave already been giv-’ man, 20, of 28 West 25th St., Holin class under the watchful land, improper passing and driv- Miss Shirley Schaaphok

en

eyes of th^ speech instructors. Stu- ing w’ith expired license, $12;
dents have been practicing for Gladys Klingenberg.17, route 5,
some time with the extemporan- Holland, speeding, $16; John Areous division preparing their case. isti, 44, route 2, Holland, driving
Director Raymond Lokers said while under the influence of intoday that winners in each division toxicating liquor, $103.90;Dean R.
will compete in a district contest Smith, 24, 1863 Lake Michigan
at Hudsonville in April. /
Dr„ Grand Rapids, passing on

Benjamin

On

Hulsts Feted

40th Anniversary

Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Hulst of
route 6, were guests of honor
Wednesday evening when they
gathered with their children and

Honored

at

Shower

A

miscellaneous shower he
jonoring Miss Shirley Schaaphok, Grand
Rapids, bride-electof Jack NorthuLs, was given Wednesdayevening by Mrs. Elmer Northuis. 12
East 19th St.
curve, $12; Dale Reimink, 19,
Miss Schaaphok received her
route 4, Holland, red light, $7; Adgifts from a table decorated with
rian Geenen, 25, 616 Lincoln Ave., spring flowers and candelabra. A
Holland, stop sign. $7.
two-courselunch was served by
Robert H. Mast. 19, route 3. the hostess assisted by Mrs. KenHolland, speeding, $24; Henrietta neth Northuis and Mrs. Roger
Walcott, 31, route 3, Zeeland, Northuis.
right of way, $10; R. A. De Witt,
Those attending were Mesdames
39, route 1, Holland, improper H. Northhuis, R. Nuismer, J.
conduct when driving ear with- Northuis, Robert Fortney, R. E.
out lights after dark causing sus- Northuis, A. Dreyer, C. J. North-

grandchildren at Bosch’s Restaurant in Zeeland, in celebration of
their 40th wedding anniversary. picion, $27.
chicken dinner was served
ids.
The closing prayer was offered after which slides were shown and
Starfish have no
games_ played. Gifts were present- are able to learn.
by the Rev. William Brink.
ed to the honored couple.
Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Hulst and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Herschel Hulst and family, Mr. and Mrs. Harold B. Hulst
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Hulst vand Mr. and Mrs. Heim
Schierbeek.

A

Is

Park, Harrington,Lakeview,
Playing at North Shore Community gym Lakeview jumped to
an early 5-0 lead. Coach Mike
Skaalen’s squad fought back and
took an 18-12 lead at halftime.
In the second stanza the Indians started to roll and had little difficulty in increasingthe gap
They played good team ball highlighted by snappy passing. Forward Jack Elenbase tallied 15
points for the winner* with center
Roger Ramsey right behind with 12

Guards Jim Meurer and Roger
De Fey ter looked good in bringing
the ball down court and forward
huis, and Miss Eunice Sohipper
of Holland,Mrs. P. Schaaphok, Tom Aardema did a nice job unMiss Doris Schaaphok and the der the backboards.
TTie Indians will play Beechguest of honor of Grand Rapids.
wood in the season finale next
week.

Betrothed

Mri. Stewart Speaks

Mrs. Satterfield Dies

To Faculty Dames

At Holland Hospital
Mrs. Margaret Sutterfield,65,

Mrs. Mary Stewart, local interior decorator, presented a program at the regular meeting of
Faculty Dames of Hope College

Surviving are the

Hall. Mrs. Stewart, who has stud-

ied in Chicago and New York,
showed samples of various fabrics
used in the White House and the

WHUamsburg restoration,in

connection with her informal lecture.

March i.

Of Mrs. H. Van Slooten

A

regular meeting of the Tulip Gty Rod and Gun Gub Auxiliary was held Thursday evening
at the home of Mrs. Harold Van
Slooten. Plans were discussedfor a
potluck supper which will be held

Zwiers, Jr.

husbafid,

•omej&hv.

Home

freshmentswere served by Mrs.
Louis Kadwell and Mrs. Jack
The next meeting is scheduled
for March 26 at the home of Mrs.
Rich Vander Yacht.

Charles;a son, James; a sister,
Mrs. Laura Murphy of Newport,
Ark., and two < brothers, Albert
Lemons of Newport, Ark., and
Oliver Lemons of Flint.

Mrs. Albert Lampen conducted
devotions. The propram was folMan Bound Over
lowed with tea served from a
GRAND HAVEN (Special )-Altable decorated with bouquets of
len Bossee, 18, Muskegon, waived
daffodils. Mrs. Della Steininger
examination when he wTas arraignand Miss Emma Reeverts poured.
Miss Kaye Miller
ed before Justice Fredrick WorkCo-chairmenof the event were
Of interest to' Holland friends
Mrs. William Schrier, and Mrs is announcement of the engage- man Thursday afternoon on a
charge of breakingand entering.
Jeanette BoeskooL Others on the ment of Miss Kaye Miller,daughcommittee were Mrs. Lambert ter of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence He was bound over to Grcuit
Ponsfein, Mrs. James Prim and Miller of 30 Bay Side Park, Bay Court to appear March 6. Bossee
Mrs. Clarence De Graaf. Mrs. Gty, to Roger Thompson, son of was arrested at the Continental
John Hollenbach, president, con- Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Slotman of Aviation Co. by Spring Lake
police for allegedly entering the
ducted the business meeting.
Fennville. Mr. Thompson, who John Kinney cottage on Spring
was born in Holland and attended Uke Sunday afternoon, Dec. 14.
beets pro- school here, now lives in Bay City.
* alleged to have entered the
estimated 1,700,000 He will leave for army service on
cottagp through an unlocked i

Auxiliary Meets at

in April.
jAfter the business session re-

of 121 Fairbanks, Ave., died Friday noon at Holland hospital fol-'
lowing surgery. She had been ill
about six weeks.

Thursday afternoon in Durfee

waiTdr

Beech wood and Federal.

Mrs. Kraal Entertains

Home Economics Club
Mrs. Floyd Kraal entertained
members of the North Holland
Home Economics Gubs at her
home in North Holland Tuesday
evening. Mrs. Marie Nienhuis,

Mrs. Paul Goebel, wife of the Grand Rapids mayor, took time
a recent trip to Washingtonto contributeto the “Dimes for Dikes7’
campaign being conducted by Rep. Gerald R. ford, Jr., In his Washington office. Ford has placed two wooden shoes, presented him by
the Holland Chamber of Commerce, in a prominentplace In his
office so that visitors will be reminded to contributeto the fund for
Holland flood victims. The campaign is being conducted in co-operation with the Netherlands Relief program.

president,conductedthe meeting.
The lesson on "Discipline”was
presentedby Mrs. Julia Elzinga
and Mrs. Jeanette Veldheer, leaders. Refreshmentswere served by
Mrs. Giris Sas and the hostess.
Mrs. Dorothy Siersma will be
hostess for the next meeting on
March 17. On April 14, Mrs. William Boss will entertain

Vander Kolk

D,rk'

z

“?
Mr. De louw, Mr. Kimberley
and and returned to his work at Blood
Mr. Steketee. Movies, includingthe Bros, in Allegan. During his two
color film "Logging Pine," were year* ki service he spent about a
shown to climax the evening'sact- year at Camp McCoy in Wisconsin
and the rest of the time at Fort

ivities.

Members ot the Juniof Chorist- .McCleUand* Alabama. Mrs. Meiers under the directionof Roger lon and dau8hter, Roma L*e stayRietberg, minister of music, are ^ w^h him nearly six months in
David Bonnette,Selinda Banks, Alabama. They are making their
Peggy Bosman, Linda Bouwman. I?me with Mr*. Mellon’s parents,
Douglas Boven, Alan Brinkman, Mr’ and Mr*- Charles Luplow who
James Cotts, Doris and Eleanor are convertingtheir home into
De Fouw, Karen De Kraker, Ruth tw.°, apartmentsfor their use.
Gerritsen, David Groenewoud, . ”r'
tester Bolhvahn
Eileen John, Philip Kimberley,*!.avemoved ,rom the Grace MarSteve Koeman, Mary Kuiper,Thel- 2* apartment into the Charles

and

ma

Leenhouts,Judy and Mary
Jane Louwenaar, Art Oosting,
Andries and Mary Ellen Steketee,
Ruth Van Howe, Cherry Van

•

?£encer house. Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Comeau and family and
^er l*iter» ®*ri' James Bosman

and daughter have moved to the
Spyker, Bob Wenzel, Janet Wic- Gare Wolters house on the lakeshore. Mr. and Mrs. Donald Moelhers, Janine Wilson, and Barbara
ler and family have moved from
and Linda Walvoord.
their farm to their home vacated
by the Comeau’s. Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Felker have moved from
Ganges to the Moeller farm.
Mrs. Anna Morse, Mrs. Harold
Dickinson, Mrs. Carl Walter and
Henry Johnson accompaniedtheir
brother, Sheriff Louis A. Johnson
of Allegan to South Bend, Ind.,
Monday to attend funeral service*

Engaged

of their cousin.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Collins
and Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Babbitt
were hosts to 18 members of the
Past Matrons and Patrons Club at
the Masonic hall Monday evening.
A seven o’clock pot-luck supper
was served.
Marc Hutchinson, Lionel Becher, Robert Hutchinson and Richard Barron are in Chicago this
week attending the National C&nners Convention.
Radient Rebekah lodge was represented at the Visiution Night
Tuesday at Otsego by 13 members. Eleven of the

women

put

on

a play "A Mid-Winter Rummage
Sale.”
Miss June Hoek
At the Fanner’s Co-operative
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Hoek oi meeting held at the Methodist
route 2 announce the engagement Church last Thursday dinner waa
of their daughter,June, to Pvt. served to 41 by the WSCS at the
Stanley Timmer, son of Mr. add
Mrs. Henry J. Tjjnmer of 124
West 13th St. Pvt. Timmer, serving with the U. S. Food Service, is now heme or
will report to Fort
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Sunday School
Hope

Lesson
Sunday, March S, 19SS
Jesus Urges Alertness

-

Couple Married

Leader

in

Grand Haven

h Turning Out

were

Nation’s Scholars

inordinately

proud of their temple. To them
Jerusalemwas the temple and the
temple was Jerusalem. little won-

BODDLETOWN. Conn. —Three
Michigan colleges have been listed among the nation’s leaders in

der that the disciples called to the

turning out scholars.

attentionof Jesus the beauty and
the
Holland City N'ewo

a

Matthew 25:1-13
By Henry Geerttags

Hie Jews

The Home of

TM

Result* of a Ford Foundation
study show that Hope CoUege,
Holland;'Calvin College, Grand
Rapids; and Kalamazoo CoUege,
Kalamazoo; were 37th, 45th, and

glory of the temple, glisteningin

. Published Every ThurR- gold and white in the setting sun.
Jrtay by the Sentinel
In effect Jesus’ response was,
7Prtnt!ng Co. Office 54-36
West Eighth Street. Hol- "Yes, I see the earthly grandeur
land, Michigan.
of these temple buildings,but be-

47th respectivelyin the top 50 colleges and universitiesin the entire
cause
of
the
infidelity
of
the
Jews
Entered as second class matter at
country.
the post office at Holland. Mich., all these buildingswhich represent
The study has just been publishunder the Act of Congress. March 3. d hollow religion will be destroyed.
1879.
ed by the University of Chicago
This grandeur will be a rubble.”
Press under the title of "The
W. A. BUTLER. Business Manager Later in the evening the disciYoung American Scholar; His Colples asked, "What shall be the sign
Telephone—News Items 3198
legiate Origins.” It k the work <rf
of
your
coming?”
They
identified
Advertising and Subscriptions. 3191
Dr. Robert H. Knapp, and Dr.
the destructionof the temple with
Joseph J. Grcenbaum.two psyThe publisherahall not be liable the coming of Jesus and the end
Xor any error or errors in printing
chology professore at Wesleyan
any advertising unless a proof of of the world. The answer which He
University, Middletown, Conn.
such advertisementshall have been gave has been the battleground of
They inveatigated the period 1946
obtained bv advertiser and returned good and sincere minds for centurThe
new
Maple
Avenue
ChrietianReformed
church. The old parsonage on 18th 8t wae moved
by hm In time for corrections with
to 1951 to learn where the new
to allow additional room for the new building American scholars are coming
such errors or corrections noted ies. The purpose of His answer is Church wae dedicated Tueeday and Wedneaday
plainly thereon; and in such case if very clear— "Be ready! Be watchevenlnge. The new church, of modified English
which replaces an old frame church which forfrom.
any error so noted is not corrected, ful! Be on the alert.”
Gothic design with brick construction and stone
merly wae Fourth Reformed church. Maple Ave.
publishers liabilityshall not exceed
Where does the bright young
trim,
fronts
en
Maple
Ave.
and
connects
with
the
Not only had the Pharisee* utterChurch wae organized May 22, 1913, with Foursuch a proportion of the entire space
man
or woman go to college?
existingparish house. The entrance of the latter
teenth Street Church ae mother church.
occupiedby the error bears to the ly failed in their attempt to entanDoes size of the college matter?
whole space occupiedby such adver- gle Christ with their cunningly dehas been redesigned to harmonizewith the new
Is geographical location imporUsemenL
vised questions,aided and abetted
tant? Are the expensivecolleges
• •
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
by the Herodians and the Saducees,
north the difference? Are private
One year 33.00; Six months 12.00; but they had failed just as miserinstitutions better than public?
three months. 11.00; Single copy 10c.
Subscriptions payable In advance and ably to answer the questions He
These are some of the questions
will be promptly discontinuedIf not asked of them. Now He turned to
they tried to answer.
renewed.
His disciples and the multitude and
To determine the number of
Subscribers will confer a favor by
reportingpromptly any Irregularity engaged in a tirade against the
scholars per 1,000 graduatesof a
In delivery. Write or Phone 319L
Pharisees in which He set forth
college they sampled 7.000 grad(Following is the 568th in the
their true character.
uates of 562 institutions. For purHe charged them with being The beautiful new Maple Ave- representative churches In Hol- series of articles taken from news poses of the study Knapp and
SELF-RELIANCE
false
teachers.They had chosen to nue Christian Reformed Church, land. Young people conducted of the Holland Daily Sentinel pub- Greenbaum defined a scholar as a
If Secretary of Agriculture Benlished more than 35 years ago.)
son has his way, the farmers of place themselvesin Moses’ seat located at Maple Ave! and 18th inspection tours of the church. A
college graduatewho went on to
Mrs. R. B. Champion will again
America will start on the difficult with their claims of authoritativeSt. was dedicated at two gathget a PH. D. degree or was awardsocial
hour
followed
both
the
head Ottawa County Woman’s ed a major university fellowship,
Mr. ond Mrs. Vern J. Krooi
return journey from agricultural teaching.When their sect began it erings Tuesday and Wednesday
evenings.
Tuesday and Wednesday meetings. Christian Temperance Union for private foundation grant or gov(While Photo)
statisra to self-reliance. In a was with a real zeal for the Law
Miss Elsie Hackstock. daughter ed tulle entwined with seed pearls.
The fomval dedication took The choir under the direction of another year, according to a story ernment fellowship.
speech in DesMoines Mr. Benson of Moses, but soot they regarded
of Mr. and Mrs. Mathias Hack- She carried a bouquet of red hapappearingin the Friday, Aug. 24
assured the farmers of the nation themselves as those who could place at 7:45 p.m. Tuesday with Henry ten Hoor sang at both
Among their conclusionsare;
services.
issue of the Holland Daily Sentinel
that "he Will never be guilty of command what the people should the Rev. Gareth ,S. Kok, pastor of
Private colleges and universi- stock. route 2. Grand Haven, be- piness roses, white stephanotis
the church, preaching the dedicatThe new church is a modified published in 1917. Other officers ties greatly excel over public in- came the bride of Vern J. Kraai, and white and green cladium
handing down ready-made pro- do.
It is to be noted that the Lord ory sermon. Greetings from Clas- type of English Gothic architect- named were Mrs. R. N. De Merrel, stitutionsm the production of son of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Kraai leaves.
grams.”
of Holland, in a Valentine wedding
t Holland was given by the ure of masonry construction,brick corresponding secretary. Miss scholars.
Her alendant’s gown was styled
These many years now the more did not dispute their position.
Rev.
William
Haverkamp.
Gordon
with
stone
trim.
A
new
front
was
Dora
Robinson
of
Lament,
recordindependentfarmers of the na- Whenever they taught the Word of
You get what you pay for in the afternoonof Saturday, Feb. with a ribbon knit (1111x1 bodice
ing secretary; Mrs. Julia A. Lillie higher education. The high cost 14.
covered with a filmy tulle stole,
tion have complained bitterly that God the message was authoritative. Streur presentedkeys for the made for the parish house, harmThe Rev. Wallace Robertson and a (ormal length bouffantskirt.
institutions '(are several times
they were being controlled by It behooved the others to obey. Nor building committee and Garret onizing with the new building. of Coopersville,treasurer.
performed the rites in First Pres- She carried a cascade of light
A beautiful wedding took place more productive.”
Washington. They objected to be- did it matter that the Pharisees Pothovenfor the organ committee With a centralizedtower and conGeographic location makes a byterian Church of Grand Haven, blue-yellow glad-floretsand criming regarded as puppet figures, themselves did not follow their own the keys to be accepted by the necting passage to the parish Thursday evening at the home of
house, an unusual facade made Mrs. A. Veneklasen of Zeeland difference too. Colleges in the which was decorated with bou- son rosettes.
With Washington strings tied to teachings.We believe the same it pastor for the congregation.
organ also was possible a united building, express- when her daughter, Alyda Maria, North Central and New England quets of white gladioli, palms and
Both mothers of the couple
their limbs. They did not like the true today. Men have been used of
kfoa 'of jumping when Washing- God in the salvation of souk whose dedicated, with dedicatory organ ing not only dignity but a reflec- and Lt. Roy M. Heasley were unit- states are highest while Southern, candelabra. Nuptial music was wore navy blue gowns with matched in marriage.
Mountain and Pacific areas are provided by Miss Lee McCracken, ing accessories.
ton told them to jump and sit- lives have been unclean in the sight recitak both eveningsby Henry tion of worthy tradition..
Holland is to have a home guard lowest. The North Central area organist, and Don Van Gelderen,
An outstanding contribution to
Affer the rites, a wedding dinting down when told to do so by of God. But in all such cases the Beard, a graduate of Curtis Instinon-farmer* in Washington of- Lord has honored His Word and tute of Music in Philadelphia.He the worshipful atmosphere k the as a result of the public mass collegeslead the nation in the pro- who sang "Because” and “The ner was served at Hotel Schuler.
Lord's
•
Miss Ruth Hackstock, sister of
fices.
disregardedthe instrument.Of has toured extensively as a con- large Rose window as well as the meeUng held in the City Hall duction of scientists.
Miss Irma Hackstock assisted the bride, cut the wedding cake.
Mr. Benson has given notice course this does not grant to any cert organist and has given many auditoriumstained glass windows Thursday evening. At least the
the bride as maid of honor and
The newlyweds now are honeythat all this is going to change. one the right to indulge in any God recotals for the American Guild of which are pictorial representa- sentiment at the meeting there was
The farms are to be returned to dishonoringpracticesso long as he Organists. ’Die new organ was tions of Bible scenes. The win- practicallyunanimous for such a been guest* of Mr. and Mrs. W. Dwight A. Kraalx attended the moning in Miami Fla. For going
built by the Moller Organ Co. of dows are fully described in the step and although the attendance Thornton and daughter have re- groom as best man. Frank Kraai away the bride wore a white wool
the farmers. The men and women preaches sound doctrine.
served as usher.
jersey suit with navy and white
who own the land and who work
A reading of the Talmud wiH re- Hagerstown,Md. It is a two-man- 28-page dedication program and was not large it is believed that turned to their home.
For her wedding, the bride accessories and a red rose corit are to be the judges as to how veal what Jesus means by the ual organ with two keyboardsfor will be lighted from the outside at a good enrollment can be secured.
Miss Marion De Pree entertainMrs. FrederickPerkins of Ann ed Friday with a luncheon for her chose a camellia satin gown with sage.
they are going to work it, what heavy burdens and grievous to be hands and one for the feet. Pipes night so that they may be seen
Arbor who was in Holland Thurs- guest, Miss Clyde Thompson. Cov- fitted bodice accentedwith BelThe bride, a graduate of Grand
crops they are going to raise, how borne which were laid on the shoul- have been placed in a special con- by those inside.
gian lace panels and a Queen Ann Haven High School, is employed
All residents of the community day in connection with the conven- ers were laid for eight.
they are going to store and sell ders of the common people. Every structed loft at the rear of the
as well as former members and tion of the Ottawa County Woman's
those crops.
Mrs. John Karsten of this city, collar. The long sleeves were by Michigan Bell Telephone Co.
minute detail of the dally and reli- chancel.
Wednesday night has been de- others interested are invited to Christian TemperanceUnion, did .who has been staying at the home pointed at the wrists and the full Her husband was graduatedfrom
By instinct and in the very nat- gious life is regulated.No wonder
are of their work, farmers in Am- that the people groaned under the signated as Community Night. the dedication meetings. Both not give the local women much en- of her parents for three weeks, has skirt ended in a cathedral train. Holland High School and is emcouragement as to the possibility just returned to her home in Hol- Her veil of French illusionwas ployed at Alstrom Construction
erica have always been ihflepend- load. The scribes and Pharisees Greetingswill be received from start at 7:45 p.m.
of getting a suffrage law passed by land with her two-weeks' old baby, held in place by a band of twist- Co.
ent-minded people. Ijnlike the themselves evaded the responsibilthe present congress. Mrs. Perkins Marion Elizabeth.
peasants in some countries in ity of doing what they taught,
in fact made it very clear that in
Europe and Asia, who have for which made them all the more
An insidiousattempt to convert
her opinion there is no chance for Hope College to the German cause
generations lived in villages,the worthy of condemnation.
to
in
the women of t))is country being was madd Monday by Teutonic
open-country farmers of America
A look at their motives reveak
given
the
right to vote by congress propagandists who held out the
have for the most part insisted on their complete hypocrisy.Outwardfty Atwok MuMor
as long as the present personnel bait of scholarshipsto the local inbeing themselvesand relying on ly they appeared very pious with
On hte eightieth birthday W, any means the best books of an- of that body remains the same. stitution for the obvious purpose
themselves. In America’spioneer their phylacteries and prayer
A steam roller is the latest addi- of creating sentiment here* favoreconomy this self-relianceresult- shawls. That is why they did it. Somerset Maugham had some wise other decade or century.
Hope College will pioneer in the the University of AVisconsin, Lation to Saugatuck township’s excel- able to German "kultur”. This
words
on
the
subject of reading.
ed in strength.
They loved to be seen of men. But
As for colleges,not infrequentAir
field
of foreign language study in fayette College and
lent equipment of road building news story appeared in the MonDuring the past 20 years the are not we in danger of sometimes Read a lot,” he advised wouldBase, Willow Run.
ly they pretend that they know machinery. It arrived Tuesday and
elementary
schools
by
conducting
be
writers,
"but
read
what
you
New Deal regime tried to change acting as if we are spiritually
day, Aug. 27, issue.
for certain what books are “best,”
was at once put into commission A hundred and twenty-five life an eight week workshop this sumall this. It tried to tie the farm- minded in order to make an im- fancy and not what you feel you
or
sometimes
what
books
should on the work on the Hooter road.
must. Reading as a duty doesn't
ers of America to the govern- pression.
mer in French. German and Spanbe kept out of reach of students. All the work in connection with insurance policies have been re- ish educationat the third grade
do anyone any good.”
ment’s apron strings. It gave the
ceived
by
the
local
manager
of
the
After pronouncinga series of
In so far as the "great books" the second call of 17$ men examSince I’ve been preaching this
orders and issued the handouts eight woes upon the scribes and
H. J. Heinz Co. and are being level, it was announced today by
same gospel for more years than movement on which some college ined in the City Hall this week was handed out to the employes of the Dr. Clarence De Graaf. director
for farmer compliance with those
Pharisees the Lord gives expresI care to remember, I naturally curricula are based is advisory, completed Friday by the local plant as the gift of the company of Hope’s summer session.
orders. The system looked good to
sion to this sad lament over JeruFirst
many, especially to the less ef- salem. the city He loved, the people agree with it. Reading a book be- it is wholesome. Not infrequently draft board, according to a story to the working force.
Dr. Ernest E. Ellert, associate
it goe$ on the assumption that in the Saturday, Aug. 25, issue.
cause "everybody else is reading
ficient, because they did not have
professor of German at Hope ColMrs.
Jennie
Sharpies,
field
secHe loved, the people who rejected
the re&ding of such "great books”
From all directions came re- retary of the World's Purity Fed- lege. will conduct the workshop. With only three scheduled games
to do their own thinking.
it,” or because someone who is
Him and put their truat
that
remainingto be played four teams
should be regarded as a duty, and ports today from the farmers of
supposed to be "literary”says the
But millions of farmers resented which was false.
eration, addressed a large audience Dr. Ellert was one of eight langare tied for first place in the inthat such reading will automatic- Ottawa and Allegan counties exbook
is a must, or because someuage
teachers
in Michigan invitWashington dictation. They were
in
the
Third
Reformed
Qiurch
This is one of the saddest cries
tramuralleague.
made of the stuff that self-reliant ever utteredin the world. It is sad one else declares that it provides ally result in education. This is a pressing their satisfaction with the Sunday afternoon on the subject of ed to a conference in Washington
delusion.
Each has won seven games and
rain yesterday.Though a cold rain,* the fight against the social .evil. early in January,on the role of
Americanismhas always been because the Lord Himself uttbred good mental disciplineor that it
lost one.
It was high time for someone which is a bit unusual at this time
made of. In November they vot- it, and He was fully aware of all improves the mind”— reading for
foreign
languages
in
grade
schools.
Mayor Vandersluis was in charge
This week Florida traded basket
ed jn large numbers for a change.
any of those reasons has always with Somerset Maugham’s prest- of the year, it was a life saver of the musical part of the program The conference was called by Earl
the facts. He knew what had hapige
to
reemphasize
the
doctrine
for at least two important crops and the Rev. H. J. Veldman pre- J. McGrath, Commissioner of the for basket with league leadingWisThat change is now beginning. pened and what would follow. It seemed a waste of time to me. It
consin in the first half, but falterthat the reading of creative liter- that are at the critical stage. Both
Will the farmers as a class be
United States Department of Edusided.
was not merely an expression of a is reassuring to have a person of ature that is 'not done for fundaed
as Wisconsin came to life and
the corn crop and the pickle crop
self-reliant enough to go without
Somerset Maugham's calibre exChris B. Cook of Fort Logan. cation because there had been so didn’t allow the Florida team a
sorrowful feelingbut an indication
mental enjoyment is a waste of are expected to benefit.
the handoutsin return for farm
many
inquiries
following
an
adpress the same ideas.
Colo., is in the city after, an abof what was to follow. No more
Mr. and Mrs. A. Sirrinehave re- sence of 16 years. Mr. Cook was dress he gave in which he advo- point during the second half. Final
independence?
Somerset Maugham has won time.
gracious offer had ever been made
turned home after spending the a former correspondentfor this cated the introduction of foreign score was 35-16 in favor of the
That remains to be seen. It is
some right to have an opinion.As
Jo any people than that which the
league leaders.
up to the farmers of the nation.
A
tiny
fish often shares the summer at Ann Arbor where they paper at Port Sheldon but went languagestudy in the nation’selethe
author
of
one
of
the
truly
Lord brought to the Jews when He
Utah’s rangy team, led hv Paul
took
summer
courses
at
the
Unishell abode of the Caribbean conch
west for his health several years mentary schools.
came unto His own. It was a much great novek of the twentieth
Duey with 18 points, had little
Because
there
is
such
a
great
century— "Of Human Bondage,” notes the National GeographicSo- versity of Michigan.
ago. He is now chief engineer at
greater offer than that which had
The Misses Mary Mullen, Mary the Loretto Heights Academy, a demand for people who know trouble disposing of Michigan 46which by the way was recently ciety. The little fellow never
been made at Sinai, and rashly
20.
barred by the board of censor- strays far and hurries inside when and Marguerite K e 1 e h e r, Tess Catholic institution of learning,and more than one language, and beaccepted by the people.
Ward Pippel piled 13 field goals
ship of a Minnesota community— his host beats a retreat into the Crawley of Chicago and Miss Dolly has been employed there for 14 cause knowing the language of a
It was sad because of the people
through
the hoop to lead Indiana
shell.
Gibbons of Lake Forest who have years.
country promotes understanding
he deserves a respectful hearing.
to whom it was directed. The Jewto a 40-21 victoryover Ohio.
Also, of course, he is one of the
Bom
to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hal- of that country’s people,those at
ish people had and knew the promMissouri had some difficulty hut
tending the language conference
greatest British short story writlet, a son.
ises concerning the coming of the
in Washington voted to promote maintainedits position as one of
ers of this century, and a highly
The
Rev.
G.
p.
Van
Peursem
A heavily loaded steel truck Messiah. They could even have successful playwright.
the top four teams in the league
brother to the Rev. John Van the teaching of foreign languages by defeating Texas 26-15.
crashed Monday as it round- known the time and the place of
Some years ago he set forth his
Peursem, will leave in a few days as. early as possible !n the grade
Standing*
His arrival. His life and works
ed the curve on M-21 near Russ's
ideas about writers and books,
for his post in the mission field in school program, and to introduce
were a further proof of the fact
it
no
later
than
the
third
grade.
Sandwich Shop. The impact threw
based on his own experience,in a
Arabia. He has spent a year’s furthat He was the One who was to
7
Dr. Ellert said that the ele- Indiana
two coils of steel weighing 26,000 come.
volume that he called 'The Sumlough in America.
Utah
7
ing
plan
is
already
in
use
in
15
or
pounds into a nearby parking lot.
Gov.
Sleeper
has
been
invited
to
ming Up." In it he reflectedsevWisconsin
It was a sad cry because of what
7
The truck carrying 48,000 pounds
eral times the idea about the foolbe the guest of honor at the West 20 communities in this country. Missouri
was to follow.Jesus foretoldthat
7
MichiganState fair at Grand Ra- Some of these communities are
of steel was heading west when the
ishness of reading as a duty that
Kansas
their house would be left unto them
5
1
Corpus
Christ
i,
Texas;
Seattle,
torque arm on the rear trailer
; AyW/
* pids on governor’sday, Wednesday,
he expressed on his birthday.Still
Texas
desolate. The temple remained
5 2
Sept. 19, when the spectacular pa- Wash.; Washington, D. C.( and
broke. The driver. Thomas Ray. 26.
later he did a volume called
Illinois
standing a good many more years,
5 3
geant, "March of the Allies” will Cleveland, Ohio. Where it is al
East Gary. Ind. who was uninjurSomerset Maugham's Notebooks”
4
Minnesota
but He no longer called it "My
4 4
ready
taught
the
results
have
ed, said the action dropped the
in
which he set forth similar
be
staged.
Father’s House" but "your housf.”
been astonishing.Parents are en Florida
front end of the trailer which skidIdaho
God’s glory had fully departed points of view. And he also ex'Vr'tM'
thusiastic.The child's whole inded under the back of the first
pressed his basic ideas in fiction
Colorado
from H. The days of judgment were
Youth
Receives
Cuts
terest in school has increased foltrailer.
form, in a novel called "Cakes
Ohio
not too far away when temple and
lowing the introductionof a lang
Ray said he looked back when
and Ale.”
Id
Freak
Accident
Nevada
city would both be completely deuage
program.
For
this
reason
the
he felt the trailer jerk and saw the
It is hardly necessaryto say
California
stroyed.
last trailer standing up on end. He
ZEELAND (Special) -- Twen opportunity to learn a foreign lan- Michigan
-But saddest of all was the fact that Somerset Maugham is of
guage should be extended to all
laid the trailer flipped over on its
ty-three -month -old Bruce Tnicourse talking about "literature.”
Wyoming
that all this would have been unback and the two steel coils tore
sock, son fit Mr. and Mrs. elementary school children, he Oregon
He would certainlynot assert that
necessary if the people had not put
»
y'-v-tloose . The tractor and front trailer
it may not become a duty for a
Georgs Tmsock, 28, of 406 Libertheir trust in that which was false.
The biggest problem to this
remained upright.
ty St„ Buchanan, received face
He sought to gather them for pro- citizen to read technical books for
new
program is the shortage of Youth Suitaim Bruises
He said he couldn't estimate
his profession,or for a scholar to
and hand cuts following a freak
trained teachers. The colleges of
damage to the steel but other than tection as a hen gathers her chick- read "learned books” that are a
aiddent
Sunday
five mile* east
the nation will be expected to In Two-Car Collision
a cut tire and the broken torque ens, but they would not. Let no one pain in his mental Adam’s apple.
of Zeeland on M-2L He was tak*ay that the human will k not insolve this problem, largely through
arm, Ray felt he was pretty lucky.
A Grand Rapids youth was ir
He is talking about books that are
en to HuizingaMemorial hospital.
summer language training proRay said he makes the trip be- volved in our salvation. Jesus aaid creative works of art. Reading
The youth wag a passengerin grams. More information on the jured slightly in a two-car col
to the impotent man, “Wilt thou be
tween East Gary and Grand Raplision at the intersectionof Nint!
his father’s car traveling west
made whole?” Similarly He ad- such books as m duty, he feek, is
summer workshop at Hope Col- St and College Ave. early Mon
ids several times a week and was
sensible
near the beginning of the two lane
dresses Himself to the sifrsick silly pretentiousness.
lege
can
be
obtained
from
Dr.
Elday night.
going slow when the accident ocperson might as well be playing
highway. A car traveling east, lert. Because of the lack of textsoul. He wants us to trust Him
curred.
Morrie Tubergen. Grand Rapid.*
canasta in' enjoying himself in his
driven
by
Herman
Ortman,
61,
and nothing eke, not even an/
book material for such a curricuother
wortohop with thing* that gen*
of 3035 Longstreet, Grand Rap- lum, Dr. Ellert, assisted by Mrs. was treated for bruises at Hollan
hospitaland released. He was rid
ids, missed the turn-off and con- Ellert, is writing his own textGeorge Jacobus Dies
There is a ray of hope in the uinely interest him.
ing in a car driven by Wayne A
But
even some colleges and libtinued straight between the two books.
dosing words. The Lord k not
Htlthaat, 18, Willard.Ohio, whe
raries are beguiling themselves
At Hone in Hamilton
highway strips. His auto crashed
through with Israel. Judgment hat
P£, Ellert, a native of Holy- it collided with one driven b<
with the idea of the duty to read
into
the
large
sign
marking
the
oke, Mass., is well qualified for Roderic Jackson, 20, Alma.
George Jacobus, 83. died unex- faUen and will fall again even more certain books. Thk notion k bedivided highway, throwinga piece this work. He was graduated from
severely,but in the end Israel will
peeiedly of a heart ailment here re nent and hxil Him mm thm ***** bind moat of the Hundred Best
Police estimated damages to thi
of it through the windshield of the Amherst College, Ahmerst, Mass.,
far
Friday at Ms home in Hamilton. repent and hail Him as the
front and grill of the 1946 mode
Ttasock car. Ortman said lights in 1937, and received his M. A.
Deliverer.
Surviving are the wife, Minnie;
Jackson car at $200 and at $10
lists are merely advisory and inTo th# strains of Stephen Foster's"Old Dog Tray", Jack, Van •loofrom oncoming, traffic 4 blinded from Columbia Universityin 1940.
a ion, Frank of Cleveland; two sisformative, they art often worthy
f«>nt and right side of th.
him.
ten realletiesllypuffs hie eorneob pips and pete Hit dog ae he porThe Universityof North Caro- 1948 model Halthouse car.
ten, Ida and Margaret of Kanka- Marriage Licenses
of respect, although there isn’t trays tha characters. In tha song. Tha acana Is part of an all Faster
Deputy Ken De Jonge who in- lina granted him his Ph. D. in
kee, Dl.; a daughter-in-law,Mrs.
City police are investigating.
anyone who knows what actually musical program was presented Friday at 7:46 p.m. in Robart
(From Tuesday's
veatigated estimated damage to 1947. He has studied also at PhilGertrude Jacobus of Griffith, Ind.;
are the hundred best books. The
- Ottawa Comity
school. Tha children want all out to portray many of Footer's the 1939 model Ortman car at lips and Kiel Universitiesin GerHSdUNft Grandchildren,and a great Lawrence Tdfor 18,
"best books” of one century, or
the end of 1952, chure*
tonga that hsvs become favorites sf million* sf Americans.
$100 and bo the 1950 model Tru- many. His teaching experience inmembers in the United Statei
tvsn of mm decade, art not by
*r WktH,
(SeDtloslphoto)
aopkau^) at $150.
cludes the University of Michigan,
than 88 min^ ‘
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Drama Club Staging
'Taming of the Shrew*

1^ Hope

Pfc Donald

J. Israels

Hospital Auxiliary

Receives His Discharge
Pfc. Donald J. Israels,son of
Mr. and Mrs. John Israels, 140

'The Taming of the Shrew"
by William Shakespeare will be

Plans Membership

West 39th St, received a disserved as pastor of the Christian
charge from the Army last Thurs
Reformed Church for some years.
day.
presented by Palette and Masque,
He recently accepted the pastorIsraels returnedto the United
Hope College drama club, on ate of the Boston Square Christian
The Merry Blue Birds of St.
States in December after serving
March 13, 14, 16 and 17, in the Reformed Church in Grand Ra- Francis met with their leader, Mrs.
12 months in Korea. He entered
Little Theatre on the Hope, cam- pids. He formerly served the Robert Boyce. Yarn dolls were
month of April has been
the Army May 24, 1951, and went
Drcnthe Christian Reformed made by each girl.
pus, it was announced today by
to Korea following basic training designated as the time to enroll
chm-ch. Mrs. Veltman was the forSharon Brower, scribe of the
at ^prt McClellan, Ala.
Miss Helen Harton, director of er Lois Post of Zeeland.
associate members in the Holland
Bonnie Blue Birds of Washington
His first few months in Korea
The following have been an- School, reports that they held a
dramatics.
Hospital Auxiliary,an organization
were spent with the 92nd ChemiThis great Shakespeareancom- nounced as winners in recent Valentine party at the home of
formed more than a year ago of
cal
Service
company
near
Seoul.
essay contests in Zeeland . High
several groups working on various
edy has been presentedcountless
Beth
Niles. Refreshments were
In
February
1952,
he
was
trans
School: Mary Nyenhuis won in
projects benefitingthe hospital.
times in many lands during the group on the general them^'How served by Mrs. Harold Niles who
Availablethia summer will be Kalser-Frazer’snew
ferred to the “Famed Iron Tri
styling lines are completely uninterruptedby
Miss Eleanor Duffy is chairman
past few centuries,besides being
angle” where he was a member
chrome ornamentation. Chrome trim Is used only
Much Government Should We was assisted by her daughters, •ports car, the DKF-161, with its low, sweeping
of the membership drive, assisted
the basis for the musical hit ‘‘Kiss
Sally and Beth. Each girl embroidof the third section ammunition
along the rocker panels at the base of the body.
Have? Her subject was “The Root
lines. Now in production,this will be the first auMe Kate.” The Hope College cast of Trouble.” Linda Ver Plank was ered her name on a large Blue Bird
train with the 176th Armoured by Mrs. H. P. Harms. Associate
Seats, door panels and dash are finishedthroughout
tomobile with a Fiberglas reinforcedplastic body.
membership fee is $1 and men and
for this production will be dressed
which
was
put on an apron. This
In
top
grain
leather
In
solid
colors
to
harmonize
Field ArtilleryBattalion.He later
winner in Group 2 on "Modern
Designed by Howard A. Darrin, Internationally
children
are encouraged to join as
in all new Elizabethean costumes,
was
presented
to Mrs. Albert Timwith body paint. The foldingthree-position
top Is
acted as ammunition agent for his
Threats to American Democracy."
famed custom car stylist,the sleek sports model is
well as women who are not active
just tailored by community church
mer, retiring executive.Mrs. L. A.
outfit.
completely
concealed
under
the
rear
deck
when
Paul Volkers won in group 3 on
engineered with distinctive safety featuresas well
groups to replace the Palette and the essay entitled, “Freedom’s Wade designed the Blue Bird. At
not in use. It may be mounted In oonventlonal
He arrived home on Dec. 13 members. The campaign will operas high power-to-weight performance. Ground to
Maisque wardrobedestroyed in the Worth Preserving.”
their last meeting the group toured
convertible top position, or In landau style with
aboard the "General Meigs,” flew ate through the groups already
cowl height is only 36 inches. From the headorganized.
front quarter open. This sports model will be on
Christmas Eve fire.
to Fort Custer and spent the holi
Pvt. Paul Van den Ploeg spent the local Bell TelephoneCo. Mrs.
lights which are •‘frenched"into the fendera, to
Aim of the campaign is l,il)00
sale this summer at United Motor Sales, 733
Peter Kelly, sophomore from a few days at the home of his Frank Working and Mrs. Charles
days at home.
protruding plaatic tail lamps, the crisp sports
Michigan Ave.
Flushing, N. Y., returns to the parents, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Van- Conrad are their leaders.
He returned to Fort Custer on memberships which in turn would
stage after his success as the lead der Ploeg, East Washington Ave.
The Happy Blue Birds of Pine
Jan. 14 where he was connected yield $1,000 which will be applied
in ‘The Little Foxes," to under- He returned to Camp Pickett,Va. Creek School met with their leader,
Bekken, 168 East 37th St.; a son,
with the 205th MilitaryPolice toward purchase of a second x-ray
machine for the hospital. A second
Company.
take the role of Petruchio, the where he is stationed.
William Robert, born Sunday to
Mrs. Charles Harrington. Elections
machine would alleviate heavy detamer of the shrew. Opposite him
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Notier,
18
were
held
with
the
following
reFollowing
his
discharge
he
will
Pvt. Paul Van Koevering, who
as Katharine, the shrew, will be is stationed at Fort Leonard sults: Shirley Dannenberg, presireturn to work as a mason con- mands on the one machine in use.
Admitted to Holland hospital West Ninth St.
Joyce Vanderborgh, sophomore Wood, Mo., spent Sunday and dent; Barbara Rozeboom. secretractor. He is employed by his Work in the x-ray departmenthas
Friday were Charles Lemson, 657
from Sayville,N. Y„ a newcomer Monday at the home of his par- tary: Judy Ter Vree, scribe.The
father. Israels will be married doubled from a few years ago.
Fines Paid by 21
Associate members of the auxilto the Palette and Masque’ stage. ents, Mr. and Mrs. Corey Van girls made a fruit basket which was Goldenrod: Melvin Wilson. 287
next Saturday to Miss Marilyn
Baptista, the father ol Katharine Koevering, South Elm St.
Drew, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. iary will receive a copy of the
given to Karen Simonsen’s sister, West 12th St.; Jane Maat, route 2, In Municipal Court
monthly Newssheet,
hospital
and Bianca, played by Jane NixHolland High School basketball Gilbert Drew of Grand Rapids.
Zeeland; Mrs. Johanna Rusticus,
'Hie State Christian Endeavor Ruth Ann, who is ill.
auxiliarynewspaper put out by
on, a veteran P & M actress from Convention will be held at the
Paying fines Saturday and Mon- team will open regional tournaThe Pleasant Blue Birds of Wash- 181 East Fifth St.; John Overway,
the United Notions group with Mrs.
Tenafly, N. J.. is Norman Lager, First Reformed Church in June. ington School met at the home of
day in Municipal Court were Donment competition Tuesday night, Zeeland Rotariani
73 East 21st St.
Adrian Klaasen as editor. Plans
junior from Muskegon. Don Jaco- A meeting to discuss plans was their leader, Mrs. J. L. Leenhouts.
ald Piersma. 22, of 28 West 30th St.,
Discharged Friday were John
call for one copy to be sent td a
busse, sophomore from Holland, held with the Rev. John den Ou- The meeting opened with a flag
speeding. $10. Helen L. Bocks, 27. March 10. against the only team to Jack Boonstra President
family in case more than one
plays Lucentio who is intent on den, general chairman, on Mon- ceremony and the singing of the Atman. Jr.. 249 West Rth St of 422 Howard Ave., speeding, $15; beat the Dutch this year. The local
(Special)
Jack
David Hanson. KnickerbockerFrank Klomparens, 18, of 77 East
winning Bianca and is assisted by day, Feb. 23. Those attending in- "Star SpangledBanner".Flag etioagers drew Grand Rapids Central Boonstra was named president of member of the family enrolls as
House; Mrs. Maggie Yskes, 564
associate members.
his two servants. Tranio, played cluded: Wayne Schipper,Marge quette was discussed and then their
18th St., speeding, $15; Paul Dozein regionaldrawings at Kalamazoo the local Rotary Club at the anby Bill Holder, Holland sopho- Hoeve, Carolyn Bolman, Harvey assistant leader. Mrs. G. Groene- West 21st St.; Miss Ruth Bolt, man. 18, of 311 West 26th St., speed- Saturday. The Grand Rapids nual election held recently.
route 4; Mrs. Jack De Frell and
more, and Biondello,in the person Beltman, Betty Zwyghuizen, Ranfe woud, read the story. "Hiding the
ing, $30; Bernard Knoll 31, Owosso,
five handed Holland its only defeat Named to the vice presidentialKool Leads Knights
of Dick Coffill. sophomore from Talsma, Marion Brower, Norman Liberty Bell." Songs were sung and baby, route 6; Mrs. Raymond Stitt speeding, $10; Delbert Wyngarden,
of the season in a close battle de- post was Marvin Ver Plank.
and
baby, route 1; Mrs. Bernard
Brooklyn.N. Y.
25, of 424 Howard Ave., speeding.
Vruggink, Gene Kuyers. Art Dek- games were played, reportsscribe,
Henry Lokers was re-named To Win Over Alma
cided by only one point. The final
Becker and baby. 180 East 38th
Other members ol the support- ker. Joan Pyle, Agnes Walters Yolanda Mendoza.
$10; Delores Oonk, 17, of 191 West score was 48 to 47.
secretary
while Harold Becksfort
St.; Janice Barrett. 454 West 18th
RAPIDS. Mich..
ing cast are Robert Hoeksema, and Rev. Tellinghuizen.
27th St., speeding. $10; Marvin Van
The Otawataea Camp Fire group
Holland will play at 7 p.m. Tues- will serve as treasurer and Ford
St.; Charles Lemson. 657 Goldenjunior from Schuylerville,N. Y.,
About 250 men were present at of Beechwood met with their guarDen Brand. 24. route 2. speeding. day in the Western Michigan Col- Berghorat sergeant at arms. Elect- Calvin College coasted to a 72 to 41
rod; Jane Maat, route 2, Zeeland.
victory over Alma CoUege in a
Stanley Vander Aarde, senior from the annual Mission Syndicate ban- dians. Mrs. E. R. Eshelmann and
$10; Bernard Topp.
lege gymnasium.At 8:30 Grand ed to the board of directors were basketballgame here Friday night.
Admitted Saturday were Arnold
Orange City, Iowa, and Tom Ten quet, made up of Reformed Mrs. Dick Vander Yacht. Plans
Roger
Prince
and
Max
De
Free.
Rapids Creston will plav Grand
Preston Kool racked up 25 points
Hoove, Ridgefield, N. J., freshman. Churches of the Zeeland area, were made for a sight-seeingtrip,
32 West Rapids Ottawa Hills. Benton Har- Hugh De Free will serve on the
ken. route 4; Mrs. Rose Champlin,
to pace Calvin to its 12th victory
Betty Roelofs, Hudsonville sen- hold at the Second Reformed a conservation hike and a council
18th St., speeding, $10; Milt Witherboard
as
past
president.
Ixtr and Kalamazoo Central will
209 West 14th St.; Elmo Maxwell,
of the year against 7 defeats.
ior. is stage manager for the pro- Church on Thursday evening, Feb- fire* The group also started workspoon, 18. Benton Harbor, speeding, play Wednesday at 8 p.m. Battle
The club meets each week on
route 1, Fcnnvillc;Mark Allen
duction and Dale De Witt, senior 26. The group adjourned to the ing on their symbolgrams.reports
$25 and no operator's license,$5; Creek drew a bye in the first Tuesday noon. Appointments to Calvin led, 39 to 18, at the half.
Bosch, 81 West Eighth St.
from Holland, is designingand church auditorium where the pro- scribe, Mary Ann Schuiling.
Henry Sehaap, route 5, speeding, first round.
special and standingcommittees
Discharged Saturday were Lewbuilding the scenery.
gram was presented under the diThe Mukkinneunk group of Lin- is Munger, Jr., 18 East 12th St.; $25; Wayne King, 18, route 5, Fenn- In semi-finalsMarch 13 at West- will be made at a later date.
rection of Martin Wyngarden of coln School held a Camp Fire party
ville. stop street. $3; Paul F. Millern Michigan gym, winner of the
Vriesland. The Rev. A. Telling- at the home of Gretchen De Weerd. Melvin Wilson. 287 West 12th St.; er, Michigan City, Ind., failure to
Holland-Grand Rapids Central
Mrs.
Merle
Ringewold
and
baby,
huizen of Overisel expressed Miss MarjorieKnapp, their guarobserve truck route sign, $2; Rich. . .
thanks to the Ladies Aid of the dian, taught them new games and 497 Lakewood Blvd.; Mrs. Sey- ard C. Root, Bellevue,failure to ob- game will play Battle Creek at 7
p.m. At 8:30 that night, the Cresmour
Padnos
and
baby,
115
East
John Lam, 770; Marve Wabeke,
Dr. C. H. Zahniser, who recent- entertaining church for serving refreshments were served, reports 26th St.; Mrs. Chester Grotenhuis serve truck route sign, $2. Paying ton-Ottawa Hills winner will battle
dinner.
764; John Mulder, 764; Bill Brown,
scribe, Marguerite Dolen.
ly returned from mission work in
$1 parking tickets were John KirchThe song service which began At their last meeting the Waka- and baby, route 5; Mrs. LaVerne off. 256 West 16th St.; Harvey Cals- the Benton Harbor-Kalamazoowin- 734; Glen Brower, 720; Millla Pet
Africa, was guest speaker at the
the
program, was directed by Mrs. hanepew group of Lincoln School Schipper and baby. 360 West 32nd beek, D-3, Beach Court; Donald H. ner. The final playoff is scheduled roelje, 684; Paul Barkel, 682; 3uke
Zeeland Free Methodist Church
at 8 p.m. Saturday, March 14.
St.; Mrs. Gerald Tinholt and baby,
Huyser
and special music was preTen Cate, 666; Deane Mulder,
State St., on Friday evening. He
Vander Baan, Waukazoo; J. Postvisited Zwieps Seed Store. Mrs. C.
80
West
34th
St.;
Bias
Duron.
Jr.,
659; Les Lemson, 650; Webb Dalsented
by
the Huyser quartet of
showed slides of his recent trips
C. Andreasen,Mrs. Glenn Brower 20 South River Ave.; Mrs. James ma, 260 West 18th St., and Donald
Beaverdam. The Rev. H. N. Engman, 648; Gene Hlddinga, 648;
Zeeland Couple Feted
to Africa and the Dominican Reand Mrs. N. Pederson accompanied Nykerk. 461 Lakewood ' Blvd.; R. Lauritzen,route 6.
All Makes
lund, pastor of the entertaining
Bill Payne, 612; Sara Brower,
public, He is field secretary for
the girls, reports scribe. Marilyn
Mrs. Peter Lamar, 'route 1; Mrs.
On
25th Anniversary
church,
extended
a
welcome
to
612;
A1
Hamelink,
608;
Nick
Havthe Commission on Missions for
Brower. Mrs. Andrew Dalman is Alice Smith. Fennville; Mrs.
Authorized
inga, 600; Joyce BaBrkel, 599; A1
the Free Methodist Church of all present. He also was pianist their guardian. On Feb. 9 the group Kathryn Hofsteen, 158 West 14th Man Refuses Treatment
Mr. and Mrs. Jorfh H. Brouwer Pet roelje, 578; Glad Jousma, 508;
Chrystor-Plymouth Dealer
and
presented a piano medley of
North America and was recently
was entertained at the home of St.; Scott Van Hekken. route 4. For Head Lacerations
of Zeeland, who Sunday will ob- Wes Vanden Broek, 479; Dick
chosen secretary for the African hymns. The Rev. J. Van Dyken of Mrs. Phillip Barber. Transportation Admitted Sunday were Mrs.
serve their 25th wedding anniverForest Grove was in charge of the
Area.
ZEELAND (Special) A 45- sary, were guests of honor at a Taylor, 409; Mel Jousma, 447; ts W. Mh Street Phono 7242
was in charge of Mrs. Glenn Brow- Phyllis Hulst, 1681 Washington
Joey Wabeke, 446; Mike Lam, 412;
The Rev. and Mrs. Nelson L. devotional service. The Rev. Bern- er and Mrs. Carl Garbrecht. Dinyear-old Grand Rapids man reSt., Waukazoo; Bernard Wanrooy,
Vel'man and family armed in ard Hakken, who -with Mrs. HakJ ner was served, followed by a so- 175 West Eighth St.; Mrs. Abbie ceived head lacerations following party Wednesday evening in cele- Juke Ten Cate, 387.
bration of the occasion.
Zeeland a few days ago from ken has carried on missionary cial evening of games and marshHunderman, 156 Central Ave.; an accident Sunday afternoon but
work at Bagdad, Iraq, for several
Supper was served after which
Whitinville.Mass., where he has
mallow roasting. The girls all Mrs. Grace Klinesteker, route 1, refused to be taken to the hospi- movies were shown and gifts preyears, presented the inspirational
tal.
wrote
farewell
messages
and
thank
Byron ('enter; Mrs. Gertrude
address.
Euel Simpson of 120 Antoine sented to the honored couple.
you notes to Mrs. Albert Timmer. Boes. 384 West 18th St.; Leslie
Good Selection — Used
Ave. S. W., was injured about 5 Guests includedMr. and Mrs. Art
Ml Wart lilt,
Phon. 66112
There is one locomotive for retiring executive director. On Hulst, 959 West 32nd St.; Mrs. p.m. when a car he was driving Compagner, Mr. and Mrs. Bert
every 44 square miles of country- Feb. 16 the group visited the Hol- HenriettaKoetsier. 46 West 20th
H. Brouwer, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
land Racine Shoe Co. Mrs. C. C. St.; Mrs. Hattie Schamper,175 went off the road 44 miles east of
MIRRORS
CUSTOM MADE
side on British raildroadswhile in
Brouwer, Mr. and Mrs. Dick
Zeeland
on
M-21
and
crashed
into
Andreasen,
Mrs.
Lester
Den
Uyl
(PLAIN - ENGRAVED OR ANTIQUED)
and
West 17th flt.; Susan Burkholder.
the United States, the land of
a car driven by Donald Van Dyke, Brockhui*.Mr. and Mrs. Clarmagnificent distances,there is one and Mrs. Arthur Nienhuis accom- 804 West Seventh St.
TABU AND DESK TOPS
18. of 285 East 13th St., Holland. ence Brouwer, Mr. and Mrs. Wilpanied
them.
for every 60 square miles.
Discharged Sunday were Lee
The
1947
model
Simpson
car
tra- lis Compagner, Mr and Mrs. AdPLATE
GLASS
CRYSTAL
WINDOW GLASS
Marcia Asterink,scribe of the Roy Kalmbaugh, route 1; Mrs.
Steam Cleaning
veling east on M-21 was damaged rian Timmer, Mr. and Mrs. AiCantekoda
group
of
Washington
James
Hayward
and
baby,
route
Motors and Tractora
GREENHOUSE GLASS
INDUSTRIAL GUSS
to an estimated $100.
mer Compagner, Mr. and Mrs.
School, reports that they met at the 4; Mrs. Gordon Hungerink and
Dutch - Kraft
Deputy
Ken
De
Jonge
who
in- Harold Compagner. Mr. and Mrs.
THERMOPANES
home of their guardian. Mrs. A. baby, 2504 East 11th St.; Mrs.
vestigatedissued a ticket to Simp- Gerald Kruithoff, Mr. and Mrs.
Berger. After learningand planning James Tarnminga and baby. 816
PULL LINE OF O'BRIEN PAINTS
son for excessive speed under the Jerald Ver Beek, Mrs. Laura Vantheir symbols,a play period was Columbia Ave.; Mrs. Henry StecnYou’ll cover drab
conditions and driving with undue der Poppon, Mr. and Mrs. John
enjoyed.
wyk and baby. 347 Washington caution.
wallpaper with
Lenters, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
831
Phone 9210
The Okjciyapi Camp Fire group Blvd.; Mrs. Roy Conway and
« freih pattelal
Compagner. Lsla and Betty Timof Lakeview School met at the baby, 268 West 11th St.; Michael
mer, Marcia Compagner, Ann Le
home
of
Jean
and
Janet
Timmer.
Slippery
Highway
Blamed
COVERS OVER ANY SURFACE
De Boc, 1558 Ottawa Beach Rd.;
Febre. Harvard,Alma and Floyd
The girls worked on their symbol- Arnold Pitcher,route 1; Mrs. NorIN ONE COAT— Dry In 2 Hour*
grams and studied the conserva- man Buursma, 136 East 20th St.; Following Two-Car Crash Brouwer.,
Unable to attend was Carl ComOFFERS
tion pledge. A spelling bee was Mrs. Rose Champlin, 209 West
ZEELAND (Special) — Wet pagner who Is serving in the Cast
planned for next week. Mary Jon- 14th St.; Stanley Langworthy,526
pavement causing slippery condi- Guard in Florida
HEATING A AIR CONDITIONING
ker treated the group, reports West 20th St.; Mrs. Gerrit KapenELECTRIC CO.
tions was blamed for an accident
|50Weat8thSt Phone 4811 scribe, Janet Timmer. Mrs. Fred ga, 127 Glendale.
The Lennox Fumoc# Comnear Zeeland on M-21 Saturday
Davis and Mrs. Joe Jonker are
Hospital births include a son. noon. A 1947 model car driven by Pat Oat Brash Fire
pany, worlds largest manutheir guardians.
Jam& E. II, born Friday to Mr. Carl Volkema,'39. of 2010 South Holland fire department
factorlng engineers of worm
rThe Odakonya group of Federal and Mrs. James E. Bagladi. 125 Shore Dr„ Holland, slowed to alIn Addition to LOW COST!
a i
heating equipment
ed an alarm late Monday afterSchool
met
at
the
home
of
Lois
Howard
Ave.;
a
daughter,
Darmakes a heating system to
low a car in front of him to turn noon at 25th St. and Van Raalte
Larion. After the business meeting inda Lee, born Friday to Mr. and
BEN VAN LINTE, Age*’
fit your individual requireleft and was hit in the rear by Ave. where a brush pile was rethey took notes on a jello experi- Mrs. Durmond Conklin, 2844 Fair- a 1939 model car driv en by Orville
ments for gas, oil, or coal.
177 College Avenue
Phone 7133
ported burning. Firemen reported
Lennox dealers are factoryment and worked on their memory banks Ave.; a son born Friday to Dlsselkoen. 17, of 247 Colonial
no damages from the blaze.
trained heating experts.
books, reports scribe, Sharon -Silli- Mr. and Mrs. Merle Ringewold. Ave., Zeeland.
ven. Mrs. Adrian Van Putten and 497 Lakewood Blvd.; a son, Ryan
Damage to the rear of the
At Your Service
Mrs. John Larion are their guar- D., born Fridav to Mr. and Mrs. Volkema car was estimated at
Day or Night
dians.
Charles Woodall, 284 West 22nd $150 and to the front of the Dis-
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Archery News.

ROAD

SERVICE

COMPLETE SERVICE

Haan Motor

—

k.

MAER0SE BLASS PRODUCTS

FARM TRACTORS

00.

—

<

MACHINERY

—

—

-

LINCOLN AVE.

Won-Kola

GARAGE
Lincoln

STATE FARM

ESSENBURG

CAREFUL DRIVERS
Many Advantages

an

r

MUTUAL

ALWAYS BUYING

SCRAP
MATERIALS

Koop Heating
HEATING IS OUR BUSINESS

—NOT
120

River

Louis Padnos

A SIDELINE

Avt.

Ph. 6-6828

IRON and METAL CO.
120 River Ave.

MOTOR TUNE-UP
- COMPLETE OVERHAUL

BRAKE JOBS

All The Latest Modern Equipment

To Give You The Best of Service On Any Make of Car!

UMTEU MOTOR SALES
723-33 Michigan

Avenue

Mrs. Dale Shearer and Mrs. Win- Maynard Reimink, Hamilton; a
field Ball. After a short business son, David Frank, born Sunday to
meeting, plans were made for a Mr. and Mrs. John Santora, 486
party for the mothers. All the girls West 21st St.; a son, Jon Arthur,
will join in the entertainment, re- born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Janke, 32 Cherry St.
ports scribe, Betty Lou Deur.
A son, Gary Lee, born Sunday
Plants contain
90 per to Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Van Kampen, 119 Vander Veen; a son, Burt
cent water.
William, born Sunday to Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Engelsman,430 Pine
Ave.; a son, Robert Dale,* born
Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest

Phone 7225

m

<m§^\
,

The Ketchawapikiya group of St.
selkoen auto at $75. Both cars
A son. Randall J., born Satur- were traveling west on M-21.
Pine Creek School met with their
guardian, Mrs. Walter Kimball day to Mr. and Mrs. Justin Schol- Deputy Kon De Jonge is investiAfter working on rank require- ten, 1262 South Shore Dr.; a gating.
ments, games were played, reports daughter, Pamela Sue, born Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Jun Bremsqribe,Shirley Rozeboom.
The Kontawee group of Beech- er, 447 Central Ave.; a son, Danny Young Adults Organize
wood met with their guardians, Ray, born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs.

Baptist Maranatha Class

We

Repair All Kinds

RL

‘NoptlYor'lirtsbol'liU

Adult
Class of First Baptist Church held
an organizationalmeeting Friday

evening at the home of L. J.
Mannes. At a previous meetihg,
Kenneth Wiley was eleded presi-

dent and Miss Norrine

If your tires are "showing''signs of

ANO

Check wjtf^jjs and ovoid o bum
steer. Whether you need a new tire
or a repair, we're happy to serve
you.

H.

Decker Chevrolet, Inc.
RIVER at 9TH STREET

&

B.

-

SUPER SERVICE
RHONE

2386

Don Hortforink— Harm
125 W.

Mi

St.

Portlet

TRY OUR
DELICIOUS PIES

THE HUB

FANCY CAKES
FRESH BAKED BREAD

Now Operated By
PAUL end EDNA VAN RAALTE

AND

Palmer,

secretary- treasurer. Devotions
were led by the class president.
The group chose the name Maranatha, which means "The Lord
Cometh." They adopted “The Lord
Cometh" as their class motto.
The class meets each Sunday at
9:45 a. m. at the church. All
young adults, married or single,

Across from Post Office
Zeeland,Michigan
Closed Sundays

Bi

CONVINCCD

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP
384 CENTRAL AVE.

PHONE 2677

Wedding

Anaoneamenlt

Lower, Kenneth Wiley, Miss Norrine Palmer, Jim Schwartz, Miss
Shirley De Vries and the Rev,

new

install

new

DEPENDABLE
USED CARS

mates furnished prompt*
ly

trouble,don't - trouble, don't wait.

f

PrhraU Dining Room for

Song shoot* FREE with each
order of Woddlng Stationery.
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Diemer-Vanden Bosch

Clock on Disputed Allegan Court

Maroons Suffer

Rites

Read

House Tower Dates Back 50 Years

Second Setback

ALLEGAN (Special) - If residents of the city of Allegan appear
to have more interestin the fate
of the court house tower and its
clock, they have good reason. .
for it was just 50 years ago that
the villageagreed to pay half the
cost of installing the clock in the
thfn empty tower.
Thursday,March 12, is the day
of decision for the magnificent old
tower and the clock it houses. On
that day the Board of Supervisors
will act on recommendations for
its building committee and the
architects retained to study the
problem.
And from all indications, the
board will vote to go ahead with
its plan to flat-top the county building as a safety measure. Bids

In 17th Contest

.

Holland Christian’s basketball
SPMad dropped its second game in
tk starts at Grand Haven Friday
night, bowing to the scrappy Buccaneers, 43-41 in a weird ball
game. The contest closed the regular season play for the Hollanders,

as they now turn their sights to
the district tourney which opened
here this week.
Once again the Maroons lost a
real close ball game. Their only
other defeat was a one point deficit, coming in the last seven seconds of play. It wasn’t the same
story at Grand Haven, however, as
the Maroons had an uphill battle
all the way against a Grand Haven
club that could do little wrong.

were opened for the work last
Tuesday and all five bidders sub-

openings boarded up. The "blind
look" began g e 1 1 i n g on folk’s
nerves until finally they petitioned
the board ’to take action. Within rf
month the village board had agreed
to share the cost of a clock with
the county and the Seth Thomas

Clock company of Chicago had
been given a contractto install one
on a 30-day trial basis at a cost of
$1200. The county was to be responsible for maintenanceand the village agreed to furnish lights for
the dial.
S. D. Pond, a prominent local
jeweler, was commissionedto oil
the clock once a week for $25 a
year and he was faithful to his task
for many years.
Since then, a long succession of
courthouse custodians had had the
responsibUity of caring for tty;
mechanism that, at times, seemed
to have a perverse personalityall
its own.

; T'-M

Sri

mitted figures lower than the $65,000 expenditure authorized by voters at the Nov. 4 election.
Since the election, however, there
has been considerableoppositionto Luther College Band
the plan. Several county papers Ready for Concert
have carried editorials against the
flat-toppingand their "letters to
Music of 14 composerswill prothe editor’’ columns have been
vide the program when the Luther
filled with pleas to "halt the desecration of this majestic monu- College Concert Band appears in

-S

t/7\

A combination of several factors
led to the Christian defeat. First
of all the Dutch couldn’thit, con1 |
necting on only 14 out of 71 tries
at the basket, a losing 19 per cent
average. Add to this, a Buc squad
which was capitalizingon every
opportunity, particularly
at the foul
lane, and you nearly have the
story of the game. Althoughthe
Dutch talliedfour more baskets
Holland during its 1953 Diamond
ment" as one writer put it.
Three wet and chilledNavy filers alp hot coffee
were taken aboard a Coast Guard rescue craft
and tried 26 more times, they could
And so it now appears .that the Jubilee tour, according to Art
not cope with the Grand Haven at South Haven Coast Guard station following from South Haven and sufferedno III effects other old clock never will mark its 50th Hills, chairman of the local comtheir rescue from Lake Michigan late Saturday
than exposure. Explaining the mishap to author
club at the foul lane. The Bucs
anniversary in the tower for which mittee on arrangements. The conafternoon. The trio was aboard a torpedo plane
Itles are (left to right) LL Brunette, R. J. Boness,
stepped to the foul lane 33 times
it was thade. All of the contractors cert will be given at the high
.bound for Milwaukeefrom Norfolk, Va., when the
of Chicago, electronicstechnician 3rd class and
and hit on 23 occasions. In fact
indicated they would be able to school auditorium Tuesday at 8
engine failed. The pilot, LL Peter J. Brunette,
A.J. Goodwin,' Milwaukee, also an electronics techthe Havenites only scored 10 basstart work on the demolition of the p.m.
skillfully put the plane Into a glide and crashnician 3rd class. South Haven police chief Don
kets in the entire game and only
During its long and historic
tower within a month after the conlanded in the lake approximately four miles west
Hardy (standing second from right) Jots down
two in the second half.
career as a concert band which
tract is awarded.
and seven miles north of South Haven. The men
notes of the
(Sentinelphoto)
The contest was perhaps HolThe records are not clear on the has twice toured Europe and has
land's worst from the standpoint
exact date, but sometime this appeared coast to coast in this
of overall floor play. Although they
spring or early summer the clock country, the Luther College Conhad little trouble in cracking Grand
would have marked its 7,760th day, cert Band has won high praise for
• Mr. and Mrs. Richard Diemer
Haven's "ring around the basket"
its 186,240thhour and the bell- its presentationof the world’s
(Prince photo)
defense, the Maroons just couldn’t
A double ring ceremony per- necklace was a gift -from the
allowing no margin for errors— most appreciated symphonicmusic
capitalize. With the Bucs concenwould have chimed for the 29.053.- arranged for band.
formed in South Olive Christian grown.
trating on the Christiancenter and
Many original compositions for
440th time.
Miss Betty Vanden Bosch, sisReformed
Church united in marSocial
rooms
of
Fourteenth
forward slot, the Dutch broke men
Once guaranteedby its makers band have always been included
ter
of the bride, as maid of honor,
Street Christian Reformed Church
riage Miss Marcia Vanden Bosch
loose with ease for good shots, but
to be accurate within 10 seconds a in the programs.The inclusionof
and Miss Josephine De Haan,
Three
Navy
fliers who ditched
were
filled Friday evening when
they wouldn’t drop.
light classical numbers and sever- and Richard Diemer of the U.S.
bridesmaid, wore identicalgowns
their torpedo bomber in icy Lake
members and interested friends month, the clock has since fallen al marches has been found popuDefensively the Hollanders were
Army. The Rev. Titus Heyboer of net over taffeta in lavender
on
poorer
days. In recent years,
Michigan * Saturday at 1:05 p.m.
of Rest Haven Guild met for their
lar
and
will
be
added
for
the
in good form, limitingthe Bucs to
performed the rites on Tuesday, and yellow, respectively. They
the clock’s four faces might each
and rode a bouncing rubber life
monthly session.
benefit of those who enjoy music Feb. 17, before a setting of ferns,
mostly outcourtshots. Even though
give you a differenttime.
carried bouquets of roses
^
raft for almost three hours before
After singing of a hymn. Mrs.
the Dutch held a height advantage,
And it has had its periods of in lighter vein. In keeping with a candelabra and bouquets of mums, carnations.
rescue, were none the worse for
Edward
Van
Eck, president,introtradition the program will dose
the tall Hollanders had trouble in
wear today.
duced Mrs. L. Hoekstra who in- depression and great elation, too. with "The Stars and Stripes pompons and gladioli. Candles
Calvin Diemer served as best
gaining completecontrol of the
After treatment for exposure at
spired her audience with devotions On some days it has refused to Forever” by Sousa, which has were placed in the windows and man and Marvin Diemer and Wilboards. Perhaps the outstanding
strike the hour at all. On others it
white bows marked the pews.
South Haven Hospital, Lt (jg)
Guy Vander Jagt, Hope College in keeping with the Lenten sea- has gone on a chiming jag, ring- been adopted as the signature Parents of the couple are Mr. liam Bolman were ushers. Mr.
player on the court was Grand
Peter J. Brunette, 23, Rhinelandson. She emphasizedthe necessity
number of all Luther Band con- and Mrs. Oomie M. Vanden Bosch and Mrs. Harold Vork served as
debater, for the third successive
Haven’s Bob Klukos. He completely
er, Wis., A. J. Goodwin, Milwauof proper balance between work ing 13 or 27 times, regardless of certs.
master and mistress of cereyear, took top honors for indicontrolled tne Grand Haven attack
of route 2, Holland, and Mr. and monies.
kee, and R. J. Boness of Chicago
and rest and the need of spiritual the hour. Residents recall the time
Featured
soloist
with
the
band
vidual debaters in Michigan coland set up the manueven more
its deep toned bell which can be
Mrs. Abe Diemer of route 2, Zeewere ready for duty.
food during Lenten days.
Both mothers wore navy blue
this year is Miss Rosalie Storvick,
leges. Guy took a total of 40 out
often than he scored. He came
Their plane was one of two on
The
president,after welcoming heard for miles started ringing pianist, a senior from Wadena, land.
ensembles and had red rose corof a possible 45 points.
through when the pressure was
and
didn’t
stop
until
the
court-house
Music for the ceremony was sages.
a crossAxxmtry training flight Four Hope teams participated the group, asked that this be a
Minn., who will be heard in Schureally on as he sunk six out of eight
from Norfolk, Va.., to Milwaukee.
time of renewed concentration custodian trudged up five flights of mann’s "Piano Concerto in A- provided by Miss Marian NienAt the reception for 85 guests
in the MI§L tournament held at
foul tries in the last four minutes
Lt Brunette said the plane’s en- East Lansing Saturday.
huis, organist,and Harmon Diem- in the church basement,Mr. and
and that ‘‘we endeavor to keep stairs and hhlted the works.
minor," first movement arranged
of the game. •
Through the years, sleet has
gine went dead at about 3,000
er, soloist.
Mrs. Sherwini Terpstraserved at
Those making the trip were this as a spiritualfeast and seek been the clocks worst enemy. It’s espedally for the band by Dr. SigSome hot outcourt shooting gave feet. All efforts to get the ento strengthen our faith by comGiven in marriage by her fath- the punch howl and Mr. and Mrs.
vart
Hofland
of
the
Luther
Colthe Buis an eight point margin gine started failed (did he glided Linda Miner, Vem Hoffman, Stan- munion and reading the word, big, four-metal hands are exposed
er, the bride wore a white slipper James Sail arranged the gifts.
lege music faculty.
ley Vander Aarde, Robert Dethearly in the first period. Christian
the plane for about 10 miles becombined with acts of love and to the elements and the weight of
satin gown with fitted satin bodice Serving the guests were Misses
The
program
in
Holland
is
one
mers, William Latham, Munther
fought back to narrow the count to
ice will slow Ihe works. When that
fore it struck water.
service."
of the 16 concerts the band will featuring a lace scalloped yoke, Joan Bolman. Carol De Jongh, #
13-9 at the first period horn. Grand
Lt Brunette said he and the Gaspeer, Thurman Rynbrandt, In the absence of Mrs. Jeanette happens the custodian must reset play while on tour this year.
Peter Pan collar and long pointed Helene Jongekryg, Edna Oetman,
Bruce
Van
Voorst,
Guy
Vander
Haven sunk just half of their total two crew members climbed out
Van Dyke, chairman of the project the hands by winding them into
sleeves.The full satin skirt with Eleanor Pul and Virginia WedeThe
Holland
High
Band
is
the
Held goal output in the first period. onto a wing of the plane. They Jagt and Jonathan Hinkamp.
committee, the president present- place with the crank.
train was accented by two lace ven.
local sponsor.
Serving as judges for the conGrand Haven hung doggedly to threw over a rubber Hfe raft and
The bell, which has already chimed plans for a rummage sale to be
panels extendingto . the hemline.
The groom, who has been statest
were
Arthur
Ponstein,
debate
a three point margin throughout pulled away from the sinking ship.
held this month in Grand Rapids. ed more than 29 milliontimes, was
A seed pearl crown held her fin- tioned at Camp Chaffee, Ark., ,v )
most of the second period, but Brunette said the plane sank less coach at Grandville High School The magazine committee reported cast of Lake Superior copper and Kids Break Into School
gertip veil with lace edge. She
to report to Fort Sill, Okla.,
spurted with the aid of the desper- then three minutes after they and Jacob Ponstein, Grand Haven
on renewals and new subscript- East India black tin. It has a clapGRAND HAVEN (Special) carried a bouquet of white car- was
attorney.
for further training in the artilation heave to 25-18 at halftime.
per,
but
just
for
looks.
A
huge
crashed.
ions.
Four juveniles,two boys and two
nations centered with a red rose lery school.The bride Is employed
Ron Nykamp was the big Chris- The companion plane, piloted
Miss Ann Selles, who toured hammer actually strikes the bell. girls ages 10 to 14, have admitted corsage. Her three-strand pearl
at H. L. Friedlen & Co.
tian gun in the third period as he by Lt. (jg) Louis K. Mattingly
For
years
the
tower
was
a
mecEurope
last
summer,
presented
an
breaking into the Connell School in
Edward Meyering Dies
netted eight markers on one hand- radioed for help. The call was
interesting and educational pro- ca for school children.Thousands Port Sheldon township Saturday
ers from the foul lane. But mean- picked up by Michigan State Po- At Home at Age of 62
gram. She shewed pictures of the of names are carved on the wood- night and on three other occasions. Mrs. Anna Stevens Dies
while the Bucs were making good lice headquartersat East Lannatural beauties of those coun- work or written in pencil on the Although nothing was reported
Edward Meyering,62, who for tries she visited, and pattern-per- reverse side of the clock faces.
use of the foul toss to keep a 35-31 sing who alerted the South Haven
missing, the janitor noticed that the At Home in Saugatuck
the
past
10
years
has
been
assolead going into the final quarter. Coast Guard station.
fect planned gardens and princiInstallationof the clock nearly furnace had been tampered with.
Christian knotted the count at
SAUGATUCK (Special) -Mrs.
Chief Don Kelly at South Haven ciated with the Holland Ladder pal locations. A sextet, Mrs. Peter 50 years ago was a gratifyingocca- The four entered the school through
35 all on two quick driving in buck- said he immediately began calling Co., died unexpectedly Sunday Unema, Mrs. Clara Vos, Mrs. sion to Allegan residents. For more
a window. State police are investi- Anna Stevens, 80, died Saturday In
ets by Merle Van Dyke with six Coast Guards stations at Holland, evening at his home, 125 West Jacob Bierema, Mrs. Adrian Wes- than 15 years the new court house
gating before turning the case over at 10:30 p.m. at her home. 201
minutes left in the game. The Grand Haven, Traverse City and 18th St.
terhof, Mrs. Arthur Aalderink and was crowned by a tower, its big to juvenileauthorities.
Butler St., of a lingering’ illnoss. Athletic directors of nine midBorn in Lucus, Mich., he moved Mrs. Kenneth Zuverink, sang
Maroons appeared to have snapped other spots in an attempt to pinShe was the widow of George western colleges including Hope
out of their complacencyand look- point the accident scene. He said to Holland in 1925. He was first "Closer Still With Thee" and
ed like they were on the way. But bad radio communications with employed by Dick Steketee as a "Jesus Will Walk With Me." They
Stevens.
and Albion in Michigan are schedof
Klukos stepped in at this point and the circlingplane made it diffi- plumber and later worked for were accompanied by Mrs. Bert
A resident of Saugatuck since uled to meet Saturday for more f(
succeeded in drawing enough fouls cult to obtain the exact position Jack Knoll Plumb:ng Co. He was Bos.
1931, Mrs. Stevens was the daugh- discussion of a proposed Great
with his ball handling tactics to of the crash.
a charter member of the ProtestMrs. J. Schuurmanndismissed
ter of the late Mr. and Mrs. An- Lakes Academic and Athletic Askeep his club in the lead. Every
Chief Kelly dispatched a motor ant Reformed Church and also the meeting with prayer.
ton Miller. She was a member of
time the Dutch got the ball in the life boat from South Haven, com- served in its consistory.
During the social hour, retreshsociation.The new meeting is a
St. Peter’s Catholic Church of
final two minutes, they scored, but manded by M. P. Gra unstart,
Surviving are the wife, Clara; ments were served with Mrs. Wilcontinuationof a conferenceth«
Douglas.
it was too little, too late.
boatswain’s mate, 1st class. The a daughter, Mrs. Elizabeth Tyler liam De Roo and Mrs. William
Surviving
are
three
brothers,
past week-end in which represenChristian hit a respectable 13 rescue craft was directed to the and two sons, Gerben and Elmer, Brouwer pouring.
John Miller of St. Paul, Minn., tatives of six colleges discussed the
out of 23 foul tries. Van Dyke led scene by radio from South Haven all of Holland; three grandchilAll women are invited to the
and Anton and George Miller of
the local attack with 12 markers and search planes.
situationin Chicago.
dren; two brothers,Joe of Holland next meeting on March 27 at
Seattle, Wash.; also several nieces
followed by Nykamp with 10. KliiMeanwhile, the second Navy- and Dick of McBain; two sisters, Fourteenth Street Church.
Dr. I. J. Lubbers,president of
and
nephews.
kos was high for the Bucs with 15 plane was running low on fuel and Mrs. Dena Lucas and Mrs. Henry
Hope college, said the local college
markers, 11 coming at the charity was relieved by a Coast Guard Ensing of Grand Rapids; four
was represented by Russ De Vette
Miss Boerigter. Feted
lane.
plane from Traverse City. The sisters-in-law,
of the faculty at the week-end
Mrs. Wilbert SharBox score:
Coast Guard plane attempted to da, Mrs. Harry Meyering and Mrs. At Bridal Shower
session. Dr. Lubbers made it clear
Christian (41)
land but choppy waters damaged John Meyering of Me Bain arxf
that Hope’s position was one of an
FG FT PF TP a pontoon and it was forced to Mrs. Albert Meyering of Grand
observer and not an active partiMiss Arloa Boerigter, who will
Schipper.f
7 leave. By then, private planes Rapids and a brother-in-law,Joe become the bride of Paul Reels in
cipant, and was interestedmainly
Nykamp. f
2
5 10 were over the area, and circled Elenbaasof California.
in developmentsof the proposed
a ceremony in Sixteenth Street
Scholten.c
1
4
5 the life raft until the rescue boat
associationwhich may cover not
Christian Reformed Church on
Schreur. g
4
4
4 arrived.
only athletics but academic and
March 20, was guest of honor at
DETROIT
Parke
Davis
and
Van Dyke, g
4
Chief Kelly said it was lucky Mrs. Victoria Bittner
4 12
extra-curricular
>
a bridal shower Friday evening.
Co., world’s largest pharma- He said Albion was not repreSharda, f
y~.
1
3 the plane ditched when it did. He
1 ,1
The affair was given by Mrs.
Dies
at
Daughter’s
ceutical firm, Friday reported its sented at the week-end session, but
said winds hit 35 miles per hour
P. Reels, Mrs. Jason Reels and
Totals
GRAND HAVEN (Special) J.
14 13 22 41 a few hours after the crash. A
net sales for 1952 were the second has indicated previously that it
rubber life raft would have Mrs. Victoria Helena Bittner,81, Mrs. Jerry Jonker at the latter’s
Grand Haven (43)
highest in the firm’s history.
takes the same stand as Hope. Dr.
home.
Secory,
3
5
5 swamped easily in the high winds, died at the home of her daughter
Net
earnings of the firm rere Lubbers also said Hope is quite
Games were played and dupliDirkse, f
in West Spring Lake Sunday. She
5 he said.
l' 4
third highest in its 86-year history, happy with its MIAA associations
McPhee, c
As soon as the men were was bom Dec. 22, 1871, in Ger- cate prizes awarded. A two-course
1
4
2
president Harry J. Loynd said.
in the athletic program, and does
lunch
was
served.
The
bride-elect
Van Schelven,g
3J 3
9 brought to shore they were given many, and was a resident of AlThe net sales total of $126,313,461 not plan to switch,but likes to keep
Klukos, g
2 11 0 15 hot cups of coffee and briefly in- legan for 30 years before moving 6pened her gifts under a decorfor 1952 was second only tp the abreast of any developments.
ated umbrella.
Hallenbeck, f
1 terviewed by Coast Guard and to her daughter’s home a year
1
0
1951 total of $138,136,475,Loynd
Colleges represented at the weekGuests included the Mesdames
Fisher, f
1
3 police authorities before they ago.
1 '1
said. Total earnings of $16,256,343 end session were Hope of Michigan,
L.
Krikke,
J.
Van
Wieren,
J.
She was married to John BittVan Tol g
were bundled off to South Haven
1
0
were surpassed in 1951 with a Beloh and Carroll of Wisconsin,
1
ner on May 30, 1887. He died in Krikke, B. Anys, H. Boerigter,H.
hospital.
$19,053,742total and in 1950 with Illinois Institute of Technology and
Totals
Chief Kelly said the plane went 1937. She was a member of St. Busschcr, J. Busscher, E. Hasse10 23 14 43
a total of $17,864,830.
Lake Forest of Illinoisand Wabash
voort,
H.
Haasevoort,
John
Kloosdown approximatelyfour miles Mary’s Ouirch of Spring Lake
Sales and earnings in antibiotics of Indiana. Invitations for the
west and seven miles north of the and a former member of the Altar temjan, Sr., John Kloosterman,
decreased in 1952 because of in- meetingsalso have been issued to
Two Young Men Arraigned South Haven station. Other mem- Society of the Blessed Sacrament Jr., Jim Kloosterman,E. Klooscreased competition in the field, Albion of Michigan, Depauw of Interman, R. Brower, A. Prim, B.
Loynd said. Several new companies diana and the University of Chica- >'
On Beer-to-Minor Counts bers of the 36-foot rescue boat Church at Allegan.
Surviving are two daughters, Dys, T. Reuschel, B. Caauwe, and
were Harold G. Hester and Jewell
“
staled producing antibiotics during
Mrs. Elizabeth Walsh of Spring the Misses Bertha Klamer, Jean
P. Frazier.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
the last year.
Lake and Mrs. Arthur Brewster Kloosterman, Esther KloosterRalph Smith, 19, Grand Haven,
Adverse publicity cut down the
Spring Iin’t Far Away;
of Gabon, Ohio; two sons, George man, Janice Boerigter and Thresp eaded guilty to a charge of fur- Fox Jewelers End Season
sales and earnings of Chloromyceof Pamona, Calif., and Leo, of
Busscher. Unable to. attend
nwiing beer to a minor when he
tin during 1952, but recent clear- Crocuses Are in Bloom
was arraigned before Justice T. With Triumph at Fremont Vicksburg, Mich.; eight grandchil- were Mrs. A. Anys and Mrs. E.
ance by the Food and Drug Addren
and
10
great
grandchildren.
Kloosterman,Sr. #
A. Husted Friday and waa assessed Fox Jeweler basketball team
March may be roaring like a
ministrationhave given them "an
S50 fine and $6.75 cotta. Unable of the Holland City League endencouraging turn for 1953," he lion today, but spring is just
to pay fine and coats immediatelyed its season Saturday night Students' Wives Plan
around the corner.'
said.
Retired Fruit Farmer
he was remanded to the County with a 68-51 victory over the FreIn fact, spring is so near that
The firm paid dividends totaling
jail. Tlie arrest was made by dty mont All-Stars in a game at Fre- Programmer Society
Mr. and Mrs. August Gumser
Dies at Grand Haven
$9,299,535 or $1.90 a share during crocuses already are in bloom In
police.
(Prince photo) 1952, Loynd said.
Holland. At least, they are at
mont high school.
A regular meeting of the Ladies’
Wedding vows were spoken at 8 pearls. She wore a corsage of
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Albert Farr, 20, Spring Lake, Both teams traded basket for Mission Society of Sixth Reformed
the Robert Newhouse home at 277
Friday, Feb. 20, by Miss shaded pink carnations.
pleaded not guilty Friday to a basket in the first quarter and the church will be held Thursday at Jacob De Witt, Sr., 92, died at
east 12th St. The flowers are on
Zeeland
Faculty
Selecting
charge of lumshing beer to core ended 17-15 at the first 2 pm. in the church basement.
Munidpal Hospital at 4:30 p.m. Geraldine Blauwkamp and AugMrs. James Bultman,Jr., sister
the east side of the house in a
minors and Justice Husted set whistle. In the second quarter, The program will be provided Sunday. He entered the hospital ust Gumser at the home of the of the bride, as matron of honor
rather protectedarea near the
Girl’s
State
Representative
trial for March 1L Unable to proFeb. 23 after an illness of several bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben wore a navy blue dress with navy
foundation.
the Jewelers started to pull away by Mrs. Richard Decker, Mrs.
Blauwkamp of route 1, Zeeland. and white accessoriesand a cor- I ZEELAND Special) - A delevide $100 bond, Farr was taken
weeks.
Mrs. Newhouse said she planted
and
led at halftime 35-27. Score John Hesse link and Mrs. Pierce
to the county jail.
He was bom in Herwynen, the The groom is the son of Mr. and sage of red and white carnations. gate to Wolverine Girl's State wiH new bulbs there last year. A milk
at the end of three quarters waa Maassen, wives of local seminary
Netherlands,Nov. 16, 1860, and Mrs. Oscar Gumser of route 4,
James Bultman, Jr., assisted be named soon by the Zeeland man on his rounds was the first
students, who will teH of their
50-37.
caihe to the United States in 1896 Holland.
the groom as best man. Mr. and High School faculty. Voting by to notice the flowers last Wednessummer
experiences.
Ottawa County Draft
All eight players making the
The double ring ceremony was Mrs. Andy Blauwkampwere mas- the faculty under way going on at day. Now there is one orange
Mrs. David Ter Beest wiU be and settled in Grand Haven where
trip for Fox entered the scoring
he married Aart je De Kok on May performed by the Rev. Herbert ter and mistress of ceremonies.
flower in full bldom and several
Quota 20 for April
the present time.
the
soloist
and
devotions
wiH
be
column. Gordon Hulst led with 17
Vander Lugt before a setting of
A reception for 35 guests fol- Hie selection wiB be made •from others not quite so far developed. ^
conducted
by
Mrs. Wilbam JekeL 6, 1896. He was a retired fruit
LANSING —Ottawa county wiB points followed by Bob Kruithof
farmer. He was a member of First ferns, mixed bouquets and candel- lowed the ceremony.Miss Arvilla the Junior daas with leadership,
masked to supply 20 men for with 12 and Jerry Witteveen
ChristianReformed Church and at abra. Mrs. Tom Redder was pian- Mostord arranged the gifts and outstanding ability, character and
ist and accompanied Mrs. Ralph guests were served by Mrs. Henry serviceto the school and commun
draft, according to stats with 10. Other scorers were: Answer Still Alarm
one time he served as an elder.
Norm Japinga, eight; Morrie Firemen answered a still alarm Surviving are the wife; two Blauwkamp as she sang' "Wed- Blauwkamp and Mrs. A1 De Roo. ity
factors considered in making
Witteveen, seven; A1 Dykema, at 177 East 17th St, late Saturday daughters, Mrs. Edward Kloote ding Hymn" and "Always.”
Immediatelyafter the reception the
AMBULANCE SERVICE
*
in March and
six ;Ken Van Wieren and Duane afternoon,where a 50 gallon oil and Mrs. Martin Van Ovenen of
For her wedding, the bride wore Mr. and Mrs. Gumser left for
Wolverine Girl's State fc an anQllbart Vanda Water. Mgr.
four each.
barrel outside a house had caught Grand Rapids; a son, Jacob, Jr., of a street-lengthdress of sheer Seattle, Wash., where they will nual affair sponsoredby the
PhonalW.
Frens, former Fox player, fire. Fire Chief Andrew Klompar- Grand Haven; seven grandchil- white wool crepe with a match- make Jheir home at 4205 South erican
“
ing
half
hat
trimmed
with
M damage resulted.
at
.

¥

disaster.
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Dutch Sphirge
In

Hope, Kalamazoo

Hurd Quarter

MAA

Toppers’

To Sink

Engagement Told

BasketbaD

Playoff March

Holland High School's basket
team ran its season record up

5, 1951

9

Rapids.

ALLEGAN

LOANS

Children Stage

(Special

‘Talent Night’

discussed Monday night.
„ Coundl agreed that It
**•
Httle odd for us to have to do
more in the sewage treating line,
when communitiesand industries

wm

ternoon.

According to
must be played

$500

Adv.

Council grumbled on. .
health departmentordered to buy
laboratory equipment to facilitate
more detailed report* on sewage
treatment when the order was

a 41 hour-conferenoaFriday af-

'Hit victory also served to
avenge Holland’s only kea of the
season, which was to the same
Central team by a one-point
margin back in December.
Ottawa Hills Is next on the
schedule Friday night. Then the
Dutch move on to Kalamazoo and
meet Grand Rapids Central for
the third time this season next
Thursday night in the first game
of class A regional play at West

LOANS

125 to
<y
Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th Street, Holland

For Sewage Report

ball title this year will battle for
the crown at a ptayoff March 9
in Plainwell High School gymnasium, representative* of both
college* and the MIAA decided in

to 13 victories against just one
defeat IXiesday night by trampling Grand Rapids Central 68-52
at the Hllltopper’igym in Grand

LOANS

Must Buy Gear

Hope and Kalamazoo colleges
which tied for the MIAA basket-

ball

WANT-ADS

Allegan Coonril

MIAA

rules, tie*
off. Attendingthe
conference in the home of MIAA
Judge Advocate De Gay. Ernst in

upstream from us haven't even

A large crowd of parents and
friends gathered at Hope Church
Tuesday night when children of
the Junior Sunday School Depart*
ment staged their annual "Talent
and Hobby Night."
A varied program of vocal and
instrumentalnumbers and two

started building their plants."
plays highlighted the evening.Bob
The fact that some paper inParkes acted as master of ceredustries were asking tor delays
.
monies and David Hollenbach was
Director Milton L. Hinga and
in getting their treatmentplants
the "talent scout”.
MIAA Faculty Representative Dr.
underway was also cited.
Appearing in a ploy "School
A. H. Stowe of Kalamazoo. Dick
But council agreed to comply
Min Morjorls Ann Word
Daze,” was Mrs. Mary Tellman,
Ernst represented his father.
with
the
request
as
soon
as
pos
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ward of
Sally Niles, Karen Kraal, David
Representative* said it was difsible and referred the matter to
•m Michigan gym.
Hollenbach and Jim Hee rings.
ficult to schedule a date for the 700 Whitmore Rd., Detroit, an- City Manager P. H. Beauvali,
nounce the engagement of their
Coach Fred Weiss’ crew spark
Mary de Velder and Joan Ten
playoff since district and regional
Beauvais
reported
that
many
led at time* Tuesday night and
tournamentsare in full play dur- daughter, Marjorie Ann, to R. weeks of work by Don Wood and Cate appeared in the Alice and
Douglas Eash of Holland. Miss
sputtered at other time*, but most
Red Queen scene of Alice in WonIng that part of March. Plainwell
Plair
city officialshas culminated in
of the times when a few points
High School was chosen at a good Ward is a senior at Albion Col- pictures and copy for a report on derland.”
s\r% nsvattMtl A --- Ia ----_ lege. Mr. Eash was graduated
were needed the Dutch seemed to
Individuals performing were
spot on
neutral territory."The
the city’s first five years under
splurge and go comfortably ahead
school has a fairly new gymna- from Albion last June and now is the city manager-council form of Joan Ten Cate, Mary de Velder,
of the scrappy Hllltoppers.
sium which seats approximatelyattending the University of Michi government.The report will sp- Mickey Zickler, Susie Brown,
gan. He is the son of Mr. and
The Dutch were especiallylog1,500 for basketball.
pear soon in a 12-page tabloid Diana Rose, Karen Kraal, Linda
gy during the first quarter as
The playoff game will start at Mrs. Ralph Eash of Lakewoo< which will be distributed to all Lucas, Betsy Becker, Candy Beckthey repeatedly missed shots, re8 p.m. It will be the only game Blvd.
dty resident*. The Allegan Ga- er, Joyce Working, BiH Hill,
Richard Haworth, Marcia Barber,
bounds and threw quite
few
scheduled
that
evening.
Hope college student Ron Barkel (right) Jokingly
zette was determined the low bidroommates returned to their apartmentafter the
Brian Dykstra,Nancy Van Leupasses wild. But after a 10-10 tie
Hope and Kalamazoo each
der
on
the
publication.
begins tome muscle buildingexercisesIn 6aee the
game only to find the place turned upside down by
near the end of the quarter, Dean
won
10
and lost 2 conference
vandals who cluttsredup his apartment during the
Recent changes in state eta wen, Margaret Mom and Luanne
persons they believe to be Calvin supporters.
Klomparens.All members of the
Vender Wal put the locals out
games during the current season.
Hope-Calvlnbasketball game Monday night datutea government meetingsof the
Roommates John Tammlnga and Harold Van Rhaa
departmentparticipated in a
front with a neat hook shot and
Hope
won
the
first game with
eidad to pay a return visit Barktl and hia two
Board
of
Review
will
be
incorpor(left to right) look on approvingly.
choral reading of the 91st Psalm
» that was the last time Central
Kalamazoo during the early part
ated in an amendment to the dty
(Sentinelphoto)
and sang "Follow, I Will Follow
of the season, but Kalamazoo won
had a look-in all evening.
charter which City Attorney Rex
Hree."
the return match.
During that 'first period, big
Orton was instructed to draw up
An excellent display of hobbles
Hope cinched the tie a week ago
Dean made six of Holland’s 12
Holland ninth grade basketball for presentation to the next coun- was set up in the church basetonight when it defeated Hillspoints and the entire Holland team
cil meeting. New laws call for the
dale 93 to 60 at the local armory. teams now have won 20 straight Board of Review to meet on the ment under direction of Donn
connectedon five out of 19 field
Kalamazoo
guaranteedits tie for games over a two-year period. first Tuesday after the first Mon- Lindeman. Refreshments . were
goal tries.
title by defeating Olive* 80 to 74
This year’s ninth gradexi finish day In March, and then again on served on a musical table, feature
Field goals by Vander Wal,
ing a Christmastree with minis*
Thursday
night.
Ron Israels and Jack Kempker
ed off an unbeatenskein Tuesday the second Monday in March, reture instruments and a tiny piano.
Hope
has
two
more
conference
boosted it to 18-10 right off the
afternoon by crushing the Grand makilng in session fer at least Mrs. Amelia Laffertyand Mrs.
Three Hope college students towards the culprit or culprits, Center Russ Leeuw’g shot at games before ending its 1952-53 Rapids Central ninth graders 54- two days.
bat in the second quarter and by
Mary Tellman were in charge of
the basket was in the air when season. Tonight Hope plays North
the time the period was over the were planning to turn detective who he believe* might be Calvin
Thus the board win be In sesthe final whistle sounded Thurs- Central at Naperville,111., and it 32 in a game played at the Grand sion Tuesday and today and again those arrangements. Mrs. Tellman
count stood at 29-26 in HoUand’s after they found their apartment rooters.
and Leonard Swartz were in
day and it went through the net will close the regular season Mon- Rapids’ school gym
next week. Mayor Francis Hanson
favor. Israels and Kempker each in a shambles when they returnBut, he said, "Funny thing, my
charge
of those arrangements.
to
give
the
All-Americans
a
31-30
day by playing Calvin at the local
Holland went out front 18-7 In said he bad appointed D. E. Hicks
contributed six points to the 17 ed home from the Hope -Calvin roommates and I were planning
Mrs. Tellman and Leonard Swartz
victory over the Knights in first armory.
the
first
quarter
and
held
an
imbasketball
game
Monday
night.
to
serve
on
the
board
in
place
of
point total in that period.
to -take a trip to Grand Rapids
round play of the B basketball
Friday’s MIAA conference In pressive 30-23 lead as the buzzer Daniel Conroy, who la seriously were in charge of ticketsand Mr.
After the intermission,Holland Following Hope’s loss, the trio, this week. . .anyway.”
league
double
elimination
tournathe Ernst home started at 1 pm. ended the highly-contestedsecond ill. With Clarence Wlae, now city Swartz and Mrs. Jean Hill arrangRefusingto divulge any list of
really stepped up the tempo and Harold Van Ree, Eastmanville
ed for publicity. Mist Elsie Stiyment.
and concluded at 5:45 pm. There quarter.
junior;
John
Tamminga,
Denver,
possible suspects, he did shed a
assessor,as derk, the board will cer, director of religious educaf outscored Central 20-13 to take a
DeVries
was
high
for
the
winwere
many
details
to
be
worked
The locals outclassedCentral include Hicks, James Farnsworth,
commanding 49-39 lead at the Colo., freshman,and Ron Barkel, little light on the mystery. He said ners with 16 and Heydorn paced
tion, waa in charge of the event
out for such a playoff. Prof. Kleis and ran the count up to 41-26 at
whistle. During that time the lo- Coopersville,had returned to* their he had attended Calvin for two
T. E. Malila and James Beck- The project netted about 171,
the losers with 14.
of
Holland
and
Dr.
Stowe
of
Kalathe
end
of
the
third
quarter.
apartment
at
2871
Columbia
Ave.
years before coming to Hope and
cals made good on nine out of 17
with.
which the children will give to a
They first felt all was not well might have some playful friends Borr, with 12 points, led Seven- mazoo will go to Plainwell TuesWith their sights set on an untries from the floor. Vander Wal
Opening of bids on a project young Winnebago Indian who la
Up
to
a
33-25
win
over
Chrisday to look over the facilities and beaten 10-game record for the seaas they walked through the door. there.
made six, Ken Armstrong and
calling for a complete new ap- ; preparing himself for entrance at
Neatly spelled out in crackers and
"Although I’m naturally not Craft, Van Iwaarden was the top work out further detail* for the son, they rang up 10 more points praisal of 'all city property was Western Theological Seminary.
Kempker, five each.
man
for
the
boat
makers
with
March 9 playoff.
cookies on the kitchen table was accusing my sister of this, she is
in the fourth quarter to make it
Again in the last quarter, Holthe lone word "Calvin.”
51-28 before reserve*took over postponed when one of the bidders
attending Calvin,” Tamminga eight.
land outscored the home team by
reported that hia bid had either
Another 31-30 game saw the
Proceeding into the living room commented.
and finishedout the game.
Manager
a decisive 19-13 margin. Vander they found chairs, tables, and a
been delayed or lost in the mail.
Leading scorers were Tom Over
Barkel
seemed
to
sum
up
the Rockets nosed out Baker FurniWal again led the parade with sofa turned upside down. AssortDETROIT
Vincent O’Neill, beck with 15, Bill Japinga, 14, and Only two bids were received and
biggest concern of the trio when ture. Siderus with 13 led the win•even points and Dick Plagenhoef,
ed clothing and books had been he said unhappily, "Look at this ners and Koning had 11 for the Grand Rapids, will be 5th Con- Ronald Van Dyke, eight. TTie these, together with others will
playing in a reserve role, contribgressionaldistrict manager of the
dumped on an already duttered mess we’ve got to dean up. And losers.
three have scored 115, 118 and 105 be opened March 16.
uted four.
Van Antwerp for State Highway respectivelythis season. Bob Van
Beauvais reported that he had
floor.
Kopper
Kettle
tripped
Snafus
we just cleaned the place last
For the evening Holland made
29-20 and was paced by Martin Commissioner campaign, it wai Wieren, Jim Vander Poel and been conferringwith a Grand
Van vRee said he holds no malice month, too.”
ZEELAND (Special)
Henry
good 27 out of 65 tries for a refirm regarding the making
with 10. Mulder and O’Connor announced by Bernard J. Young- Keith Ter Beek, other regulars,
^jectable 41.5 per cent. In the
with seven apiece were high for blood, state campaign manager. scored 30, 36 and 19 respectively
r asNtsor’a plats. Ha said Telgenhof, 62, of route 3, Zeeland
foul shooting department, Holland
The election is April 6. Eugene for the season.
they are unable to furnish even Drenthe), died unexpectedly at his
the losers.
horns Monday afternoon. Death was
made 14 out of 20 to 10 out of
Yellow Dogs easily whipped In- L Van Antwerp, Detroit councilSeventeenboys were on the an estimateof coat involved so
19 for Central.
dependents, 41-22 as Rombouts man and former mayor is the team roster this season and to- they have been authorized to draw caused by a heart attack.
Mr. Telgenhof was a partner In
Vander Wal again led the scorscored 11 points. Bocks had 10 Democraticcandidate. O’Neill will gether they scored a total of 454 up a sample plat, chosen from one
ing parade with 22 points on 10
for the losers.
supervise actlvitieain Kent and points for an average of 45.4 per considered average, to determine the Stevenson-Telgenhof Building
field goals and two foul shots.
Pairings for next week will be Ottawa counties.
game.
how much the project will cost. Contractors firm. His wife died
He was followed by Jack Ken*>- Several newsmen are converg- he’s in training. He doesn’t want announced the first of the week.
Hie section chosen Is one lying about six months ago.
Surviving art two sons, Raleigh
ker with 14.
ing on Holland these days to get to know what the sports writers
adjacent to North and River Sts.
For Central, it was Terry Barr stories and picturesof Rocky Mar- are saying about him or about his
which includes Blood Brothers Telgenhof of Zeeland and Pvt
Henry Telgenhofof Camp Atterat the head of the list with 18 on ciano at his training camp at the opponent
Machine Company property. The
But,
Rocky
likes
to
relax
eveeight field goals and two charity
work will be started as soon as bury.Ind.; two grandchildren,Lois
Holland Furance Company picnic nings before his 9:30 bedtime by
and Leah Telgenhof; two brothers,
toaees. Bobo Bouknight was secpossible, he sakL
grounds.
Herman
of Hudson ville and Georgs
watching television. And guess
ond with 12.
Council authorized Beauvais to
Those who arrived Tuesday in- what? His favorite programs are
of Grand Rapids, and three sisters,
Besides his scoring, Vander
attend
a
one-day
meeting
on
asSlate
Century Club, meeting Monday nese beds, iron ore, vegetable oils
Mrs. Cena Rummelt of Orion, BL,
Wal was a tiger most of the even- cluded Gene Kessler of the Chi- the boxing matches.
phalt paving at Michigan State
cago
Sun-Times,
Charlie Ward of
Holland’s
ninth grade basketball night in the home of Dr. and kapok and most important,oil college on March 12 and the an- Mrs. Bert Van Ommen of Zeeland
ing under both boards as he rethe Detroit Times and his cameraand Mrs. Hattie Reid of Grand
she said.
team chalked up its ninth straight Mrs. Irwin J. Lubbers, heard
peatedly came down with the ball
nual Michiganstate highway conman,
Austin ‘Marquette,also of
Rapids.
Certain
lessons
have
been
victory
without
a
defeat
Friday
after being surroundedby Central
ference at Grand Rapids, March
program featuring a group of sothe Times. They expect to be in
learned from recent history,said
afternoon when the locals overplayem. He was helped a lot by
17.
Holland for a couple of days.
shadowed Grand Rapids Catholic prano solos by Mrs. John Hagans the speaker, as she reviewedthe
Armstrong and Israels.
Job-Committee*
and a review of a pertinent new famous "rubber boom" and other
Jim Dambrosia,photographer
Central’s
ninth
graders
39-19.
Kempker and his mate, Terry
book
by
Mrs.
Edward
Donlvan.
for United Press out of Chicago,
efforts
to
settle
and
exploit
the
Longfellow
Cubs
Mark
For Local Safety Council
The game was played at Grand
Bums, once again teamed with arrived in Holland late Sunday
Accompanied by Mrs. Rudolph country. It Is now evident that the
Rapids Catholic gym.
, / Vander
Wal to set up innumer- night and has been stalkingRocky
Mattson, pianist,Mrs. Hagans frontier cannot be conquered by Scouting Anniversary
Four subcommittees have been
Holland couldn’t find the mark
able close-in shots and the threeIt was a gome battle right up
pleased her listeners with four single prospectors but that orfor the last couple of days and
named
for the newly organized
during
the
first
of
the
game
as
the
About 100 persons gathered at
man combination was beautiful getting all kinds of photos.
to the final whistle on the part locals cashed in on just one basket songs chosen with distinctionand ganized groups will need state and
local branch of the National SafeLongfellow
school
gymnasium
to watch when they were clickhappily suited to her considerable federal aid. There must be a diver*
Reservations are being made at
ty Council, which was approvedat
\ the Warm Friend Tavern for a of Holland High’s reserve basket- out of 17 shots. The Hollanders vocal talents.She sang the aria sifled economy and the great Thursday evening to celebrate a recent meeting of the board of
trailed
5-3
at
the
end
of
the
first
When Central tried a full-court bigger contingent of newsmen this ball team against Grand Rapids
"One Fine Day” from "Madame threat to white occupancy, the the 43rd birthday of Boy Scout- directorsof the Chamber of Coming. Longfellow PTA sponsored
press in the fourth quarter, Hol- week-end. Expected are Wendell Central’s reserves Tuesday night, quarter.
Butterfly"by Puccini; "By the
However, the second quarter was Window," Tchaikovsky; “In the multiplicityof insect life, mu»t the event for newly-organized Cub merce.
land quickly adjusted to the occa- Smith of the Chicago Herald- but the locals lost out 67-61.
be conquered, she pointed out.
The committeeswere set up by
a differentstory as the locals
sion and repeatedly broke a man American; Frank Mastro and WilIt becomes fairly clear how ur- Pack 3055, which has four dens. Clarence Grevengoed, chairman of
The loss at Central’s gym dumped in 15 points to lead 18-8 at Silence of Night,” by Rachmanup the middle for easy lay-up fred Smith of the Chicago TribBlue and gold color scheme the safety committee, and approvinoff and “Joy,” by Winter Watts. gent is the development of the
makes Holland’s record six wins halftime.
shots.
Choosingfor her review Willard Amazon, said the speaker, if free was emphasized in the skits and ed by President Clarence Klaasen.
une; Joe Rein of the Chicago
Holland outscored Catholic 10-5 Price's “The Amazing Amazon,”
During the fourth quarter, Buzz Daily News and Eddie Jones, against eight setbackswith Just
nations of the world are to de- birthday refreshments. Den 1 led A general committee meeting will
in the third quarter to grab a 28Brown of Central was ejected af- boxing editor of the Toledo Blade. one more to go.
Mrs. Donivan captivated the in- fend themselves, if the world ii the Pledge to the Flag ceremony be held Tuesday,March 10, at 10
13
lead.
Holland trailed 20-16 at the end
terest of both men and women of to feed Itself and if "this heed with Melvin McBride and Jimmy
ter a roughing play. Minutes later
Genial Ben Bentley, Internaa.m. in Chamber headquarters.
Using second and third strings the club with the vastness and imBob Van Dyke was ejected and tional Boxing Club public rela- of the first quarter and pulled to
lessly breeding human race is t< Winter as flag bearers. CubmasAppointedwere the following:
the
Dutch
continued
to
outscore
portance of that South American find room for its multiplying mil ter Tony Bouwman presided and
when Van Dyke started to the tions man, is co-ordinating cover- within three points at halftime as
Fire— Bruce Van Leuwen, chafethe count stood at 36-33. Holland the Catholic team 11-6 in the final area which the author calls “Ama- lions.”
told of plans for March projects
locker room, several spectators age and has a press room set up
man, Jess Rumble, George Stekept pressing the taller Central quarter.
zonia.” Using a large map and
followed and the game was halted in room 205 of the Warm Friend
Mrs. Randall Bosch presided in Cub Scouting.
phens, Chief Andrew Klomparens.
seconds all the way in the third
Ronald Van Dyke was high for aided by the author’s pertinent and Mrs. Clyde Geerlingsmade
momentarily while coaches and Tavern. Ben also alternates with
Four den skits were introduced
Schools— Walter W. Scott, chafequarter and it was only four the locals with 12 points, followed facts and her own quick humor,
announcement of the Grand Ra by Pack Chairman Ben Rowan. man, Rein Visscher, Dr. Bert P.
school officials cleared the locker Bob Greenhoe of station WHTC
points differenceat the end of the by Bill Japinga with nine and Tom the speaker painted a graphic picpids Community Concert Associa The meeting was climaxed by Bos.
* room and finally the floor so the at the loudspeaker In the pavilion
period— 52-48.
Overbeek with seven.
ture of the richness to be found tion membership drive now being presentation of awards by Ward
game could be resumed.
at the Furnace company picnic
Traffic — Andrew G. Sail, chafeManderville was high scorer for
Holland’s . freshmen will try to in the land drained by the great conducted. Mre. R. W. Everett
Hamlin, chairman of the advance- man, William Venhuizen, MuniciSoon after everythingquieted grounds.
Central with 22 points/
make it a perfect season against river of world interestand impor- was chairman of the social com ment committee.
down, both coaches sent a lot of
pal Judge Corneliusvander Meulen
Leading Holland scorers were
mittee.
Mrs. Marciano left Holland Duane Teusink, 16; Jim Vande Grand Rapids Central ninth grad- tance.
Receiving Bobcat pins ta den 1 and Policb Chief Jacob Van Hoff.
reserves into the game for the
ers in a game Tuesday at Grand
The
Amazon,
with
its 1,100
Dr.
John
Hollenbach,
Mrs
Monday to return to the new Mar- Wege, 12; Hank Viischer, 11, Bob
were Billy Arendshorst, Buzzy
last few minutes.
Rapids.
known tributaries,drains three Bruce van Leuwen and Marvin Becker, Eddie Bosch, Jimmie Publicity and legislative-W. A.
ciano home in Brockton, Mass., Sanders and Bill Sandahl, seven
Box score:
Butler,chairman, Sandy Meek and
million square miltt of territory, Lindeman were appointed a nomwhere she will be until about a apiece.
Bouwman, Ricky Miner, Albert Robert Carley. City Manager H. C.
Holland (68)
At
least 71 legal or public holi- equal to five-sixthsof the United inating committee to report at
Oosterhof,Del Rutgers, Louis McClintock is an ex-officio memFG FT PF TP week before the fight April 10 in
The Holland reserves will close days are observed annually in one States. Here may be found what
the April 6 meeting which will be Schaap, Tommy Speet and Mike
Visscher, f
0
ber.
2 Chicago. She will go to Chicago out their season at Ottawa Hills or more of the states and terri1
the world needs and wants — gold, a dinner in Hope Church parish
Telgenhof. A certificateof regisIsraels, f
3
2
8 and, visit a former girl friend at Friday night.
tories of the United States.
diamonds,
quartz
crystal, manga- hall.
tration card was presented to Del
10
2
2 22 that time and wait out fight time.
Vander Wal, •
Rutgers, a Wolf badge to Eddie
Kempker, g
4
1 14 At the fight she will be seated in
5
Bosch.
Bums, g
2
3
8 the third row from ringside.
However, she won’t see her husMothers for den 1 are Mrs. WilArmstrong
2
3
8
lis M. Oosterhof and Mrs. Merrill
Van Dyke
0 0
0 band to talk to until well after
J. Miner. Den Dad is Stacy McPlagenhoef
0
4 the fight It takes about two to
2
Bride.
Mack
0
2
2 three hours to clear newsmen and
friends out of the locker room
Den II Cuba receiving Bobcat
0 0
0
Beukema
after the fight and then she gets
pins were Bobby Cooper, Danny
DeVelder
0
0 0
her first chance to talk with her
Kadwell and Benny Rowan. Lion
«

Grand Rapids were John Vlsser,
Hope basketball coach, Athletic

IBb

•
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Calvin Wins Both Ways
From Hope College Trio

Named

Henry

—

TelgenM

DksatDrenthe
—

Grandstanding...

Ninth Graders

Century Club Program

Features Review, Solos

Keep

Clean

Dutch Reserves

Named

Drop Close

Game

ing.

2
1

1
3
1
1
0
0
0

Totals -

27

14

12

husband.

badge went to Karl Hamlin. Mr.
and Mrs. Ben Rowan are Den
Mother and Den Dad.
In den III, those receiving the
Bobcat pins were Douglas Boven,
Ken Brondyke, Howard Fletcher,
Carl Flowerday, Eddie Millard,
Billy Scott, B1U Smith, Jerry Van
Slooten, Mike Westerhof, Lyle
Wright A gold arrow point in
Wolf rank and a Lion badge went
to John Van Alsburg. Den IH
Mothers and Mrs. Ray Wilkinson
and Mrs. William Millard. Fred
Van Slooten la Den Dad.
Bobcat pins for den IV went to

68

Central (52)

2

Brown, f
Proctor, f

1

Bouknight,c
Tazelaar, g
Barr, g
Hecker
Van Arisen
Berry

Vander Ploeg
Simmons
Irwin -

6

’

2

8
1
1
•

0
0
10

0
21

Totals

‘

Charley Goldman, Rock’s train0
2-1 4 er, has been in the boxing game
3
1
for some 50 years and at one
0 4 12 time was a fighter himself. He
2
6
has trained four world champions.
2
1 18
3
5
Through Tuesday, Rocky had
0
2 completed 320 miles of roadwork
2
2 and 848 rounds of boxing. * He
0
0 trained for seven weeks at Grops0 ingers, N. Y., before, taoving into
0
0
0 the local camp last week.

2

0

1
2
1
0
0
0

10 13-152

Wax Ath Trap
You can save time washing ash
Ashe*
don’t stick, stale tobacco orders
•‘don’t linger
and best of all,
they can be wiped clean with a
dealing tissue, in a Jiffy!
trays, by first waxing them.

—

Some comic

In Holland, Rocky likes to take
a different route every day when
he goes out for his roadwork.He
runs alone and sets his own pace.
However, there’s no doubt the
champ can run.
One day between fights, he left
his Brockton, Mass., home and
some time later that tame day
called his wife from Boston,
miles away.

ray* now striking
earth have traveled throutfispace
Ben Bentley says the champ
fcr nHiiom of men.
(kxwrt read aar Mwapapee* while

•.M3

$

vThe fourth annual Holland Home Show, open at the Rollarena,waa
off to a fast etert when an estimated 700 persons visited the exhibits
opening night Tuesday. Ray Metzger, chow manager, said Tuesday’s
attendance almost doubled that of opening night last year. Doora
were opened again Wednesday and closed at 10:30 p.m.
Similar hours are is effect today. Friday and iaturday. Forty-

f

...

-

-

-------

--------

tight exhibitors have displaysereeted on the more than 18#» feet of
floor space Including an automobile exhibit Metzger said many
visitorstold him this year’s show tops any of the previous ones.
Olfto will be presented to patrons at many of the booth* during the
•how. Saturday night a new automobile will be given away. The
•bova view shows part of tho crowd Tuesday. (Sentinel photo)

Danny Carapau, Chad Kolean,
Billy Nyhof, Rein Vander Hill,
Keith Zuber, Henry Morse; Wolf
badge to Chad Kolean. Den Mother* are Mrs. Joseph Kolean and
Mrs. Harry Campau. Joseph Kolean is Den Dad.
Hie Cub Bird, designed and
made by Mr. Rowan, went to den
H and den IV for the highest attendancein March. Refreshm
were served at the don of
>'

'•

Mrs. Lillis Dagen, 94-yearold

grandmotherof Sam Dagen of
Holland, died Saturdayat
Glenwood ConvalescentHome
In Lamont She had made her
home with the Sam Dagen* for
•erne time. Funeral services
will be held Tueeday at 2*.m.
at Ver Lee Funeral Home.
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For February,
Statistics Show

Charlec A. Steketea of the
College faculty.
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Get Eagle

m

BURNIPS
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Average minimum temperature

m

Mrs. Van Leuwen

25.4 in 1953, 24.8 in 1952, 21
in 1951, 20.9 in 1950 and 22 in
1949.
Precipitationamounted to 1.87
inches which waa .03 inch above
Annual electionof officersand
normal for February. Precipita- fascinatingdance recital by the
tion was .73 inch in 1952, 2.18
exotic Litia Namoura highlighted
Inches in 1951, 3 inches in 1950
regular meeting of the Woman’s
and 2.21 in 1949. Precipitationfell
Literary
Qub Tuesday afternoon
on 10 days in 1953, 7 day* in 1952,
11 days in 1951, 17 days in 1950, at the dub house.
In the election, Mn. Bruce Van
16 days in 1949.
Snowfallmeasured 31 inches, Leuwen of 13 West 13th St was
compared with 7.2 inches in 1952, named president to succeed Mn.
11.1 inches in 1951, 19.3 inches in Garrett Vander Borgh. Bln. Van
1950 and 4.9 inches in 1949. Leuwen this year served as first
Greatest depth of snow on the vice president of the dub.
ground was one inch in 1953, 3
Other new officers, who will asInches in 1952, 12 inches in 1951, sume their duties in the spring
12 inches in 1950 and 6 inches in after the dose of the active club
1949. Largest amount of snowfall season, are Bln. Alvin Bos, first
in a 24-hour period was 1.2 indies vice president;
Clarence
in 1953, 3.4 inches in 1952, 3 inches Becker, second vice president;
in 1951, 3.5 inches in 1950 and 1.2 Mrs. George Albers, recording secinches in 1949. •
retary; Bln. Robert Gordon, corresponding secretary; Mn. Bernard Arendshorst treasurer, and

Woman

’s

Named

Club President

(Fran Wednesday'sSentinel)
Home Economics group
met Wednesday afternoon at the
borne of Mi*. Jake Hop. There
were eight members present and
two visitors.Mrs. Arnold Huyer, president,was in charge. After the business meeting Mrs.
Leslie Bekins gave the lemon on
"Disdpline’*.

Name Top Scholars
At Zeeland High

w

Mrs. Vander Borgh, Bln. John
Kobes and Bln. W. C. Kools, board
members for three-year terms.
(New officen pictured left to
right are, seated. Bln. Bos, Mn.
Vander Borgh, Bln. Kobes, Mrs.
Van Leuwen; standing,Mn. Becker, Bln. Gordon and Bln. Arendshorst. Mn. Kools and Bln. Alber*
were not present when the picture

was

12

Blood Donors

leport at Clinic

Goodman of

iil
y.m-M

taken.)

appearing in exquisitecostumes,
captivated her audience with her
grace and charm in presenting authentic dances of the Orient and
Spain. Opening with an exdting
India dance, she immediately displayed her most distinguishing
features— her famous long, slim
hands which she uses to the best
advantage to express the varied
emotions of her dance interpreta-

De

now

in training at the Great
Lakes Naval Training Station in
Illinois. They enlisted last December.

.

The boys have been life Scouts
for about a year and have been
the
active for the last five years in

blood donor clinic in Red Cross
headquarterswas a contributing
factor at a smoothly operating
clinic Monday evening which attracted 42 donors. It is expected
that the additionalequipmentwill
considerably reduce some of the
long lines that have crowded the
quarters the last few months.
Donors this week were Keith
Brenner, Louis Biolette,Paul
Baldwin, Harold Banger, Robert
Beukema, Paul Clauss, Lester
Dekker, Kenneth Dykstra, Fred
Davis, Mrs. J.

Vries, Norman

Fox, Norman Gibson, Leemon
Green, Melvin Hunter, Kenneth
Haynes, Gardner Joyce, LaVern
Koning, Margaret Kuyers, Betty
Kempker, Gerald Kempker, Violet Kammeraad, Ben Kuyers, Ronald Lundie, William Manning, Gerald Meeusen, Robert Nienhuis,
Chester Postma, Mrs. Chester
Postma, Mrs. Peter Prins, Mrs.
Frank Rozeboom, Verlaine Siter,
Lawrence Sackett, Kenneth
Schaap, Nelvina Taylor, Ralph
Thorpe, Jack Thuma, Richard
Vratanina,Mrs. T. Vande Pels,
Jim Vanden Berg, Martin Veldman, Annette Veldman, Cornelius

the Burnips troop. Parents of the
two in servicereceived the awards
for their sons. They will send
them to their commanding officers.

Herman

Donald D* Vries

m

Bobby Elenbaas and Norman
Brookhousewere leaders at a
meeting of the Junior Christian

of the Second Reformed Church
was held at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Bllller, West Lawrence Ave., on Sunday evening af-

rounding area.
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Mr. ond Mr*. Bernard Gelder
(Vander Woude photo)
Miss Marilyn Walcott and Bern- Allendale.The bridesgroomis the
ard Gelder exchanged marriage son of Andrew Gelder of Beavervows last Friday evening at First dam. The bridal couple are on a
Allendale Christian Reformed trip to the Zuni Mission Field,
Church. The bride’s parents are visiting the groom’s sister and
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Walcott of family.

Holland High Students
To Give Choral Concert
HoHand High School vocal mudepartment will present a

sic

spring choral concert Thursday
evening in the high school auditorium. Featuring the a cappella
choir, glee clubs, ensembles and
What the audience lacked in soloists,the program will begin
numbers, it made up in enthusiasm at 8 p.m. The public is invited.
Willard Fast, Mrs. Preston
for a concert Tuesday night in
Holland High School by the Luther Shaffer and Forrest Van Oss,
College Concert Band, an 80-piece student teacher from Hope Colorganizationwhich is touring 10 lege, have prepared the program
states on the 75th anniversary of and will direct the perfomlance.
A grand finale for the event
its first concert tour.
All in all, the music appeared to will be the combinationon stage
be more that of a symphony or- of all the groups forming a masschestra than a concert band, parti- ed chorus to sing Merideth Willcularly in the first movement from son’s "May the Good Lord Bless
the Schumann "Piano Concerto in and Keep You."
The a cappella choir, with
A-Minor’’ with Rosalie Storvick,a
senior, as pianist. The orchestra,at Elaine Bleeker as accompanist,
times bombastic in volume, toned will appear in two groups of seldown to admirable pianissimosdur- ections, opening the program with
"Sing We All Now With One
ing parts of the concerto.
Conductor Weston H. Noble prac- Accord," Praetorius; "He, Watch-

Band Received

With Enthusiasm

Physiciansat the clinic were
Dr. M. H. Hamelink, Dr. C. S.
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
Cook and Dr. Vem Boers ma.
Thursday afternoon the Light
Nurses were Mrs. O. Holmquist,
Mrs. W. Meengs, Mrs. J. Ter Bearers Society will meet in the
Beek and Mrs. G. Geerlings.Nurs- church basement. Hostesses will be
es aides were Mrs. C. C. Wood, Mrs. ClarenceVander Wall, Mrs.
Blrs. J. Van Dyke, Mrs. A. Van Frank Vande Bunte and Mrs. Glen
Lopik and Mae Whitmer. In Sprik.
Mens Fellowship will meet on
charge of the canteen were Mrs.
E. Smith, Mrs. J. Nibbelink, Mrs. Thursday evening. Rev. Vander
I. Knapp and Mrs. Winnie Sas. May of Hudsonville Reformed
Gray Ladies on duty were Mrs. J. Church will be the speaker.
Harthome, Mrs. M. Stickels and
Mrs. Corneal Patmos is in St.
Mrs. W. Norlin. Historians were Mary’s Hospital recoveringfrom
Mrs. Fred Beeuwkes and Mrs. A. surgery.
Klomparens. Local policemen as
Last Tuesday night, Mrs. Etta
usual transported blood from Red Kremers and John Brummel were
Cross headquarters to Holland united in marriage at the home of
Hospital which Is the center for their daughter Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
the Holland Community Blood Cotts and family. Those attending
Bank.
were Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Kremers
Continuation of this life-saving and family of Hudsonville,Mr. and
program is dependent upon re- Mrs. Richard Van Hoven of Zeeland
sponse of citizens in this commun- and Mr. and Mrs. Richard Brumity to the 1953 Red Cross Fund mel and the Rev. and Mrs. J. Van
Campaign. Cost of the blood pro- Dyken of Forest Grove.
gram last year exceeded $2,300 The Forest Grove Reformed
and with additional equipment Church was recentlypresented with
and demands this year, it is esti- a gift of four Myrtle Wood collecmated the cost will be increased tion plates presented in memory
by at least $500.
of Casper Kiel by a nephevw and
niece, Rev. and Mrs. Larson.
Mrs. E. H. Bok celebrated her

:

,v.

ter the Evening service.
The Holland Christian High Alumni choir directed by Frederick
Miller presented
concert at
the Drenthe Christian Reformed
Church on Thursday evening.
Tuesday evening at 7:45 the
monthly meeting of the Mubesheraat Society will be held in the
Fellowship Hall of the Second Reformed . Church in charge of the
president,Mrs. James Watt Mrs.
Richard Van Zoeren will conduct
the devotional service.The program will feature colored slides of
Robert Swart who has been missionary of the Reformed Church
in Africa for some years. Members
are asked to come prepared to roll
bandages, possibly during the
social hour, for Knox Memorial
Hospital in Arabia. Mrs. Melvin

they distributed reminders to ‘‘Be

Sure to Vote” on the door of
every home in Burnips and sur-

m

m

meeting. Ken Burns conducted the
Senior CE meeting on Sunday evening.
The third in the series of Len-*
ten sendees, sponsored by the
First and Second Reformed churches #will be held at the Second
Reformed church this evening at
7i45. Dr. Elton Eenigenburg,new
professor in church history at
Western Seminary, will speak on
’The Saviour Cometh.” All are
Invited to attend.
A meeting of the Reading club

Brandemuller of the
Grand Valley Council,Grand Rapids, and the Rev. Earle J. Stine
of Burnips presented the awards
to the Eagle Scouts and also Lubbers and Mrs. Willard De
awards and pins to other boys in Jonge will be hostesses.
the troop who have completed Bernard Sharpe was director of
the hymn sing at the North
credits for various projects.
This Boy Scout troop has been Street Christian Reformed Church
active for the past eight years. on Sunday evening which was held
It is sponsored by the business after the evening service.The
men of Burnips. The executive sing was sponsored by Group I of
committee includes Marshall Sim- the Golden Hour Society.
At a meetong of the Women’s
mons of Burnips, Clare Newell of
Dorr and Harold Shuck of Bur- MissionarySociety to be held at
nips. Keith Hyde of Burnips suc- the Second Reformed Church on
ceeds the late Ira Conner of Dorr. Thursday afternoon, March 5,. at
The troop is self supporting.They 2:30 p.m. The Rev. H. N. Engsponsor pancake and ham suppers lund will conduct devotions. A
and scrap paper drives. They also film of colored pictures on miswere active during the polio drive sionary work in Japan will be
and the nationalelection when shown.

Yskes.

The glamorous Bliss Namoura,

John Zwagennan who submitted to surgery at Ferguson Hospital in Grand Rapkb last Monday, remains about the same.
The sacrament of Holy Baptism was administered to Arlyn
Jay Bohl son of Mr. and Bin.
Harold Bohl, last Sunday morning
hi the Reformed church.
Bliss Joan Viaser spoke to a
large group of women from the
local reformed and Christian Reformed churches in the chapel on
Thursdayevening in regard to the

Boy

received their Eagle Scout awards.
Teed is a junior at the Hud(Sentindphoto)
sonville High School Nieneker
who won a scholarshipis a freshmen at Hope College.Seaman Sr.
Weber and Seaman Sr. Funk are

Addition of a fourth table at

Mn.

The

(Special)— The

Dorr, James Weber, son of Mr.
and Mrs. George Weber of Byron
Center and Ronald Funk, son of
Mr. and Blrs. Leo Funk of Dorr,

was

Beaverdam

Hal

Burnips as assistant There are 26 members in the
troop.
Four members, Bob Lee Teed,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Millard Teed
of Burnips, Darle Nieneker, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Marinus Nieneker of
ior

Newly-ElectedOfficer* of Woman's Litsrary Qub

Gelder-Walcott Vows Spoken

Endeavor meeting at 'the First
Reformed Church on Sunday afternoon. Marv Bloemsma was in
charge of the IntermediateCE

Scout Advancement of Burnips
Boy Scfut Troop No. 32 was held
Tuesday evening in Salem Township Community Hall at Burnips.
Kenneth Moored of Burnips is
the Scout leader with Pearle Jun-

•

pared with 52 in 1952, 54 in 1§51, 43
in 1950 and 51 in 1949. Minimum
was eight degree*, compared with
15 in 1952, three in 1951, two in
1950 and five in 1949. Average
maximum temperature waa 38.6
in 1953, 37.4 in 1952.35.2 in 1951,
33.1 in 1950 and
in 1949.

Zeeland

Awards

At Township

Hope

been above normal for the hurt
five years, according to the report, ranging from .9 to 5.8 degree* above the norm. Average
temperaturewas 31.1 degree* in
1952, 28.1 in 1951, 27 in 1950 and
29.3 in 1949.
Maximum was 54 degrees, com-

r~

1MJ

(From Wednesday's Sentinel)
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February temperature* have

I,

4 Burnips Scouts

k
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Average temperatureof 32 degrees for February wm 5A degrees above normal for that
month, according to February
weather itatisttei compiled by
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Bontekoe

Named

To Draft Board
-

GRAND HAVEN
Ottawa
county draft board has been officially notified of the appointment of John D. Bontekoe, 283
West 12th St., Holland, as a board
member to succeed A. J. Wessel
of Grand Haven, who resigned
from the five-man board in Jan-

'

uary.
Offidai notificationthat President Dwight D. Eisenhower contions.
firmed the appointmentwas reAfter her opening number, Bliss
ceived
)
Namoura explained brieflyto the
Addition of Bontekoebrings the
New Children’sRetreat at Cutier- audience the complicated developlocal board No. 74 up to full
ville. Slides were shown of the ment of the dance In India, its oristrength.
buildings and grounds. After the gin in the temples and its dose
It Includes,D. H. 8. Rymer,
program which included duets by relationship to the religion and
route 2, Spring Lake, chairman;
philosophy
of
the
Indians.
To
ilMr*. Gerrit and Bin. Henn Berticed fine control over the band ing Over Israel," Mendelssohn, George Fett, Grand Haven; Richsns, a social time was spent and ustrate, she told a delightful
which
has been recognized as one and "Who Crucified My Lord," ard L. Cook, Grand Haven; O. W.
refreshments were served by the early Indian drama, showing the
of the best concert bands in the Belcher. Their second group will Lowry, Holland, and Bontekoe.
Paper Reeds,"
committee consisting of Mrs. L. use of the hands to expres* the
world. Several hundred students include
words and emotions of the charThompson;
"Views
in the Night,"
Bekins, Mis. Ted De Jonge, Bfrs.
try out each year for a place in the
Hospital Notes
Harry Bowman and Mrs. Jim acters. Her “dance with the sari,”
organization.The hand has made Williams,and "There Are Such
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
was
particularlyclever in that she
Things,"
Adams,
Baer
and
Meyer.
•
concert tours each year for 75
Admitted to the Holland Hoscombined with the graceful dance
The ninth grade Girls Glee pital on Tuesday were James
The offering taken to the Reyears and twice toured Europe, getQub, with Marlene Smeenge as Maat, route 3; Connie Speet, 624
formed church lot Sunday illustrationsof ways the sari is
Judy Whltsltt
ting recognitionfrom critics everyworn by Indian women.
accompanist, .vill / sing "Someamounted to $169 for the Netherwhere.
Michigan Ave.; Randall Lee HartFor her Burma street dance, ZEELAND (Special) — Donald
where a Child Is Singing,” Dyklands Relief.
Conductor
Noble
had
schooled
his
gerink, 89 East 22nd St.; Mrs.
Miss Namoura employed use of De Vries, son <rf Mr. and Mrs.
ema;
“Sleep
and
Rest,’’
Mozart,
Bir*. Purlin Vereeke who reband to a fine accuracy of pitch
August Von Ins, 649 Tennis; Dora
fans and parasols and expressive Harry De Vries of Zeeland has
ceived special treatments in Blodand attack. On two occasions as a and "Qimbin’ Up the Mountain," Jacobs, 53 West First St. ; Derk \
rhythmes to create the mysterarranged
by
Krone.
High
School
been named valedictorian of the
gett Hospital two weeks ago is
novelty he refrained from all moJager, route 6.
ious Oriental mood.
Girls Glee Club will present "Sing1953 Zeeland High School class. Local Insurance Agents
showing much improvement.
tions and the band played on with
DischargedTuesday were Mrs.
Especially stunning were the
86th birthday last Monday at her
ers and Songs,” Eichom, and
A seminary student was in dancer's fiery and colorfulSpan- De Vries has maintained a 3.96
the same tempo and confidence.
Charles Harris, 135 West 10th St.;
home
here.
She
received
many
"Four
Little
Foxes,"
Lowell.
Elcharge of the prayer meeting ish numbers. Appearing in a typi- average during four years in Have Monthly Meeting
As a special treat for the many
Gerrit J. Bonge, route 1; Bert E,
birthday cards and calls.
aine Bleeker and Gayla Davis
high school. Active in extra-curheld Tuesday evening at 8 pjn.
high school band members in the
Brink, route 6; Stanley Van Lopik,
cal Spanish costume with black ricular affairs,he was a memThe
Holland
Association of InHenry
Nykamp,
a
patient
at
will accompany. "Passing By,"
The Mission Society met this torso and multi-colorflounces,she
audience, the band played two
1326 South Shore Dr.; Mrs. Henry
surance
Agents
met
for
their
regSunshine Hospital in Grand Rapids,
Purcell and "Now It Is Time to
afternoon in the chapel Mrs. amazed the dub women with her ber of the Student Council, Nafamiliar marches.
Dokter, 299 East 14th St.; Mrs. EA
ular monthly sessionTuesday eve- spent last Sunday at his home
Sing,” Hoppin, will b.» sung by
Henry Stegehuis was in charge facilityand techniquewith the tional Honor Sodety and staffs of
Particularly well received was
ward Ruhlig, 170 West 12th St.|
ning
at
the
Dutch
Mill.
here.
the
Boys
Glee
Qub
with
Dethe achool annual and paper.
<jf devotions,Blrs. John Hunger
the closing section of Richard
Raymond Aman, 252 Lincoln Ave.;
castanets. Her mastery of these
Named salutatorian was Judy Among topics discussed was the Thirty-one men of this commu- Strauss’ "Death and Transfigura- lores Vanden Berg accompanying.Charles Huskey, 90 West 30th St.;
ink conducted the Bible Study, intriguing instruments was espec
Numbers by the Mixed Chorus,
Whitsitt, daughter of Mr. and recent Michigan Department of nity attended the Syndicate banquet
Bln. Ed Veldman discussedthe tally displayed in the gay “Malation," a symphonic tone poem in a
accompaniedby Forrest Van Oss, Chrisela Unsman, 430 North SevMrs. Thomas P. Whitsitt of 326 Insurance directivethat specifies: in Zeeland last Thursday evening.
mission topic. Roll call text was guenia” dance.
complex, chromaticlanguage. The
enth St., Grand Haven; Mrs. Earn1. Companies and organizations
will be "Shortnin' Bread,” arrangWoodward
Ave.
In
addition to
on '‘Compassion" and hostess was
dissonances in "Death and TransBlessed with Arabian beauty maintaininga 3.9 average Miss which are not licensedby the Deed by Swift, and "Oh Meadow- est Bekken, 168 East 37th St. ; Mrs.
Mrs. John Bohl.
figuration" were disturbing to the
and black flashing eyes that mir- Whitsittwas treasurer of her partment of Michiganare not reland," arranged by Heller. The Marvin Vander Vlies and baby,
Girl’s League for service will ror the emotions of her dance,
public which first heard them, but
combined Girls Glee Qubs will 1635 Qeveland Ave.; Mrs. Jun
sophomore class and a member of quired to file annual reports with
meet Thursday evening at 7:45. Bliss Namoura presentsa truly
they have been accepted as a logi- present ‘Tell Me Love.” Salle Hil- Bremer and baby, 447 Central
(From Wednesday'sSentinel)
the Y Teens, National Honor So- the department and therefore are
cal outgrowth of the music. The lebrand will a company. 'It’s a Ave.
Devotions will be led by Mrs. Jus- theatricalprogram and wins her
dety, Future Nurse* and Latin not subject to its examination-- Seminarian Charles Terpstra was
tin Palmboa and the topic by audience with friendly, informal chibs.
Hospital births include a son,
but this does not prohibit mail guest preacher at both serviceson disturbed and turbulent music is Grand Night for Singing," RodBlrs. Frank De Boer, Jr. and Bliss
chats" relating to dance customs
Number three in standings was order solicitation.Unfortunately, Sunday. The Rev. R. Evenhuis had concludedby a sweet and heroic gers, and “Ja-Da,” Carlton, will be Michael, bom Tuesday to Mr. and
Joan Feenstra. Response to the and meanings. •
Mary Nyenhuis, followed by Mary many citizens consider any insur a classicalappointment at Allen- ending . and Tuesday night’s per- sung by the ninth grade octet, Mrs. Marvin Henagin. 656 Whitman
formance was received with enthu- with Helen Wade as accompanist. Ave.; a daughter,Kathy Lynn,
roll call will be
text on the
Enhancing her presentationis Jonker, Glenda Piasman, Ruth ance organization making any so- daleword, ‘Teach’*.
the performance of her accompan- Vander Velde, Joyce Smits, Phil- licitationin Michigan to be licMrs. Gerrit R. Essenburg has re- siastic applause.
Ninth gradd Girls Ensemble will bom Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs,
• Twenty men from the Reformed ist, William Blontgomery, a really ip Staal Judy Ver Plank and ensed by this state. Many citizens turned home from the hospitaland The program concluded with the sing Carmichael’spopular "Star- William Wierda, 9xWest 19th St.|
band's traditional closing, a smart dust," accompanied by Sheridan a son, Gregory Alan, born Tuesday •
church attended the men’s dinner fine artist who builds the dance Wendell Kollen.
widely contact their local Insur- is improving nicely.
which is sponsored by the Blisskm structure with authentic music of
Mrs. Dick Essenburg was able trim presentation of John Philip Shaffer, and a girls trio will sing to Mr. and Mrs. Elvin Slenk, 648
ance agents or the department to
West 20th St:
syndicate of the Holland Classis the mood. He also presented sevinto finances and reputa to return to her home from Pine Sousa’s "Stars and Stripes For- “Lift Thine Eyes,” Mendelssohn.
Women's Mission Group inquire
ever," dramatically portrayed with
Zeeland
held In Second Reformed church eral solo numbers.
Soloists will be Sally Damson.
tion to the insurance mail order Rest on Saturday.
Presiding at the business ses- Hears Book Review
of Zeeland Thurday evening. The
Ben Brunink had a heart attack a minimum of direction and a max- Don
Gelderen, Delphine - Births in Huizinga
concern.
imum of showmanship.
Rev. Bernard Hakken, missionary sion was Blrs. Vander Borgh, who
Schaeffer, Ken Brummel, Cynthia Hospital include a daughter, Lou
2. The State of Michigan does last week, but has rallied considintroducedthe performers.Mrs.
to Arabia, was the speaker.
Women’s Missonary Auxiliary not recognize an automobilein- erably the last few day*. John De From Holland, the band goes to Schaap and Norma Nynas. Their Ann, bom Friday fo Mr. and Mrs.
Henn Berens, Cy Huyser and Carl Harrington, chairman of of Trinity Reformed church met surance policy under provisionsof Jonge, who is nearly 91 years old, the east coast for a concert in accompanists will be Salle Hilde- Leonard Vanden Bosch, 224 DiviTown Hall, New York City, and brand. Elaine Reinink and Elaine sion, Zeeland;a daughter, Joan
Harry Bowman attended the the nominating committee, pre- Tuesday evening in the church the financial responsibilitylaw if is also failing in strength.
Joyce, bom Saturdayto Mr. and
John J. Huyser and Marion then to Washington. The band will Bleeker.
Temple Time banquet held In sented the slate of officers. Tell- lounge to hear Mrs. Robert De- the company is not licensedin the
Mrs. Raymond Slotman, route 5,
Goodyke will be united in marriage return to its caiqpus in Decorah,
Trinity church Parish House last ers for the election were Blrs. Lu- Bruyn give a book review on "The state.
Holland.
Local insurance agents are in a in the local church tonightat 7:45 la., March 16.
Tuesday evening. The Rev. H. den Raven, chairman, Mrs. Wil- Life of Samuel Zwemer."
City Manager Speaks
p.m.
The
public
is
invited.
position
to
determine
and
advise
Bast of Grand Rapids was the liam Baker, Mrs. Joseph Borgman,
Mrs. Wilbert Brondyke preJr., Mrs. Leo Salisbury and Mrs.
Several from this community at- March Br/de Honored
To Optimist Club
guest speaker.
sided at the business meeting at what concerns are licensed by the
Exchangites See Film
tended the Annual Board meeting
Mr. and Blrs. George TUbergen Otto van de Velde. Mrs. Clyde which Mrs. John Hains led devo- department
of stockholders of the Beaverdam At Surprise Shower
Qty Manager Harold McClin- About Transportation
from Holland accompaniedMr Geerlings gave announcementsre- tions.
Creamery on Friday night.
and Mrs. Mart Tubergen to Grand garding the Grand Rapids ComMiss Marian Van de Lime, tock outlined the manager form of
A girls trio, Sherri Vanden Junior Welfare League
Holland Exchange Qub, at a
Pvt Herschel Weaver spent the whose marriage to Robert Wyle city government to the Optimist
Rapids last Tuesday where they munity Concert Association and Bosch, Mary Jane Slighter and
regular
noon luncheon Monday
the
coming
appearance
of
the
Club
at
its
regular
meeting
Monweek-end
with
friends
and
relawill take place Friday, March 13,
visited with Mr. and Mrs. John
Cora Kapernik, sang 'The Cross Has Business Meeting
at the Warm Friend Tavern, viewfamed Robert Shaw Chorale, Was His Own."
tives.
was honored at a surprise miscel- day noon at the Eten House.
Burkhart
He told bow the manager form ed the film, 'The McGurk Way,"
laneous shower tost Wednesday at
Bliss Beth Marcus, first vice
The Men’s quartet ef the Re- scheduled to perform at Hope ' The social hour followed with
of government was first started secured for the program by John
Zwemer HaH
formed church sang two numbers Memorial Chapel on Wednesday, Mrs. Ray Brondyke, Blrs. Jay president, presided at a business Hope Oraton Enter
Hostesses were Bftoses Delores in Virginia in 1908, how it grew Van Dyke. The film dealt with
at the evening service Sunday, March 1L
Schaap, Blrs. Bert Arendsen and meeting of Junior Welfare League
De
JBoer and Goldie Kleinheksel, more popular until how there are the developmentof transportation
Ts It Well With Your Soul" and
Mrs. Simon Steketea serving, as Tuesday evening at the Woman’s State Leafue Contest
Mrs. Wayne Tripp and Blrs. Glenn more than 1,100 communitieswith In thi* country from the days of
Literary Club house.
There Is a Fountain Filled With Delores Visch Hostess
hostesses.
the turnpike of gravel or plank
this form of city government
Two Hope College students will Card.
During the business session,
Blood."
roads to the use d canals, railHe
explained
foe
various
duties
Gaines
were
played
with
a
mock
Blrs. Robert Kuiper, glasseschair- compete in the annual Michigan
Mr. and Bin. Wienma of Hol- To League for Service
Mrs.
La
Grave
Dies
wedding
as the feature of the eve- of the manager including the fol- roads and finally, the modern
man,
gave
a
report
on
a
local
Intercollegiate
Speech
League
orland spent Sunday evening with
TTie Girls’ League for Service
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Tuesday evening •at the borne of
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also attended the worship service
SAUGATUCK (Special)-Mrr represents Junior League on the from West Bend, Wk., will repre- bara Ellen, Betty DeFeyter,Em- forced, exercise control over all upon the truckingindustry, our
Delores Visch, 122 West 17th St.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Hop and
Queen
D. La Grave, 77, wife of
Devotions were by Junto HalverAuxiliary membership committee. sent Hope in the women’s contest ily Vinstra, Shirley Smith, NelUe the departmentsof the dty, make highways must be built to accomdaughters from Wyoming Park
William
E. La Grave, died Tues
Bleyker, recommendations to the council, modate tmeks. Legislation! is needson and a Bible quiz was given.
The remainder of the evening, with her oration, ^ “Slow Down, Ten Brinke, Orma
•pent Sunday evening with Bir
The business meeting was in day noon at Douglas Hospital members worked on noveltiesfor America." Mias De Tuncq won the MargueriteFranks, Dena Bloom- keep council informedof the fin- ed to regulate and unify trucking
and Blrs. Jake Hop.
charge of Joyce Stremler, presi- Born in Georgetown, Ohio, she the children’scarnival to be spon- Adelai de-Oratory Contest at Hope. dale, Carol Kievit Carol Jousma, ancial needs and submit a budget, laws. There are noty 300 restrictMr. and Bln. Mart Tubergen atdent Announcement was made of lived in Saugatuck for the past sored by Junior League March 28
Representing Hope in the men’s Jean Lubben, Alma Bouwman, and try to keep the public inform- ive regulations and there is need
tended their brother’sand sister’s the Girls’ League Union banquet 14 years. She was the former at thf Holland Armory. Several contest will be Don A. Lubbers, Alyce Sjoerdsma, Delores DeBoer, ed of the operations of all depart- for uniformity so that goods can
party, held monthy, at the home to be held April 14 at Third Re- Queen Dowdney.
members rehearseda play to be Holland senior who won the Hope Goldie Kleinheksel,Mae Kolkema, ments in the dty. His object k to be transported most economical- •
of Mr. and Bln. George TUber- formed Church.
She is survived by the husband presentedfor the Woman’s lit- Raven Contest. He will speak on Mrs. Ellen Myering, Mrs. George mold all dty employes Into a
F
Ptokke. Mrs. Jack Slusher, Mrs. smooth working machine.
"God and Joe College."
Exchangite Paul Hinkamp inThe remainder of the evening and several nieces and nephews. erary Qub this month.
£eMr. and Mrs. Chester Brinks was spent rollingbandages.The She was s member of the Sauga
At present there are training ducted two new members into the
- Dr. Wititom Schrier,dbector of Peter Van de Lund, Mr. and Mr*.
from Drenthe visited with Mr. April meeting will feature an auc- tuck Woman’s Club and also the
In using balloons to lift weight, forensics,and Lambert Ponstein Glenn Card, Mr. and Mrs. Wayne programs in operation to make club. Gleon Bonnette and John W.
and
Harold Haawvort and tion sale. Refreshments were serv- Christian Science Church of Sau- it takes about 14 cubic feat at of the faculty will accompany the Tripp, the guest of honor and her the^department* more efficient, Fonger. President William Aidrich was ia charge.
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